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You don’t buy an Isuzu D-MAX just to get from A to B. You buy one for the experiences it delivers. For features that help you get out and catch more – like a
powerful and e�cient 3.0L turbo diesel engine and Terrain Command 4WD system. A no-nonsense vehicle, for no-nonsense drivers. People whose next fishing
spot isn’t on any map. People who go their own way.

CAST A LINE, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME WITH THE DEPENDABLE ISUZU D-MAX

GO YOUR
OWN WAY

Discover more at your Isuzu UTE Dealer or visit isuzuute.com.au

5 star ANCAP safety rating applies to D-MAX 4x4 Crew Cab variants built from November 2013 and 4x2 High-ride Crew Cab variants built from November 2014. ^5 years or 130,000km whichever occurs first, for eligible customers; excludes accessories and trays. >The Capped Price 
Servicing Program applies to eligible Isuzu UTE vehicles with a warranty start date after 1 January 2015. The program covers the first 6 scheduled services in line with the scheduled service intervals. Program price subject to change. For full terms & conditions and current pricing 
go to isuzuute.com.au/service-plus.
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Men’s Fitness
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on twitter 
@toddfcole

VIEW FROM THE TOP

We’re big in 
America

T
he cover of our last issue, featuring UFC star 

Ronda Rousey, made headlines around the world, 

particularly in the USA. Everyone from ESPN 

and Buzzfeed to the Hu�  ngton Post and People 

magazine wrote about it. Talk shows debated it 

and radio shock jocks railed against it. Ronda Rousey’s image, 

and the fact she’s the i rst woman to appear on a cover of 

Australian Men’s Fitness (women have appeared on the cover 

of the US version), caught the world’s attention for a week. 

     Google “ronda rousey+men’s i tness cover” and it returns 28 

pages of results. It became such a talking point because it had 

a faint whif  of controversy about how it was received on social 

media. Several men commented along the lines of “How dare 

you! Men’s Fitness is for men”, and that fanned the i re of a 

gender debate. The dissent generated more stories until people 

such as the head of Marvel comics got asked about the cover. 

I mean, really? It was crazy. 

      Here’s what we think about all of it: Ronda was on the cover 

because she was timely — she is the main i ght at UFC 193 in 

Melbourne. Furthermore, in a recent reader survey some of 

you let us know you wanted us to shake things up a bit, so we 

did. We didn’t expect this to go worldwide or start a i erce 

barney between the sexes. That wasn’t our intention. Ronda 

is a once-in-a-generation athlete who embodies the spirit 

and character of this magazine. The fact she is a woman 

shouldn’t make any dif erence.

      Personally, I am humbled by the worldwide attention her 

cover appearance  received.  I thought it would attract attention, 

but I’ve never envisioned anything like this. Thanks Ronda 

Rousey for helping us make history. 

       Stay strong.
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NEEDAQUESTIONANSWERED?MAILUSAT

GET IN TOUCH

askMF@mensfitnessmagazine.com.au

You ask, we answer… with a

little help from our friends.

using the hashtag #askMF

Q 
I’M TRAINING 

TO IMPROVE MY 

OFF-ROAD RUNNING, 

PARTICULARLY IN 

THE HILLS. WILL 

I GET BETTER RESULTS 

FROM TRAVELLING 

TO TRAIN IN THE 

SNOWY MOUNTAINS 

OR AN ALTITUDE 

TRAINING TANK?

“You can e� ectively 
recreate altitude training 
in a tank or chamber,” says 
strength and conditioning 
coach Luke Worthington. 
“But the main benefits 
are from the recovery. 
An athlete at an altitude 
camp trains and lives at 
altitude, so adaptation 
occurs faster and to a 
greater degree than in 
someone who trains in 
a tank. To maximise use 
of a chamber, stay inside 
until your heart and 
breathing rate return 
to resting levels.”

Q
I SOMETIMES 

FEEL MY MORNING 

COFFEE IS GETTING 

LESS EFFECTIVE. IS 

THAT LIKELY?

It may be because it’s 
messing with your body’s 
cortisol levels. According to 
a 2009 study, your levels of 
this hormone are at their 
highest in the morning to 
give you an energy boost 
when you need to get going. 
A morning co� ee doesn’t 
add to that e� ect but 
replaces the cortisol boost 
with a ca� eine one. Your 
body begins to expect the 
ca� eine and produces less 
cortisol as a result. If you 
really want to feel a boost 
from your flat white, drink it 
between 10am and midday.

Q
WHEN CAN I GET AN 

ACTIVITY TRACKER 

THAT KNOWS WHAT 

MOVES I’M DOING?

You might have to wait 
a little while longer — but 
trackers are getting smarter. 
For example, the Misfit 
(store.misfit.com) tracks 
sleep, steps taken, calories 
burnt and distance travelled. 
Best of all, you don’t have 
to charge it: the replaceable 
battery lasts up to six 
months. Also syncs with 
the Misfit app to reveal 
charts on your activity 
and sleep patterns. 

■
It’s not as simple as “more sweat = better
workout”, though research shows the harder

you go, the more your body benefits. “Sweat’s more
indicative when doing high-intensity workouts, but
weights and low-intensity exercise should be gauged
through fatigue and muscle pain,” says personal
trainer Carl Wallace. Just make sure you’re hydrated:
weigh yourself before and after your workout and
glug enough water to make up the weight you’ve lost.
And wear a decent deodorant.

Q How much 
should I be 

sweating 
in the gym? 

ASK 
MEN’S FITNESS

and get up to 36% o�  
the cover price! Just 
$69 for 12 months. 

For more details, see 
p127 or call 02 9439 1955   

Post your fitness questions. 

@MENSFITNESSAU
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Aspire to perspire.

Measure the success 
of HIIT by the 
buckets you sweat.
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Got an event in your state that MF readers can train for in 2016? Email details to ashley@mensfitnessmagazine.com.au with a couple of good action photos. 

February 27
Lake Hume Cycle
Challenge
Where: Lake Hume,
NSW
What: Clip in and
prepare to do battle
with the rolling hills
and valleys of Albury-
Wodonga. Rides range
from 40km to 131km.
Contact: lakehume
cyclechallenge.com.au

February 19-21
Big Husky Triathlon
Festival
Where: Huskisson,
NSW
What: Soak in the
scenery around Jervis
Bay while competing
in one of the best long-
course tri’s or give
a shorter option a go.
Contact: eliteenergy.
com.au 

February 14
Busselton
Jetty Swim
Where: Busselton, WA
What: Give silly old
Valentine’s Day a miss
and instead jump in
the drink for a 3.6km
jaunt around the
longest jetty in the
southern hemisphere.
Contact: busselton
jettyswim.org.au

February 6
ROC Race
Where: Sydney, NSW
What: Welcome to the
Ridiculous Obstacle
Race, 5km of mayhem
as you take on the
Sweeper, the Wrecking
Ball and the world’s
largest inflatable water
slide. Game on, lads!
Contact: rocrace.
com.au 

February 21
Latrobe Health
Centre River Run
Where: Geelong, VIC
What: Crank out
a great time over the
fast and flat 5km/10km
course along the
banks of the beautiful
Barwon River. Ideal
for beginner runners.
Contact: riverrun. 
net.au 

January 24
Audax Alpine
Classic
Where: Bright, Vic
What: Now in its 30th
year, this multi-option
event includes
“Australia’s toughest
single-day ride”, the
320km Ultimate, with
its 5500m of climbing.  
Contact: alpine
classic.com.au

January 26
Australia Day
Triathlon
Where: Perth, WA
What: Triathletes/
duathletes of all ages
and skill levels will
find a race to suit
them here as they
compete in and around 
the Swan River.
Contact:
allbarnone.com 

January 31
The Big Swim
Where: Sydney, NSW
What: This star of
the ocean swim
calendar will see
entrants battling
what can be very
tough conditions
from Palm Beach to
Whale Beach.
Contact: oceanfit.
com.au

January 9
Adventurethon
Albany
Where: Albany, WA
What: O�-road
running, mountain-
biking and kayaking
through sites of natural
beauty and Australian
military history —
a fantastic event.
Contact:
adventurethon.com.au

January 16
The Color Run
Where: Sunshine
Coast, QLD
What: As you run 5K
around Sunshine Coast
Stadium, people chuck
coloured corn starch
at you so you end up
looking like a super-fit
clown. No joke.
Contact: thecolorrun.
com.au 

December 6
Sally’s Ride
Where: Launceston,
TAS
What: Saddle up and
ride between 25km
and 160km through
the lush, green Tamar
Valley while raising
funds for mental-
health awareness.
Contact: sallysride.
com.au 

December 12-13
T3X Long
Distance Tri
Where: Canberra, ACT 
What: Show the
pollies what you’re
made of with a 4km
swim, 120km cycle
and 30km run through
the nation’s capital.
Tell Mal we sent you.
Contact: tripleedge.
com.au/LongDistanceTri

December 6
Bondi To Bronte
Ocean Swim
Where: Sydney, NSW
What: Give kids’
cancer a good kicking
through fundraising
while enjoying a sweet
summer swim between
two of Sydney’s most
iconic beaches.
Contact: bondito
bronte.com.au

December 5
Mud Run
Where: Sydney, NSW
What: Get down
and extremely dirty
as you battle your
buddies over 7km
of filthy mud pits
and bog holes. Pro
tip: don’t wear your
new Brooks runners.
Contact: mudrun. 
com.au 

December 20
6 Inch Trail
Marathon
Where: North
Dandalup, WA
What: Now in its 11th
year, this 46km event
takes place on part of
the spectacular Munda
Biddi Trail. Open to
runners of all abilities.
Contact: 6inchtrail 
marathon.com 





Hotshot●
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Cragging 
rights
Not many bulk-billing medical centres or hospitals in California’s Owens 

Valley, so you’d want to be pretty damn sure your arms, legs and feet are 

syncing perfectly when you scale one of its boulders. Twenty-two-year-old 

German Alexander Megos is a bloke who never leaves anything to chance. 

An avid climber since the age of fi ve, he regularly clambers up the planet’s 

scariest-looking  rocks and volcanoes. Conquering this pumpkin-shaped 

lump, known as the Beekeeper’s Apprentice, required heaps of prep to make 

sure he had  the right foot- and hand-holds. Expert at giving fear the middle 

fi nger, he says rock-climbing is the duck’s nuts because it enables him to 

“switch from the feeling of ‘impossible’ to ‘I did it’ in a short amount of time”. 
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Chris Thomas
Global Service Manager
Taylor Canyon, UT
Photographer: Andy Mann

Equipment for mountain sports
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Power
walk

�
Push your
limits, not

your luck, with
the walking
overhead lunge.

For the functional

fitness in-crowd, the

overhead squat is an

entry requirement: a

full-body lift that works

everything from leg

strength to core control.

Unfortunately, it’s not

exactly beginner-

friendly — anyone

with below-average

shoulder or ankle

flexibility will find

themselves struggling.

Enter the overhead

walking lunge. This

move gets you used

to controlling weight

overhead but places

less stress on your

joints and requires

slightly less balance.

“Do it with an empty bar

as a warm-up before

the rest of your session

once or twice a week,”

suggests strength

coach James Adamson.

Once you’ve got it

nailed, you can

graduate to the full

overhead squat.

B

BONE UP
According to a recent University of Missouri study from the US, six months of targeted exercise is enough to reverse bone loss. 

Here’s your anti-osteoporosis prescription.

JUMP 

“Jumping puts your bones and joints under 
pressure, forcing growth,” says trainer Tom 
Eastham. Do three sets of 10 jump squats as a 
warm-up before lifting — or just in your own home. 

LIFT

“Keeping most of your body under the weight will 
force your body to grow,” says Eastham. Use the 
dumbbell front squat: keep the dumbbells at your 
shoulders as you squat very low, then stand. 

…THEN DO BOTH

Combining resistance moves with explosive ones — 
technically known as “contrast training” — lets you 
recruit more fast-twitch fibres. Do five weighted 
squats, then five unweighted jump squats to finish. 

Upgrade
Breakthroughs

A

■ Hold a barbell
across the back
of your shoulders
with your hands
roughly double
shoulder-width
apart. Without
using any leg
drive, press it
overhead. Pause
at the top, then
lower under
control — don’t
risk your neck.

How to do it
Sets 3
Distance 20m



NEW
FLAVOURS

Site
secured by

Use in conjunction with an appropriate food and resistance training programme. IUse in conjunction with an appropriate food and resistance training programme. In

Maximise your training with this best-in-class formula packed with clinically 

proven ingredients scientiically selected to improve strength, size and lean 

muscle deinition. This exclusive 100% naturally lavoured formula pushes 

the limits of premium protein science without the premium price tag.  
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Beetroot juice
helpsyoubeat
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Just 15 days

of drinking

80ml of

beetroot

juice every day can

lower your blood

pressure and increase

blood flow when you

exercise — meaning, your heart doesn’t

have to work as hard, so you can exercise

longer without feeling tired, a recent

University of California study discovered.

Beetroot juice has long been known

as an excellent source of nitrate, which

can help relax blood vessels during

rigorous exercise. “We also found that

beetroot juice enhanced the function

of the [inner lining of blood vessels]

in skeletal muscle,” says study author

Dr Charlie Stebbins, “which increased

blood flow and delivery of oxygen to

contracting skeletal muscle.”

If you aren’t into juicing the beets

yourself, you can also buy Oz Beet It

beetroot juice or shots. The Oz Beet It Sport

Stamina shot contains 0.4g of dietary

nitrate and is shown to increase V02 max.

Going under the scalpel?
Don’t stop the music!

■ Being exposed to any type of music
before, during or right after surgery
can reduce a patient’s pain, pain-
medication use and anxiety, according
to a data analysis on 7,000-plus
patients reported in The Lancet. But
the same doesn’t go for the surgical
team. If they rock out too hard, it
can hinder communication and raise
tension in the OR, which makes for
more health risks for you, says a
National Journal of Nurses study.
Worst offender: beat-heavy drums and
bass. Maybe request a little Mozart
the next time you go under the knife?

London Bridge didn’t fall down,
it died of heart failure

■ A study conducted in downtown
London found that living where
traffic noise reaches 60 decibels
(not really that high, but the World
Health Organization considers
55 db a health threshold) makes you
more likely to have heart problems
and ups your risk of death from all
causes, reports the European Heart
Journal. Researchers think the din
raises blood pressure and stress.

Squeeze the
most out of
your workouts
by juicing up
 with beetroots. 

Vaping: almost
100% better
than smoking

■ On the highly

controversial subject

of which is better,

tobacco cigarettes

or e-cigs, one major

health organisation

has made up its mind.

After studying

all the evidence

available, Public

Health England (PHE)

has declared that

e-cigarettes are 95%

less harmful than

tobacco cigs and —

with support — can

help smokers quit

tobacco entirely.

However, soon

after it came out,

The Lancetmedical

journal issued a “hang

on there a second…”

warning that more

hard evidence was

needed. But PHE stood

Grow your own 
medicine

■ Cutting-edge

research from

Melbourne’s Latrobe

University and

the University of

Queensland could

change the way we

take our medicine.

The landmark

study found that

proteins called cyclic

peptides that are

found in certain

plants can be used

for pain relief and

to treat a variety of

serious conditions,

including cancer and

heart disease.

“The results have

been amazing,” says

Professor Marilyn

Anderson, a pioneer 

in the field.

Rather than

swallowing a pill,

people may be able

to chew seeds or

drink tea made

from the leaves

of modified plants.

Researchers

believe the new

products will have

fewer side-effects

and assist people

in the developing

world, where

medicines are often

expensive and not

readily available. 

firm, noting that,

though e-cigs aren’t

100% safe (and what

is?), they are free

of most chemicals

linked to smoking-

related diseases,

and the chemicals

they do have pose

limited danger.

But maybe you’re

still looking for

a good reason to

quit? If so, BMJ Open

just reported that

smokers have much

more belly fat than

nonsmokers — a bad

sign, as a ballooning

waist can mean an

ambulance ride just

waiting to happen.

The Grim Reaper

collects cigarette

butts — and the idiots

who smoked them

— so think about

ditching them once 

and for all. 

J

Health
Breakthroughs
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Breakthroughs

Torunfaster,
giveyourbike

afewspins

HIIT the sweet spot
with “10-20-30” 
intervals

■ If you loved

the burn of high-

intensity interval

training (HIIT) but

dropped it because

it started to feel

like exercising in

a torture chamber,

listen up: a new

University of

Copenhagen training

plan lets you get the

most out of HIIT —

without killing your

motivation.

For eight weeks, 28

of 132 runners tried

the (confusingly

named) “10-20-30”

protocol, which has

three steps: running,

cycling or rowing

at an easy pace for

30 seconds; at a 

Just 15 minutes of

high-intensity work

on a spin bike can give

runners a marked lift

in performance, says a new study 

in the JournalofStrengthand

ConditioningResearch.

Every day for two weeks, 32 long-distance runners performed

six ten-second intervals of intense sprints on stationary bikes,

with 30 seconds, 80 seconds or two minutes of rest between them.

The 30-second resters became 3% faster on a baseline treadmill

test — and that’s in only 14 days.

Researchers think the short rest periods between sprints made

each interval tougher and forced riders’ muscles to adapt faster,

leading to faster gains in less time. “By doing cycling HIIT and

taking themselves out of that comfort zone, runners can become

faster,” study head Mykolas Kavaliauskas says. “Or they can do

uphill sprints on a 10% grade using the same protocol.”

Cycling sprints could also be a low-impact way for runners 

to avoid overuse injuries, he suggests. — A D A M  B I B L E 

J

moderate pace for

20 seconds; then all-

out for ten seconds.

Subjects did this five

times with no rest,

took a two-minute

break, then repeated

it five more times, for

12 minutes total.

After two months,

not only were nearly

all subjects still in

the program — there

was almost no falloff

— they’d also cut

about 38 seconds off

their 5K times. The

control group? Nada.

“The fact that you

work really hard for

only ten seconds

makes it very easy

to do,” says UC’s Dr

Lasse Gliemann.

“You don’t need a

huge amount of

willpower to finish

a 10-second sprint.” 

Now, this study
has legs

■ The apparent
bro-nomenon of
superjacked
dudes with tiny
little chicken legs
is real. According
to data that Skulpt,
the maker of the
Aim fitness tracker,
gathered on 600 of
its users, guys are
avoiding leg day.
Glutes and calves
ranked the weakest
muscles; upper
backs and arms
were strongest.
Shut up and squat!

Drowsy and
down all day?
Do cardio

■ Chronic daytime
sleepiness
can start an ever-
worsening loop of
inflammation and
depression. But
150 minutes a
week of aerobic
exercise — running,
biking, naked
kickboxing — can
stop the cycle and
lessen depression,
reports a National
Institutes of Health
study from the US.

Skip the
ice, ice, baby

■ We’ve seen the

images: exhausted

athletes hunkering

down in ice-filled

vats to soothe their

aching muscles. But

taking an icy dip after

strength training

may actually weaken

muscles, reports a

new study in the

Journal of Physiology.

“Cold-water

immersion greatly

reduced long-term

gains in muscle

mass and strength,”

said study VIP

Dr Llion Roberts,

because for up to two

days afterward, it

“blunted” the activity

of the satellite cells

and pathways that

help the body build

muscle.

However, a frigid

dip after endurance

exercise is fine,

says Roberts, since

previous studies

have shown it to

have “positive

effects” on muscles.
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Going hard at training could

be central to increasing life

expectancy, according to a

James Cook University study.

If you work out till you get a decent, manly

sweat up on a regular basis, you are 13%

less likely to die prematurely than those

slackers who only do moderate exercise.

Uni boffins analysed data on 200,000

Australians to come up with their

conclusions, noting that less intense

exercise such as long walks has reduced

effect on longevity. Even amping up

one-third of an exercise regime resulted

in a 9% decreased risk of dying early.

The results tie in with research which

shows high-intensity interval training

(HIIT) or short bursts of hard exercise

has better long-term health benefits.

“Doing something vigorous that

makes you sweat and significantly 

increase breathing rate” is key,

said study author Klaus Gebel.

Maximum protection 

Sweat
more,live 
longer 

kip a night may be

enough. Researchers

arrived at this number

by observing the

sleeping habits of

hunter-gatherer

tribes in Africa and

South America.

They found

that even without

electricity or other

mod-cons, the

tribespeople logged an

average of 6hr 25min

of sleep daily. Yet

their labour-intensive

workloads required

heaps more energy

use compared to

Westerners. Nor did

they experience ill

health as a result of 

sleeping less.

Researchers

speculated that

quality of sleep —

for example, going

to bed at the right

time, not after a six-

hour drinking binge

— may be the reason

for the difference, but

they were also open

to the idea that we 

G
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Eight hours 
a snore

■ For decades

(yawn), docs,

specialists and

assorted experts

have been telling

us we need a solid

eight hours’ sleep

every night or our

health will suffer.

But a new study

carried out by

the University of

California suggests 

up to 6.5 hours 

Performing hardcore
workouts reduces
the chance of dying
early by 13%.
 

■ Do you look like a sweaty
wildebeest at the end of every lunch
gym session? Brut 24hr Ultra Dry
anti-perspirant protects users from
excessive sweating for a whole day,
ensuring you can head back to the
office with confidence. brut.com.au

may just be catching

too many zeds.

Study head Jerome

Siegel said the

research challenges

the notion that sleep

has been reduced

from its “natural

level” by distractions 

such as TV and

the internet.

It was also

pointed out that

chronic insomnia

is completely

unheard of in these

traditional societies. 



New Caledonia is one 

of the closest Pacii c 

neighbours to Australia 

and yet many Aussies still 

don’t know much about 

this island destination 

right next door.

If you love an active holiday, New 

Caledonia can be your adventure 

playground. The warm water of the 

lagoon, its underwater treasures 

and the trade winds that rock the 

coast all seasons, offer a wide 

range of activities - all set amongst 

the spectacular natural scenery of 

New Caledonia.

Discover why Noumea is known as 

the windsuri ng capital of the world 

or head to the North of the main 

island for trail running, mountain 

biking, rock climbing, i shing, hiking, 

horse trekking, quad bike tours, and 

much more... For thrillseekers, the 

choice is vast and spicy!

Flying direct from Australia with 

Aircalin you can be in New 

Caledonia in just two hours from 

Brisbane, less than three hours from 

Sydney and under four hours from 

Melbourne; the short l ying times 

make this Pacii c island the perfect 

adventure getaway close to home. 

To i nd out more, visit 

www.new-caledonia.com.au and 

book your l ights at Aircalin.com

NEW 

CALEDONIA!

new-caledonia.com.au
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TheNewPaleo?
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The Paleo diet — eating the

way our prehistoric ancestors

supposedly did by sticking

to meat, nuts, vegetables and

berries and avoiding dairy and starchy

carbs like potatoes, grains and beans

— seems to be getting a comeuppance,

according to a new study in the Quarterly

Review of Biology.

The researchers’ hypothesis: because

the human brain uses up about 25% of

the body’s entire daily energy budget —

and more than half of that comes from

glucose or sugar — meat and berries

alone could never have met that need. So

the fact that today our brains are smart

enough to even debate the issue means

that Fred Flintstone and gang must have

been eating some type of high-starch food

about 800,000 years ago.

Add to that the fact that prehistoric

forms of starch similar to potatoes would

definitely have been available back then,

and that cooking — which makes starches

more digestible — started up around this

time, and the issue’s kind of a gimme, says

study head Dr Karen Hardy.

For the biggest bang for your new Paleo

buck, slam a phytonutrient-rich sweet

potato — not a regular spud — down next

to that slab of salmon or sirloin. Oh, and

don’t forget to go heavy on the vegies.

■ Getting food delivered
sure is convenient — but
it’s also a surefire way to
gain weight.

According to a study in
the journal Management
Science, if you place an

order on the phone or online and have it delivered,
you’re likely to buy about 100 calories more food than
if you order it in person.

It’s the anonymity of not having to face a (potentially
judgmental) server that frees customers up to pile on
the extra food, researchers concluded.

“Alone in your home, you don’t face the same
judgment about food choices you would when you’re
out,”says study head Dr Ryan McDevitt. But if you
must call it in, he says, “avoid overindulging by placing
the order around family members”.

Soy Malo!

■ Decades ago,

processed-food makers

began switching

from “evil” saturated

fats (like those in

butter and cheese) 

to plant products 

like vegetable oil, 

which is mostly 

polyunsaturated.

Cut to today and 

vegetable oil makes up

60% of all Australian 

oil consumption. 

The change wasn’t 

Hi, I’d like to order 
a cheese pizza 
with a heaping 
side of blubber…

Blast from 
the past: 
cavemen 
ate potatoes

for the better at all.

A new US study 

on mice has found 

that vegetable oil 

— which ends up 

containing the truly 

villainous trans fat 

when it’s partially 

hydrogenated for use 

in processed foods 

— causes 25% more 

weight gain, larger fat 

deposits and fattier 

livers than coconut 

oil, a saturated fat 

whose popularity has 

been skyrocketing 

because it contains 

fewer calories and 

may even lower 

cholesterol. 

Vegetable oil in our 

diet “has increased 

1,000-fold in a few 

decades”, says study 

head Dr Poonamjot 

Deol — just as 

obesity rates have 

soared. Coincidence? 

Not a chance.

So if the label 

lists partially 

hydrogenated oil, 

hands off!

T
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Her selfie-mania may
seem cute now...

■ ...but it could be
a drag long-term.
A US study gave 146
newlywed couples
the Narcissistic
Personality Inventory,
then tracked them for
four years and found
that when wives were
more narcissistic, both
partners were unhappy.
The same didn’t
apply to narcissistic
husbands. Guess wives
already know we’re self-
absorbed arseholes. 

That excited little voice that tells you

if a woman’s right for you within 10

seconds of meeting her? You may want

to buy it a muzzle.

According to a new study, sexual and romantic

chemistry can develop long after people meet —

even if they didn’t initially have the hots for each

other. Researchers at the Univeristy of Texas,

hoping to learn why most people choose partners of

similar attractiveness (meaning, on a scale of 1–10,

most 9s end up with 9s, most 4s with 4s), taped 167

married or dating couples interacting, then rated

them on attractiveness. Their surprise discovery:

couples rated farthest apart in attractiveness (say,

a 9 girl with a 4 guy) had known each other for

much longer than couples rated very similar in

attractiveness. Why? Their attraction had grown

over time. Best of all, there was no difference in the

quality of relationships for either type of couple.

“When you know someone a while, you have

more information to evaluate him or her by, so

your initial impressions may evolve,” says study

co-author Lucy L Hunt. With an open mind, a

little bit of time and maybe a couple of beers, they

could probably evolve even more. —J A M E S  R O S E N T H A L
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Breakthroughs
Success

Clean up in the
romance dept.

■ Ever told a girl,

“Well, good night...”

instead of “Come

up for some wine?”

because you knew

your apartment

would horrify her?

Join the crowd.

61% of us have felt

so ashamed of our

homes we’ve lied to

keep visitors out,

says a poll by Sugru

moldable glue.

And that’s not all:

a dirty home can

also cause insomnia

Where’s that
damn job?!

■ Waiting to hear

about a position

you’re up for? Well,

pitch a tent. The

hiring process now

takes an average

of 23 days, up from

12 days in ’09,

Glassdoor Economic

Research reports.

Times are usually 

shorter at firms

with fewer than

10 employees and

longer at larger

companies, whose

hiring procedures

are often more

unwieldy. They’re

also longer for

skilled workers,

like database

administrators

(25.5 days) than

for unskilled, like

bartenders (5.7) .

Likely cause: the

increasing use of

time-consuming

screening methods,

like background

checks and skill/

drug/personality

tests, which can

make for better

job matching but

are a real drag

for applicants.

To speed up the

process, tackle

the issue up front,

says Glassdoor’s

Dr Andrew

Chamberlain: “Ask

the hiring manager

what he needs from

you and when. That

will prevent delays.” 

■ If you want to be
at your best, you
need consistent,
quality sleep. Aside
from logging your
calories, nutrients
and heartrate, the
Jawbone UP3 tracks
your sleep stages —
including REM, light
and deep sleep — in
detail so you know
what’s going on.
Wake up and smell
the stats! $249.99,

247wearables.
com.au

Sleep your way
to the top with
this gadget 

Givethat
“attractionthing”
a littlebit longer

T

and depression, St.

Lawrence University

in the US found.

So snap out of it:

hire a cleaning person

(what, your sex life

isn’t worth $75 every

two weeks?), or find

a copy of the best-

ever cleaning manual,

the classic How to

Satisfy Your Woman

Everytime: The

Straight Guy’s Guide

to Housework.

You can please

her on every surface

in every room

of the house — just

clean them first.

You may not have
hooked up from the
start, but you could still
get it on, like Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis.
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Why you should completely
ignore the recent
outpouring of support 
for flabbier physiques.

By Michelle Ruiz

Photograph by Peter Yang

Father of two.

Once weighing as

much as 130kg,

Jurassic World’s Chris

Pratt has found himself

the poster boy for both

fit guys and doughy

“dad bods”.

This 
should 
be the 

real
“dad bod”
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“skips the gym for a few

brews”, as dad bod advocates

advise — gets old fast.

And as for this “flabby fellas

are hotter” argument: it’s

pretty damn sexist — after

all, guys love “MILFs” for their

youthful, well-maintained

bodies, not because they’ve

grown beer bellies. But also,

the idea that women are more

attracted to less-flattering

physiques because it makes

them feel better about

their own bodies is, I may

confidently add, bogus. Trust

me: most women don’t view

relationships as bodybuilding

competitions.

Case in point: I like to stay

in shape. I enjoy a good

SoulCycle. I keep my Tim Tam

consumption fairly low. But

I’m no gym rat, either. And

when Dan showed up that

summer with insane muscle

definition, I wasn’t jealous.

On the contrary, staring at his

six-pack was mesmerising,

plus he’d set a goal to get

fit and actually done it, and

women appreciate that sort

of determination.

I’m not alone here, guys.

The scientific truth is that fit

dudes are sexy. Not only are

we biologically wired to find

muscles attractive — they

signal healthiness, good

genes and a strong immune

system, all good things in

the caveman era, according

to research from the UCLA

Center for Behavior, Evolution,

and Culture in the US —

but also working out boosts

testosterone, which, if you

haven’t heard, is a major

hormone for attracting and

turning on the ladies.

In addition, a study earlier

this year by the Cedars-

Sinai Medical Center in Los

Angeles, published in the

Journal of Sexual Medicine,

found that fitter guys have

better and more frequent

erections and an improved

ability to have orgasms.

So let me translate that

for you. If your muscles are

flaccid and limp, so is your

love muscle. And you’d best

believe that a guy who doesn’t

lose steam after a few reps —

both at the gym and in bed

— is going to win out over a

comfy snuggle pillow any  

day of the week.

T H E S U M M E R A F T E R I M E T A N D F E L L C R A Z Y I N L O V E W I T H

my now-husband Dan during our irst year at uni, he started

lifting (and apparently downing protein shakes, though he

didn’t admit it at the time). His body had always been pretty

good — like, say, Tim Cahill in a polo shirt good — but when

Dan took his shirt of during a visit to my family home that

summer, his pecs and budding six-pack were suddenly

venturing into Hugh Jackman territory. “Meet me in my 

childhood single bed in ive,” I whispered to him. 
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Ten years of on-and-o� dating,

three apartment moves, five

jobs, seven overpriced gym

memberships, countless fights

and one 18-month-old baby

later, and Dan is still working

as hard as he can to stay in

Jackman shape. And though

I’m forever appreciative of

his gentlemanliness and his

willingness to change a nappy,

I’m also hugely grateful that he

hasn’t let himself go. In other

words: every day I’m thrilled he

doesn’t have a “dad bod”.

In the event that you lost your

internet connection for much

of 2015, allow me to get you

up to speed. The “dad bod” was

introduced to the world in an

online essay written by US uni

student Mackenzie Pearson,

who defined it as an average-

to-doughy physique, often

with subtle man boobs. (Think:

protruding man handles on

early-career Seth Rogen or

the pasty midsection on Shane

Warne prior to his Liz Hurley-

inspired transformation.)

“A dad bod says, ‘I go to the

gym occasionally, but I also

drink heavily on the weekends

and enjoy eating eight slices

of pizza at a time,’ ” Pearson

wrote. She explained that the

main reason girls are down for

dad bods is that they’re warm,

cuddly and unintimidating.

“Few things are worse than

taking a picture in a bathing

suit,” the essay explained, “one

being taking a picture in a

bathing suit with a guy who is

crazy fit. We don’t want a guy

that makes us feel insecure

about our body.”

After the article went viral, the

burgeoning dad bod movement 

seemed to get its biggest 

endorsement of all when the

currently in-shape Chris Pratt

admitted to a reporter that

his wife Anna Faris actually

prefers the fatter version of him

— the big guy from Parks and

Rec — because he’s “more fun”.

OK, first o�: I hear her. Of

course guys can take things

too far — and I wouldn’t advise 

every dude out there to start

taking HGH. And if your guy is

getting paid to stay ultra-ripped

to battle dinosaurs, I can see

how you’d miss that late-night

pizza every so often. But a

guy who sits under a pile of

Domino’s delivery pizzas on

his couch in order to keep his

dad bod bulky — or consistently 

Lettingitallhangout.
Seth Rogen demonstrates you don’t have to be a father to have

a “dad bod” and (inset) Chris Pratt in his big-belly days. 

● Game Changers Dad bod
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Stronger from
         theground up

Train your feet — yes,
your feet — to help you
lift bigger, run faster
and suffer fewer injuries. 

By Dr Mark Cheng 

You already work

out your arms,

legs, chest, etc.

— but there’s

a body part you’ve almost

certainly missed in your

training, and it’s one of the

most important of all: your

feet. In almost any activity

you do your feet are your

foundation. They provide

the balance and support for

nearly all movement, so any

lack of mobility and strength

in your feet can compromise

your ability to run, jump, lift

and even walk efficiently

and pain-free. Start treating

your feet like all your other

muscle groups and build a

bedrock of strength, agility 

and performance. 

Y

Banded squat.

Pin the ends of the
band under the balls
of your feet and
spread your knees
apart as you squat.
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● Game Changers Training
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Know your 

“foot complex”

Approximately one-

quarter of the bones 

in the body are in the 

feet. That means 33 

joints per foot need 

to remain mobile 

for your body to 

move optimally. 

For example, 

“the big toe plays 

a vital role in the 

body’s forward 

propulsion,” says 

Perry Nickelston, 

owner of stop

chasingpain.com. 

“It needs to extend to 

65 degrees” — most 

people he’s examined

are at only about 45 

degrees, he says —

“or you can’t propel 

your body with 

optimal hip extension,

thoracic rotation and

glute max activation.

Other muscles and 

joints must work 

harder to compensate

and the result is 

often fatigue, poor 

performance, pain 

and injury.” 

The ankle is 

included in the foot 

complex as well. 

A study in the 

American Journal 

of Sports Medicine 

found that restricted 

ankle mobility pre-

disposed subjects to 

overuse injuries. 

Finally, if you have 

flat feet, foot training

is a must. Fallen 

arches cause the foot

to roll inward towards

the midline of the 

body, knocking joints

out of alignment and

setting you up for 

knee and hip pain.

Three ways to 

get footloose

If you’ve ever rolled 

your ankle, you 

know it doesn’t take 

much to injure your 

wheels. Thankfully, it

doesn’t take much to 

strengthen them up, 

either: you just need 

these moves. 

Outward roll

W H A T  I T  D O E S : 

Stretches the 

muscles on the 

bottom of the foot.

H O W  T O  D O  I T :  Stand 

with feet staggered, 

slightly less than 

the length of your 

regular step. Keeping

the heel of your front

foot o�  the floor and 

both knees straight, 

gently roll your front 

foot outward onto 

the pinkie-toe side of

your foot. Try to get 

the ball of your foot 

past your pinkie toe. 

It will feel like the 

kind of movement 

that could sprain 

your ankle — but it’s 

safe when done with 

control. Pause at the 

end range of motion 

for a moment so you 

feel a stretch in the 

foot, then roll it back 

so it’s flat on the floor

again. Do a set of five 

slow reps on each foot.

Heel circle

W H A T  I T  D O E S : 

Mobilises the ankle 

and joints in the toes.

H O W  T O  D O  I T : 

Use the same stance 

as in the outward 

roll, then roll your 

rear foot up onto 

your toes so they’re 

folded under the foot 

and pointing behind 

you. Begin making 

big circles with your 

heel so that you roll 

and stretch your 

toes in di� erent 

directions. Do one 

set of five slow reps 

in both directions.

Banded squat

WHAT IT DOES: 

Strengthens the 

arch of the foot.

HOW TO DO IT: 

1. Stand with feet 

outside shoulder 

width and parallel to 

each other. Slide the 

end of an exercise 

band under the ball 

of one foot, then 

wrap it around 

the front of your 

opposite leg, above 

the knee.

2. Stretch the band 

around the other 

leg and back down 

under the ball of the 

opposite foot. The 

band should now 

form an X.

3. Push your knees 

apart and squat 

as low as you can. 

Move slowly and 

keep your weight 

on your heels and 

the balls of your 

feet. Do three to five 

reps, or as many as 

you can until the 

band slips out from 

one foot. Repeat 

throughout the day.

Outward roll. Start with feet flat on the floor, then roll one foot slowly onto 
its outside edge (right), trying to move the ball of the foot past the pinkie. 
Pause, then roll back. Do one set of five reps per foot.

Remove hardened 

skin & fight foot 

odour in just one 

application

AS ADVERTISED ON TV!
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● Game Changers Veg out!
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Work more fruits,
vegies and nuts
into your diet by
trying these stupid-
easy snacks:

Pistachios, celery,

low-fat cream

cheese and berries

■ Chop celery stalks

into 10cm sections

and fill with cream

cheese. Top each

stalk with pistachios

and berries.

Pistachios,

smoked salmon,

cucumber, goat

cheese and thyme

■ Slice smoked

salmon into small

bites. Place these on

cucumber slices and

top with goat cheese

and a sprinkle of

thyme. Finish off with

a big bowl of in-shell

pistachios for added

salt and crunch.

Brie, honey, pecans

and melba toast

■ Heat up brie in a

170° oven/toaster

oven for 10 minutes.

Move to a plate and

drizzle honey and

pecans on top. Serve

with melba toast.

Pistachios,

mozzarella cheese,

dried apricots

and dates

■ Slice mozzarella

into small rounds,

then top with dried

apricots, dates

and pistachios.

Apple, Manchego

cheese and almonds

■ Core an apple then

cut into thin slices.

Pair apple slices with

cheese and top with

sliced almonds.

Pistachios,

parmesan crisps

and tomatoes

■ Place shredded

parmesan in small,

chip-size “pools”

on a baking sheet

and place in the

oven; bake until the

cheese just starts to

bubble. Remove from

oven and let cool. Top

the cheese crisps

with tomatoes and

serve with a handful

of pistachios.

Power plants
Following a more plant-based diet, including fruits, vegetables, grains and nuts,

may help you in your efforts to get bigger, leaner and healthier. By Adam Bible

Even the government

is giving the

thumbs-up to the

plant-based trend

— The Australian

Dietary Guidelines,

found at eatforhealth.

gov.au state: “Many

diet-related health

problems in Australia

are also associated

with inadequate

intake of nutrient-

dense foods, including

vegetables, legumes/

beans, fruit and

wholegrain cereals.

A wide variety of 

these nutritious foods

should be consumed

every day to promote

health and wellbeing.”

But what about

muscle? A small

study in the American

Journal of Clinical

Nutrition looked at 21

men over the age of

60, divided into two

groups: one following

a lacto-ovo vegetarian

diet (including some

dairy and eggs but

no meat), and one

getting most of their

protein from beef. 

Researchers found

that both groups

made gains in

muscle and strength,

and there was no

significant di�erence

in gains between

them, suggesting that

the type of protein

you eat doesn’t matter

as much as simply

getting enough.

One of the secret

weapons of a good

plant-based diet

is the inclusion of

nuts. A study in the

International Journal

of Epidemiology in

June showed that

eating at least 10g

(a small handful)

of nuts may play

a role in health and

longevity. (Of course,

since the study was

observational, we

can’t draw a straight

line between nuts and

mortality yet. Damn.)

The pistachio is

among the stars of

this hard-shelled

universe. It packs a

big punch for its size,

and outperforms all

other nuts in terms

of caloric bang for

your buck. It also

has more protein per

gram than almonds,

walnuts, cashews or

pecans, and fewer

calories and less fat

than the equivalent

amount of walnuts,

cashews or pecans.

No-one’s suggesting

you should go

vegan or purge meat

from your plate

permanently; but

incorporating more

plant foods in your

diet definitely pays

dividends. Not sure

where to start? Try

these simple plant-

based food pairings

(right), which combine

nuts and fruits and

vegetables with more

conventional snacks. 

For a long time, if you

were looking to build

muscle or get ripped,

trainers would tell you

to eat meat at every meal. Vegies?

Ha! Meat equals protein, and protein

equals muscle, right? But in the past

few years, research has come to light

indicating that plants — particularly

nuts — may be beneficial for helping 

to meet the nutritional needs for

a lean muscular body. In fact, it

may be time to add an entirely new

phrase to our vocabulary: “Lean,

mean plant-eating machine.”

F

Winning
teams

Snacks like smoked

salmon, goat cheese and

pistachios on cucumber

make getting your

protein easy.



THE WORLD IS YOURS

Cézanne said that, “We live in a rainbow of chaos.” But had 
he been a bike racer, we think he’d surely have said that, 
“The race for the Rainbow is total chaos.” Which is why the 
S-Works Tarmac was the bike of choice for Peter Sagan
in Richmond. It had all of the characteristics needed to
tame the punishing course, and enough punch to launch
his winning attack on the steeps of 23rd Street.
specialized.com
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1) Blueant Pump Mini

■ The Pump Mini gives over six hours of music
playback on a one-hour charge, which is great
if you’re running a particularly slow marathon or
you just like the convenience of not having to juice
up all the time. With best-in class wireless range,
Pump Mini allows you to train untethered from
your Bluetooth-enabled device.
$119.95 from Harvey Norman, blueantwireless.com

2) Jabra Sport Coach

■ Jabra has been on a mission to create the most
innovative training earbuds out there. Their latest
buds feature in-ear coaching that takes its cues
from your live workout. Using the TrackFit motion
sensor and Sport Life app, a proper-sounding
Pommy lady will prompt you to do things like “speed
up” to reach your target pace. 

$199, jabra.com.au

3) Yurbuds Inspire 300

■ TwistLock technology and FlexSoft comfort fit
ensure buds don’t fall out while you’re crunching
kilometres or pumping iron. The Inspire 300 also
features a microphone with one-touch music and
call control compatible with most smartphones.
Better stil l, the buds are sweat-proof, so you won’t
get that horrible squidgy feeling in your earhole. 
$69.95, yurbuds.com.au

There’s nothing like cranking your favourite playlist to power you through  

a tough workout. But your average earbuds simply can’t hold up to the

sweat and abuse of ongoing heavy gym sessions, nor can they deliver

quality sound over all those clanging machines. Here are three pairs of

next-gen earbuds aimed right at the hardcore amateur athlete — built to withstand

rigorous workouts, boost performance and deliver audiophile-level sound quality.  

T

Workoutbuds
The latest gym-specific

earbuds bring much more to your
workout than just killer tunes.

By Ben Radding 

1

2

3

Slave to the rhythm.
Whether it’s AC/DC
or Taylor bloody Swift.

● Game Changers Gear
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● Game Changers Relationships

The ball’s in her court
— swipe right if you

like her, then she has
24 hours to initiate

a conversation.

iOS only, and filters
are limited to age and

location. Plus, you can’t
do anything unless

she initiates.

If she’s talking to you,
she’s interested. Plus,
it’s made by ex-Tinder
folks, so the interface

is familiar.

“Other apps inundate
women with messages,

so this is refreshing,”
says Dallisa Hocking, an

expert dating coach.

Pulls your profile pics,
age, job and schooling

from Facebook, so make
sure you’ve edited
them accordingly.

■ Ever since Tinder exploded on
the dating scene three years ago,

debuting its then-unique swiping
feature to the single masses, dozens of
copycat apps — online sites’ younger,
smarter cousins — have raced to get
in on the left-and-right action. And
we’re happy to report: competition
is a good thing. Rather than force you
to thumb your way through hordes of
women you have nothing in common
with but location, the latest apps add
a valuable level of selection, and at the
very least seek to put you into an arena
of like-minded souls. “It’s important
to be clear on exactly what you’re
looking for,” says intimacy therapist
Robert Weiss, “since these apps bring
you whatever you want, immediately.”
Below, all the dating-app dope you’ll 
need to get started. 

Tinder isn’t the
only game in town

anymore. As
more and more

matchmaking
apps enter the

fray, be sure
you’re using the
one that’s right

for you.

By Arianne Cohen

Lookforlovein
all the right places 

Meet a person, not a
profile: post “Yoga at

7pm tonight”, and hear
from women who are

interested in joining you.

There’s a lot of, “Hey,
let’s just try a quick

drink…” from women
who don’t want to
commit to a date.

Profiles can be posted
in five minutes — the

fastest of the bunch — if
you let the app pull stats

from your FB page.

“I like that the app tries
to move people offline,”

says Hocking.

Suggest an active, social
date that you’ll enjoy
even if she’s a dud,
like a trip to a rock-

climbing gym.

Speedy like Tinder,
but with more info and
algorithms — it reads
profiles for you and

suggests good matches.

It reveals who digs you,
but — unlike most apps

— also who gave you the
thumbs down, which

can sting.

Things move quickly and
thanks to good filters

(height, education, etc.)
you can be on a date

within two hours.

“I like that you can see
who isn’t interested. It’s
humbling but could help
define where you fit in,”

says Weiss.

Click “On Demand”
and Clover matches you

with others who like
you and are available

tonight. Genius.

Blind dating for
millennials. Get matched
up with like-minded gals
who are all connected to

your own FB friends.

Large metro regions
only; users in smaller
cities might pull few

matches.

Vetting: your friends
can vouch for her before
you click, to protect you
from the many arseholes

trawling the Internet.

“I’m a big fan. You avoid
screwing anyone over,

as you might have mutual
friends,” says dating
coach Patrick King.

Don’t fuck and truck:
These people run in

your real-life friends’
circles, and word can

travel fast.

The Google for
relationships. Offers

access to bulk profiles
— you rate theirs and see

who’s read yours.

Profiles make it easy to
include too much info

— creeps can figure out
where you work and who

your family is.

This pond is stocked
with more than 12 million

users. And the “You’re
a 90% match!” feature
saves tons of reading.

“Free means anyone with
a pulse can sign up,”
Hocking points out.

Pay for “A-List”, where
the pickings are better.
Apparently, girls with
access to a wallet are

just more together.
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● Game Changers Mix it up

Gingermania
Five ways to

incorporate the
fiery spice into

your next cocktail.

By Brian Good
Photograph by Levi Brown

■
Step into any trendy

hot spot and you’ll likely

see a bevy of ginger-infused

cocktails on the menu. A staple in classics from the Dark

and Stormy to the Moscow Mule, the knobby root has

infinite uses behind the bar. “Not only is it delicious,”

says bar manager Aaron Ranf, “but it also packs a punch. 

It adds spice, warmth and depth to any drink.”

It’s also incredibly versatile. “Ginger’s bite livens up

liquor without overpowering it,” says craft ginger beer

brewer Jordan Silbert. “It complements vodka, rum,

mezcal, gin and whisky, plus mixers, fresh fruits and

herbs without masking their natural flavours.” No matter 

what kind of ginger you’ve got, here’s how to use it.

Make an extract

to jolt a mojito

■ “I cut up a couple

of medium-size

pieces of fresh

ginger, put them

in a food processor

with water and blend

until smooth,” says

bar consultant John

McCarthy. “Strain the

liquid and you have

pure ginger juice.

Freeze it and it keeps

forever.” Or put it in

a squeeze bottle and

keep it in the fridge so

you can add to drinks

on the fly. Mix in a

bit of agave and you

have a simple syrup

that’s ideal for mojitos

and margaritas.

Whip up a

“shrub” cocktail

■ Popular in colonial

times, shrubs —

a blend of fruit or

vegetables, vinegar

and a sweetener

— have come back

big recently. “They

provide the ideal

blend of sweetness

and tartness you

want in a cocktail,”

says Michael Dietsch,

author of the book

Shrubs. To make a

basic ginger shrub,

combine ½ cup

ginger juice (see

above), ½ cup apple

cider vinegar and

up to 1/3 cup sugar in

a jar and shake well.

The vinegar will start

out tart but mellow

over time, releasing

the sweetness and

heat of the ginger,

Dietsch says. To

work the shrub into

a cocktail, combine

60ml liquor (vodka or

tequila), 15ml shrub,

and 15ml mixer (juice

or soft drink).

 
The Vodka
Ginger Stinger

60ml vodka

30ml fresh lime juice

20g ginger shrub
(see recipe,
right)

100ml soda water

T O M A K E :

Add all ingredients
together and shake
well. Serve over ice.
For extra flavour,
muddle fresh citrus
fruit or an herb (like
basil) in the bottom of
the glass, then throw
a sprig or extra lemon
wedge on the glass as
an added garnish.

Make this
drink…

Muddle it with

vodka and soda

■ With a spoon,

scrape the peel o�

fresh ginger. “Then

grate a tablespoon

into a shaker,” says

head bartender Angel

Cervantes. “Press

the ginger with a

muddler to release

the juices, add liquor,

then let it sit before

mixing the drink.”

Give it a go with vodka, 

lime and soda.

Create an infusion

to spice up rum

■ You can buy ginger-

flavoured spirits, like

Domaine de Canton,

but why not make

your own? “Take

about 15 slices of fresh

ginger, muddle them

(see left), and add 1 to

2 cups rum, vodka,

whisky or tequila,”

says Cervantes. “Let it

sit a month or so and

you’ll end up with

a delicious infusion

you can sip straight

or with a bit of soda.”

Add it candied,

dried or pickled

to a Bloody Mary

■ Feeling really

adventurous? Dice

candied ginger and

muddle it like fresh

ginger or use it to

garnish a drink. You

can do the same with

the pickled ginger that

comes with sushi and

pair it with kumquat

or pineapple; or use its

brine instead of olive

juice in a martini. Or

use dried ginger (the

cooking spice) for an

infusion (see above), or

mix it with salt on the

rim of a Bloody Mary

or margarita.

Bottom line: have

fun, and don’t stress

out if that delicious-

sounding drink you

dreamt up is a bomb.

“Remember,” says

bar manager Je�rey

Dillon, “there

are no bad cocktails

— just big shots!”

“Remember,
there are no bad
cocktails — just
big shots.”
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■
Brendan’s story

is a cautionary

tale for guys who

become too focused

on their work and

forget to take care of

their health.

A fit and happy

kid growing up in

Newcastle — he liked

to surf and knock

about with mates —

at age 17, Brendan

developed Graves’ 

Disease, an

autoimmune

condition which

a�ects the thyroid

gland. The result was

he couldn’t put on

weight, which was

further complicated

when radioactive

treatment threw his

hormones into a spin

and played havoc with

his diet and fitness.

A body

modification artist

by trade, in his early

20s Brendan was

travelling the world

finding out more

about the art. For six

years, his life was

dedicated to gaining

the qualifications he

would need to become

a practitioner. But

at the same time,

he was neglecting

what he was putting

into his body. On an

average night he

would consume two

pizzas, kebabs, a tub

of ice-cream and six

longnecks of beer.

He was now working

regularly but his

health su�ered as his

weight ballooned.

“I’d be tired by

midday,” he says. “I

had no sense of smell.

I was eating half a loaf

of bread for breakfast

and a kilo of cheese a

week. I wish I hadn’t

been so pigheadedly

focused on my job.”

The week before

his 30th birthday in

2011, Brendan, then

140kg, came to the

realisation something

had to change. “I was

sweating while I

was doing a surgical

procedure. I thought:

‘What the hell am I

doing with myself?’”

He saw a doctor

and the news was

bad: he was two

points o� having

type-2 diabetes and

obese. He was told

to visit a dietitian or

risk an early death.

Brendan immediately

stopped drinking and

smoking, but that was

only the beginning.

His dietitian, Ray

Kelly, set up an eating

program that would

transform Brendan’s

existence, but the

masterstroke was

calling it a “lifestyle

change” rather than

a “diet”. “When you

come o� a diet, it’s

finished,” Brendan

says, “but a lifestyle

change is permanent.”

Brendantookin

nomorethan1,000

caloriesaday,avoided

addedsalt,sugarand

preservativesandkept

carbsataminimum

tillmidday.Hesnacked

on salad, almonds

and yoghurt between

meals, which were

high in lean meat, fish

and vegies, but it was

tough going: “I had four

weeks of migraines as

my body stripped all

the sugar out, and my

brain kept telling me

I was hungry, when

really I was bored. So

instead of eating I’d go

for a walk or look up

stu� on the net.”

In three weeks he

nuked 4kg, after which

the lard tumbled o�

him at a rate of 1-2.5kg

a week. His progress

was phenomenal

but there were still

doubters. “People said

I wouldn’t stick with it

or that I was starting

to look sick because I’d

lost 20kg, but all that

did was motivate me.”

On the back of

his new eating

schedule, in just five

months he dropped

a staggering 54kg,

down to 86kg. “People

were speechless

when I posted photos

on Facebook — some

said I was the most

inspirational person

they knew.”

To tighten the

sagging skin, his

If you’ve a story like Brendan’s you’d like to share, send an email to ashley@mensfitnessmagazine.com.au with clear before and after photos (photos must be at least 1MB each). 

TALE OF THE SCALE
BRENDAN RUSSELL

AGE: 34

LIVES: NEWCASTLE, NSW

HEIGHT: 183CM

WAS: 140KG

LOST: 70KG

NOW: 90KG, HAVING
ADDED 20KG MUSCLE

BODYFAT: 9%

● Game Changers

Fightofhislife
Obese and facing the prospect of an early death, Brendan Russell
courageously shed half his bodyweight in less than a year thanks  
to healthy eating and the power of boxing.

Inspiration

“I’d be tired by
midday and I had
no sense of smell.” 

partner at the time

suggested he start

light training, which

further reduced his

weight to 70kg, but

Brendan wasn’t happy:

“I was too skeletal.”

In order to bulk up,

he joined a functional

fitness class with

trainer Ben Burnham

from Body Works

Newcastle and worked

on his core. He also

discovered boxing,

under the tutelage

of Gareth Laurence

at One World Boxing

Academy. “I’d always

had anger issues,”

Brendan says. “Boxing

takes an amazing

amount of mental

strength to get inside

the ring. I respect

anyone who does it.

It gave me self-belief,

motivation and helped

me deal with anger.”

Following a strict

weights and cardio

regime — “I never

use full-on heavy

weights or do it till I

strain, instead I go for

progression and add

2kg a month” — he

stacked on 20kg of

lean muscle in six

months and had his

first amateur bouts. He

is now part of a fight

team, and his amazing 

transformation

has garnered him

sponsorship from My

Supplement Store.

The flow-on e�ects

of Brendan’s makeover

have been huge. His

body-modification

business Bslice

Dot Com is going

gangbusters, but he

has managed to find

a better work/life

balance this time. His

tip for losing weight

turns on the idea that

support is everything:

“Don’t go out in full

flight. Have a mentor

and a person to back

you up. And never give

up. There’s no such

thing as ‘can’t’. You

want to live life to the

fullest. I know nothing 

will stop me.” �
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She was hot and hilarious 
in 30 Rock, and she’s about 
to play the lead role in indie 
thriller Monolith, but the 
sassy star tells MF her real 
passion is for running. 

By Noah Davis

Katrina 
Bowden
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“I have a little
bit of mystery 
and edge to me.”
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If there’s one thing 
Katrina Bowden 
has learnt in her 
short but prolific 

career, it’s that Hollywood 
success and marathon 
training don’t always mix.

“I haven’t been doing as 
much running as I wish,” says 
the 27-year-old, who first 
rose to fame on 30 Rock and 
just competed in the New York 
City Marathon for the second 
consecutive year. “When 
you’re shooting a movie, you 
never know when you’re going 
to have time,” she says. 

Unfortunately for her 
conditioning, Bowden’s career 
is full speed ahead. She’s just 
signed on to star in Monolith, 
about a woman whose young 
son gets trapped in a car in the 
desert (that’s right, she’s not 
just a comedian), and recently 
she played a charming and 
mysterious prostitute in 
Steven Spielberg’s ’60s-era 
cop drama Public Morals 
(which hasn’t made it to 
Australia yet) — and whose 
promotional rollout included 
erecting a five-story billboard 
of her sultry countenance in 
New York’s Times Square. 

“I definitely think the 
character’s like me,” she 
says. “Not the prostitute part, 
obviously! But I have a little bit 
of mystery and edge.” 

As busy as she is, though, 
Bowden swears nothing’s 
going to stop her from chasing 
her marathon dream.

“You have to be dedicated,” 
she says. “I always wake up 
extra early to train.”
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Learn It!   

Streamline the most
annoying burden of

your professional life — in
just six easy steps.
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“WHY ARE WE ALL STILL USING  EMAIL?”  
If that’s a question you’ve asked 
yourself recently, you’re in good 
company. Despite the slew of 
communication alternatives cropping 
up almost daily, from Slack to Viber 
to Snapchat to WeChat, email has 
managed to endure against all odds.  
      And it’s only getting worse.  
      Today, email isn’t just a stressful 
repository of messages from your boss 
and everyone else (Mum, marketers, 
 incarcerated Nigerian princes who 
really need your help), it’s also a glut 
of other time-sucks: to-do lists, i le 
transfers, calendars, shared word 
processing… The cold, hard truth is, 
every time your email pings in your 
pocket and you feel that knee-jerk 
excitement that makes you scramble 
for your phone, you have no idea 
what it’s for.  
      There’s got to be a better way to live, 
right? Right. Of course, you don’t
have to disavow email entirely. All you
really need to do is get smarter about
how you use it, download the right
email-friendly apps and make sure
you take advantage of the great new
tools that make cleaning up your
inbox a breeze. Just follow these
six steps and you’ll thank me later.

S T E P  1

Check your personal email just three 
times a day (well, at least try to)

Yes, this is both supremely obvious 
and insanely hard to do, but it bears 
mentioning, thanks to a new study 
in Computers in Human  Behavior that 
coni rmed it: it’s healthier to look at 
your inbox less. 

Two Canadian scientists split 124 
subjects into two groups. One group was 
allowed to check email as often as they 

wanted, while the other was told to check 
it just three times a day and turn of  all 
notii cations. The eye-opening result: 
subjects who looked at email less felt 
less stress; they also experienced “other 
positive outcomes, including higher 
mindfulness, self- perceived productivity 
and improved sleep quality”.

The study’s author, Kostadin Kushlev, 
has this tip: if nothing else, turn of  your 
personal email for large portions of the 
day and dei nitely disable notii cations. 

Clean up your 
email act



S T E P  2

Junk all the junk mail automatically

Remember that time you hopped on a 
long l ight and your emails piled up for 
a full workday? When you i nally opened
your inbox, you saw that, among 200 
unopened messages, only about four 
or i ve were actually important. 

Rather than clicking “unsubscribe” 
on every marketing email, save time by 
joining SaneBox and dragging things 
to the “SaneBlackHole”. If you’ve got 
bad newsletter infestation, head over to 
unroll.me, and unsubscribe from emails 
you don’t care about and roll the ones 
you do care about into a daily digest. 

S T E P  3

Separate work and personal email

When the information of 32 million 
users of the Ashley Madison website was
posted recently, it was revealed many of 
them used work email addresses.
     Private missives should remain 

private,  so keep your personal and 
private account separate. If, for example,
you have emails from a work account, 
like Outlook, mixed with your Gmail 
in a single phone app, you should 
disentangle them and herd them into 
separate inboxes. That way you won’t 
subconsciously assume they’re all the 
same address and confuse the two. 

S T E P  4

Get an email “personal assistant” app 

Google’s new Inbox and Dropbox’s 
Mailbox has the ability to “snooze” mail 
so it can pop back up later when you can 
actually give it some attention. That’s 
handy if you  don’t have an answer yet 
and can’t reply till you do.

S T E P  5

Get a handle on how you handle mail

Once you’re set up with a snoozing app, 
you’ll need to i nd a system for handling 
email that’s easy and ef ective. 

Melinda F Emerson, author of Become 
Your Own Boss in 12 Months, says let your 
mail clog up over the week. When you 
check your account, you open only what 
you think will be important and leave 
the rest untouched. “Look at all the 
unread emails,” she says, “and delete or 
unsubscribe from anything you didn’t 
bother to open.” 

S T E P  6

Adopt tomorrow’s “email” today

The app Slack works like a smarter 
version of Gmail’s chat and can be used 
on either a desktop or smartphone.  It 
reduces email load and keeps relevant 
conversations in one place. For instance, 
Slack works by creating separate chat 
rooms for each major project you’re 
involved in at your job or with your 
friends and includes only the relevant 
partners in that chat room.  
    Consequently, everyone stays focused 
on specii c projects.  ■

Mario Armstong is a digital life expert.

by Mario Armstrong
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HenryCavill:
Super spy H e g o t m e g a - b u f f t o p l a y

S u p e r m a n i n M a n o f S t e e l a n d

t h e d e v i l i s h l y s u a v e C I A a g e n t

i n T h e M a n f r o m U . N . C . L . E . , b u t 

s t r i p a w a y t h e t i g h t s , s h a r p

s u i t s a n d s e c r e t i d e n t i t i e s ,

a n d w h o i s H e n r y C a v i l l ? M e e t

t h e  m a n  b e h i n d  t h e  m y s t e r y . 
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which he squares of against Ben Aleck’s Dark

Knight, and two subsequent ensemble Justice

League films, DC Comics’ answer to archrival

Marvel’s The Avengers movies.

Before all that, however, Cavill appeared

onscreen as a character who couldn’t be more

different from his clean-cut Kal-El. Earlier

this year he played the cynical, debonair

thief-turned-super-spy Napoleon Solo in The

Man from U.N.C.L.E., director Guy Ritchie’s

frenetic reboot of the Cold War TV series.

Joyfully unpretentious, the movie is a fast-

paced marvel of period production design,

like Mad Men, but with fights and car chases instead of pitch

meetings and cigarettes. Playing opposite Armie Hammer

(the Winklevii in The Social Network and the masked star of The

Lone Ranger) as ascetic Soviet hardman Illya Kuryakin, Cavill’s

Napoleon is a scoundrel with style. Forget truth, justice and the

so-called “American way” — Solo is out for himself.

Having claimed the mantle of cinema’s ultimate good guy, is

Cavill now also angling to take ownership of the most charismatic

jerk in cinema?

“I thought it was just a really good story, good fun,” he says. “It

was the kind of thing I wanted to do after Man of Steel. Napoleon’s

a lot of fun, and he’s probably closer to my own character than

Kal-El.” He sips his beer. “Well, a little closer. The key is, Napoleon

doesn’t really want to be saving the world. He enjoys the finer 

things in life, like good suits, wine, ine food. Me, too.

“Life is for living,” he says with a smile, “isn’t it?”

When Henry Cavill was a boy, his father Colin, a stockbroker,

once returned from a trip to ind that the family home in Jersey had

been unexpectedly redecorated. Why was there a revolting new

wallpaper on the walls? he asked his wife Marianne. “Oh, that?”

she said. “It’s easier to clean the blood of.”

With ive boys at home — Henry William Dalgliesh Cavill being

the fourth — Cavill describes the household as “boisterous. No face

punches, we’d bounce each other of whatever items of furniture

we could and occasionally draw blood. But all in good humour.” 

I’mhaving
anafternoon 
beer with
Superman. 

Cavill is wearing a shapeless dark green Royal Marines hoodie

(his brother Nik is a lieutenant colonel who served three tours

in Afghanistan and in the invasion of Iraq) and sporting a wildly

tangled beard that would guarantee his anonymity had he not

spent much of 2013’s blockbuster Man of Steel sporting, well, a

wildly tangled beard. But no-one bothers him. We are far from

Hollywood, in every sense.

Beer, wooden tables, small dogs. The scene couldn’t be

more English if Her Majesty the Queen showed up with tea and

crumpets. It’s fitting, because Henry Cavill is a very English

Englishman. Born in Jersey, the idyllic island in the English

Channel, and educated at Stowe, the private boarding school,

Cavill embodies what his fellow countrymen would identify

as “oicer class”. Men with Cavill’s privileged upbringing and

schooling are often accused of being snobs. But they’re also

described as steadfast, honourable and unfailingly polite. Cavill

is the latter. He is a gentleman.

So it came as something of a surprise, back in the UK in 2011,

when Cavill was cast as the all-American Last Son of Krypton in

Man of Steel, director Zack Snyder and producer Christopher

Nolan’s dark, controversial take on the Superman origin story,

in which Cavill’s carefully controlled moral turmoil suggests that

Superman’s true superpower is a stif upper lip. His performance

established Cavill as an A-lister, cementing his spot in next year’s

sure-to-be-blockbuster Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, in 

More speciically, I’m having a fair dinkum British pint, a golden,

glistening glass whose shimmering depths promise all the

glory of that most leeting of moments: the Pommy summertime.

It’s a very rare sunny day in the west of London. We’re sitting in the

sweltering beer garden of an old-school pub in leafy Twickenham

— near where England’s under-performing national team plays its

rugby union Test matches — and 32-year-old Henry Cavill is already

drinking his second pint of refreshing pilsner and radiating some 

serious contentment.
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OFTEN FOUND HIMSELF ALL BUT LOST IN THE FAMILY CROWD.

It is sometimes the lot of a stereotypical middle child. “I wanted

to do right by everyone and follow the rules. I was pretty

boring, actually!” he says, laughing. “This is probably why I was

so unpopular at school, because I was clearly such a wanker.”

Though Cavill loved growing up in the quiet outdoors of

isolated, prosperous Jersey, as he approached his teens he

began to feel trapped on this small island. He was desperate

to leave for boarding school like his brothers, but when he

arrived at Stowe, he found that all the groups and cliques had

already formed. He was an outsider. Plus, the ripped action

hero of the future had another problem: he was fat.

“They used to call me Fat Cavill,” he recalls. “I was a prime

target for them. I actually had rolls of fat on me. One guy told

me I had tits. I was a big eater, and I still love food. I’m still an

indulger, in alcohol, in food, in all the things I enjoy in life. I’ve

never been able to do things in half measures. That’s probably

why I was a fat kid. And yet as much as people made fun of

me, there was no actual bullying. I was just miserable and

homesick. Kids do love British boarding schools. You get to be

your own person, and you grow by yourself. But I will admit

I was quite bitter for a while. They also called me a ‘lemon’, a

guy who gets nowhere with the girls.”

Acting gave Cavill an identity. He appeared in school

productions of A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Grease and

discovered he had a talent for the stage. “I liked acting,

and suddenly people liked me,” he says. “Stowe could have

smashed my confidence completely, I think, but actually it

prepared me for the world. If I’d gone to Hollywood without

having been hurt on a daily basis at school, perhaps I would

have been a little less ready for it.”

There was one moment at Stowe that changed everything for

Cavill, and it’s so unbelievable it would strain the credibility

of even the sappiest of biopics. In 1999, Russell Crowe — who,

coincidentally, would play Cavill’s Kryptonian father Jor-El in

Man of Steel 12 years later — came to Stowe to shoot scenes for

the thriller Proof of Life. The 16-year-old Cavill appeared as an

extra, running round the rugby pitch in Combined Cadet Force

gear. During a lull in shooting, he approached Crowe for advice.

What was the business really like?

Well, said Crowe, sometimes they treat you really well.

Sometimes it’s shit. But the money’s good and you’ll enjoy

it. Then shooting resumed. A few days later, Cavill received

a care package containing Aussie lollies, a Wallabies rugby

jersey and a CD by Crowe’s band — plus a photo signed with

a message: “Dear Henry, the journey of a thousand miles

begins with a single step. Love, Russell.” Cavill’s still got it.

When they met again a decade later on the set of Man of Steel, 

Crowe remembered the kid from the English boarding school.

“It’s incredible,” says Cavill, apparently still a little dazed.

“If you saw it in a film, you wouldn’t believe it happened.

But it did.”

Cavill first shot to fame on Showtime’s lurid historical

drama The Tudors in the mid-2000s, when viewers got to

know not just his face, but most of the rest of him, too. The

show was heavy on the sex scenes, especially featuring Cavill’s

character Charles Brandon, Henry VIII’s trusty wingman. No

longer fat — in fact, in remarkable shape — Cavill had his chain

yanked mercilessly by his brothers over these scenes.

“You don’t think of sex scenes as showing your bum to the

nation,” Cavill says. “It’s actually acutely uncomfortable

being naked in a roomful of people. The very last thing it is

is sexy.” He starts laughing. “The actual physicality is very

uncomfortable. All you’re doing is smacking your nuts against

someone, and nothing is going in.”

Iaskhimwhateveryguywho’severwatchedamoviesexscene

has wondered: has he ever found himself, er, unintentionally

aroused on set?

“It’s only ever happened to me once,” he admits, “and it

was very, very embarrassing. A girl had to be on top of me,

she had spectacular breasts, and I hadn’t rearranged my…

stuff into a harmless position. She’s basically rubbing herself

all over me and, um, it got a bit hard. I had to apologise

profusely afterward. It’s not exactly great when you’re in a

professional acting environment and somebody gets a boner,

is it? No, not acceptable at all.”

While his role as a 16th-century sex machine raised his

visibility, Cavill narrowly missed becoming an even bigger

sexual icon. He was one of the final two candidates up for

playing James Bond in Casino Royale. It must have hurt to lose

out on such a life-changing role, I say.

“I was disappointed,” he replies. “But Daniel Craig did a

fantastic job, and honestly, I was too young for it. I was about

21. I’d have been ‘Teen Bond’. The right thing happened

there.” His own vision of Bond had been “slightly more

Sean Connery”, he says: an arrogant, cultured bastard with

a talent for killing. “But it was the right time for Daniel’s

version. His was a reinvention. I dunno, maybe one day I can

take it off his hands.”

If the role of 007 still requires a shredded physique by then, 

“Onset,agirlhadtobeontopofmeonce.She
hadspectacularbreastsandIhadn’trearranged
my...stu�intoaharmlessposition.Shewasrubbing 
herself all over me. It was very embarrassing.”  

ill
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Cavill’s a shoe-in. In The Tudors he’d been in fine shape. But by

the time he appeared as Theseus in Tarsem Singh’s action movie

Immortals, in 2011, Cavill was so sculpted he looked as if he’d

walked off the set of 300.

“I didn’t go that way for the sake of becoming an action actor,”

Cavill explains. “I want to tell stories. That’s what excites me. But

there’s a demand that you look a certain way in Hollywood. Man

of Steel was the first time I had to bulk up in the full-on action-

movie style, and I’ve got to say, I enjoyed it enormously. It’s

torture, but you enjoy it the way you enjoy hard work and the

results that work brings. It’s rewarding.”

It’s no secret that the physical demands on modern leading

men in Hollywood go far beyond the experiences of actors from

generations — or even eight or ten years — ago. In fact, today’s

A-list nutrition and exercise regimens have more in common with

endurance athletes and professional bodybuilders than with

classic thespians.

In terms of fitness, the process is simple: there’s a period of

gaining mass, when you consume vast amounts of fats, carbs and

proteins, combined with a heaving lifting regimen; that’s followed

by a “cut”, when your caloric intake is drastically lowered and the

fat essentially melts away to reveal chiseled muscle. For Man of

Steel, Cavill worked with elite trainer Mark Twight to maintain his

condition for a shoot of more than 120 days.

“The mass build is the fun part,” says Cavill. “You get to eat

a lot, and you’re lifting heavy weights. You feel really good

because you’ve got big numbers going on the plates. But you’re

always aware that you’ll have to eat less and start breathing more

in order to show the muscles and the striations. It creeps up on

you. That’s the less-fun part.”

A lower caloric intake can also affect your moods. Cavill has to

be aware of his temper and tries not to snap at people on the set.

It’s only during the final “leaning down” for the day of a shirtless

shoot that food cravings begin to kick in, he says. Visions of pints

of beer and greasy food and chocolate bars begin to dance in his

head. It’s a physical ordeal and not without risk.

While filming Man of Steel, Cavill had reached his optimum

minimum of bodyfat, then had to spend day after day on

a freezing Vancouver helipad for green-screen work.

“I don’t mind hardship; I consider myself reasonably tough,”

he says. “But every day? It’s hard.” At one point Twight had to

intervene, pulling the star off set and returning him to a heated

trailer — he’d noticed that Cavill’s lips were turning blue. The

actor sat there and shivered for half an hour. Afterwards, when he

thanked Twight, the trainer pointed out that Cavill had been well

on the way to pneumonia or hypothermia. He was on the edge.

“And that,” says Cavill, “was a mountain climber talking.”

There’s never any pure downtime from this physical regimen.

Even during The Man from U.N.C.L.E. — where “you can get

away with a lot under a nice suit” — Cavill was already prepping

for Batman v Superman. But he thinks he’s now mastered the

pendulum of mass gain, fat burn and recovery. Give him a target

date and a reasonable amount of time and he’ll get himself

where he has to be. “When I need to do it, I’ll do it,” he says. “But

otherwise I’m going to enjoy my life.”

Whether he’ll be allowed to is another matter. The two Justice

League movies will extend his Superman commitment to six

years — and if the franchise takes off as The Avengers did, maybe

longer. His dedication to these characters would warm the heart

of any comics geek. “They’re the mythological heroes of our

day,” Cavill says, “and I want to help tell their stories for as long

I can.” He seems almost territorial over the Man of Steel and his

story. “But I have no power over the script,” he admits, “and Chris

Terrio [scriptwriter for the series] is a very good writer. There’s so

much that can be done with Superman. The Batman story is easy.

He’s dark and brooding and dangerous. Superman, I believe, can

be a better story, but it requires ten times the effort to get it right.

All I can do is keep my fingers crossed that the big cheeses at the

top care as much about the character as I do.”

In the meantime, Cavill has his freedom, including the ability

to walk around in relative anonymity. “I can still go out and get

shit-faced if I want to,” he says, clearly enjoying the thought.

“I’m not going to change my life because of the fame thing. It’s

supposed to be a good thing that’s happened to me. I want to

enjoy it.” And until the first Justice League project starts shooting

in early January, he can do precisely what he wants: cook curries,

play computer games in his underwear, spend time with his

beloved dog — an Akita named (what else?) Kal, and maybe try to

find a happy compromise between the American and British ways

of dating. After all, Cavill — whose past girlfriends include British

equestrian Ellen Whitaker, actress Kaley Cuoco and former MMA

star Gina Carano — is currently single.

“American dating is like carpet bombing,” he says. “You date

16 women at once and eventually one of them is supposed to pop

out of the crowd? I can’t do that. I’m 32 years old. I want to find

a wife and raise a family. I prefer the British way: get talking and

see what happens, one at a time.”

Superman and super spy, man of steel and gentleman thief.

Roles like these could push a guy’s ego to bursting. But it seems

life has given Henry Cavill the right education to deal with it all.

It turns out that the English values of reserve and hard work are

worth something in Hollywood, too.

“There are people who are better looking than I am,” says

Cavill, “and people who are better actors than I am. I just have to

beat them to the chase.” �

Wanna get ripped like Superman? Turn to page 111 and smash Cavill’s 

full-body workout.
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Triple threat:
Blend mobility,
strength and fat-
loss training to be
ready for anything. 
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Three-way
improvement
S t r e n g t h , m o b i l i t y a n d f a t l o s s a r e t h e c o r n e r s t o n e s o f f i t n e s s .  

W o r k  o u t  w h a t  y o u  n e e d  a n d  u s e  y o u r  t i m e  e f f e c t i v e l y .

JayZmighthave99problems,butmostmenhave

amerethree—inhealth terms,anyway.“The

threemost importantqualities in trainingand

lifestyleare jointmobility,bodycompositionand

strengthgaps,”says trainerDanJohn(danjohn.

net). “Or, inotherwords,movingpain-free,

keeping leanbodymasswithmoremuscleand

less fat,andimprovingyourqualityof life.”

The trick? Finding out which area you should 

focuson—andixing it. Johnsplitshisclients

intosevenvenn-diagrammedtypes,depending

onwhether theyneedtoworkonone, twoor

all threequalities.We’vesimpliiedtheprocess: 

dothe assessmentbelowandthenturnthe

pagetoseewhichcampyoubelongto.By

assemblinganappropriateregime,you’lluse

your timeeiciently, sufer less in the gym and 

see results faster. 

Your five-minute assessment

If you said “no” to...

Words Joel Snape

Photography Ray Burmiston

Do the tests below — all you need is a tape measure and some dumbbells — then consult the key to see where you are on 
the strength/mobility/fat-loss spectrum. Once you’re done, turn the page for your workout.

1. Stand on one leg for ten seconds. Can you do it without falling over? 

2. Measure the circumference of your waist. Is it less than half your height?

3. Do you need more than one decent pillow to go to sleep? 

4. Can you hold a pushup position plank (basically, the top of a pushup) for two minutes? 

5. Sit on the floor, then get up again. Can you do it without using your hands?

6. Warm up, then do a standing long jump. Do you cover more distance than your own height?

7. Grab a pair of 32kg dumbbells (40kg if you weigh more than 90kg).Can you carry them 30m without stopping? 

1, 3, 5 or 6,
You need: Mobility

2 or 6,
You need: Fat  Loss

4, 6 or 7,
You need: Strength
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Up front: Better 
mobility translates 
to more muscle 
from moves like 
the front squat.
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A 
MOBILITY

B

C
FAT  LOSSE

D
STRENGTH

F 
G

A MOBILITY B MOBILITY + FAT LOSS

C FAT LOSS

Strong and lean? Good man. Do the following light 
kettlebell mobility workout once a week.

1A GOBLET SQUAT 
Sets 3  Reps 10 light/5 medium/10 heavy

Hold a kettlebell by its “horns”, then squat down 
until your elbows touch the insides of your knees. 
Drive up through your heels to stand. Between 
sets, do 30 seconds of 1B.

1B HIP FLEXOR STRETCH 
With one knee on the floor and the other placed 
in front of you, put your hands behind your back 
and press forward to feel the full stretch in 
your hip.

2A ONE-ARM PRESS 
Sets 3  Reps 10 light/5 medium/
10 heavy each side

Stand holding the kettlebell racked at your 
shoulder. Brace your abs and glutes and press 
it straight overhead, keeping the bell against 
your forearm. In each set, complete the reps on 
one side, then switch. Between each set, do 30 
seconds of 2B.

2B HIP FLEXOR RAINBOW
Starting from the hip flexor stretch position, 
bring one hand up and over your head in an arc 
until it’s behind you. On the second stretch, use 
the other hand. 

KETTLEBELL SWING TABATA
Sets 8 Time 20sec Rest 10sec

Hold a kettlebell in both hands with feet slightly wider than
shoulder-width apart. Snap your hips forward to “swing”
the bell to shoulder height. Let it fall naturally and go straight
into the next swing. Repeat for 20 seconds and rest for ten.

AVOID FRANKENSTEIN FATS
“Give me a cow and a video on how to make butter, 
I can make butter,” says John. “Give me corn, and I 
can’t make margarine. It takes a lab. Mother Nature 
can’t handle these fats, and neither can your body. 
Get rid of them.”

CUT CARDBOARD CARBS
“By cardboard carbs I mean any carbohydrate found in 
a bag or a box. If it can last on a shelf for ten years, it’ll 
stay in your body that long.” Swap it for colourful veg. 

DRINK MORE WATER
Your new rule? A sip of water before you have any 
other drink. It’s what behavioural psychologist BJ 
Fogg calls a micro-habit — too small not to do, but 
likely to lead to bigger changes. 

Alternate between the Mobility workout (left) and the Tabata 
session below, doing each twice a week.

It’s time to focus on fat loss. Tabatas twice a week 
will help, but eating and sleeping better will help more. 
Here’s your prescription.

PICK YOUR WORKOUT

Choose the areas you need to 
improve and start your plan. Need 
strength and fat loss? Head for 
workout D. Working on everything? 
You’re a G man.



On the bend: With 
improved mobility, 
you’ll be ready to 
graduate to moves 
like the windmill.



G ALL OF THE ABOVE

SLEEP BETTER
Turn off (or cover) any blinking lights in your
bedroom to increase melatonin production
and make sleep easier. You’ll recover faster
and shed fat.

CUT BACK ON SUGAR
You don’t need to ditch it entirely, but cut out
any drinks containing the sweet stuff — it’s too
easy to ingest extra calories.

WALK MORE
Non-Exercise Physical Activity (NEPA) will
increase fat loss without compromising
recovery. Get a phone-based activity tracker
and aim for 10,000 steps a day.

Seems disastrous? Don’t worry. Combine the above workouts as needed and add the following.

D STRENGTH

E STRENGTH + FAT LOSS

F STRENGTH + MOBILITY 

Getting stronger is the foundation of everything else. Do this kettlebell routine once a week and try to 
increase the weight each week. 

Getting strong will strip the fat faster. Do Workout D 
once a week and add the following. 

To build muscle and get more mobile, combine the strength plan above with the stretches below.
Bonus: by keeping your heartrate high, you’ll burn body fat.

1 PRESS
Sets 3 Reps 10 light/5 medium/
10 heavy each side

Stand with the kettlebell racked at your shoulder. 
Brace your abs and glutes and press it straight 
overhead, keeping the bell against your forearm. 
In each set, complete the reps on one side, 
then switch. 

2 ONE-ARM ROW 
Sets 3 Reps 10 light/5 medium/
10 heavy each side

Holding a kettlebell in one hand, bend forward at 
the hips and row it up towards your armpit. Lower 
slowly — don’t drop it. In each set, complete the 
reps on one side, then switch.

3 SWING 
Sets 3 Reps 30 light/
15 medium/30 heavy

Hold a kettlebell in both hands with feet slightly 
wider than shoulder-width apart. Snap your hips 
to ‘swing’ the bell to shoulder height. Let it fall 
naturally and go straight into the next swing.

1 HIP FLEXOR STRETCH 
With one knee on the floor and the other in front 
of you, put your hands behind your back and 
press forward to feel the stretch in your hip.

2 HIP FLEXOR RAINBOW
Starting from the hip flexor stretch position, 
bring one hand up and over your head in an arc 
until it’s behind you. On the second stretch, use 
the other hand. 

4 PUSHUP PLANK 
Time 2min

Get into the top position of a pushup with your 
glutes and abs braced and your fingers pointing 
forwards. Hold it for the prescribed time.

5 SUITCASE CARRY
Distance Max

Pick up a kettlebell in your weaker hand and 
walk as far as you can, keeping upright and 
braced. Put the weight down, then pick it up 
with your stronger hand and walk back. 

3 BIRD DOG
Get on your hands and knees. Drive one heel
straight behind you and lift the opposite hand to
point straight forward. On the second stretch,
use the other hand.

4 SIX-POINT ZENITH
Get on your hands and knees. Reach under
your body with one hand. Hold the stretch
for a second, then reach out and above you.

GOBLET SQUAT TABATA
Sets 8 Time 20sec Rest 10sec

Hold a kettlebell by its ‘horns’, then squat down 
until your elbows touch the insides of your 
knees. Drive up through your heels to stand. 
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Enter the exciting new world of (seriously) tasty,
protein-packed, guilt-free wholegrain pastas.

By Nils Bernstein
Photographs by Christopher Testani

 t a



Amaranth

High in protein, iron,
calcium and fibre,

this pseudocereal is a
nutritional powerhouse

with good flavour;
when made into pasta,

however, mix it with
wheat flours to create

a pleasing texture.

2

Quinoa

A South American
superfood packed with

fibre, vitamins and
minerals, quinoa is

considered a “complete
protein” that contains

all nine essential amino
acids. Combined with

wheat in pasta, it lends
a faintly nutty flavour

and light texture.

3

I F YOU A SK RENOWNED HEART DOCTOR G IOVANN I C AMPAN I L E , TH E AN SWER I S Y E S :

you can indulgeyourcravings forpastaandnothateyourself later.Andno—todoit, youdon’thaveto

bean enduranceathletewhose fuel furnaceburnscalories likekindling.Allyouneed,saysCampanile,

is toswaptheoldwhite-lour-basedstuf—thathigh-glycemic, insulin-spikinggutpunchthatcanderail

aday’sworthofgymwork—forsuper-healthy,unbelievably tastywholegrainpastas.Thereason?It’s

notrocketscience,butbiology: thebodydigestswholegrains—grains thatstillhavetheirendosperm,

germandbran—moreslowly thanthosethathavebeenstripped(aka“reined”); thatmeansblood- 

sugar levelsdon’t jumpwildly, so there’s lesschanceof storing fatanddevelopingdiabetes.

Wholegrainsalsohavemoreprotein,ibre,vitaminsandminerals thanreinedgrains,aswellas fewer

calories, threetimestheibreand25%moreprotein.“Grainpastasareperfect superfoods—they’re

packedwithphytonutrientsandhavebeenshowntopreventheartdisease,cancersanddiabetes in

manystudies,”saysCampanile,whoseAmericanrestaurantPazziPasta,based inNewYork, specialises 

in“ancient”grains—wheats likeemmer,speltandredife—aswellasrye,quinoaandmillet.Your local supermarket likely

stocks thesamegrains inpasta formorasseeds you can easily make  into pasta at home.  Here are three delectable, nourishing 

new ways to put pasta back on your table. 

■
When you’re
cooking with

wholegrains, says
Campanile, try to avoid
anything generically
labelled “wheat” — 95%
of wheat produced
today is a modern
species known as
“common wheat”,
which has been
genetically altered for
increased yield and
pest resistance, not
flavour and nutrition.  
So when you’re
cruising the
supermarket aisles,
be on the lookout for
names like einkorn,
spelt and khorasan.
These are all ancient
grains that are high
in protein and fibre
and come packed
with a clean, tasty,
“wheaty” flavour.

In this recipe,
we’ve opted for spiral
semolina wholegrain 
pasta, which
resembles the
traditional busiate, or
spiral, pasta typically
paired with this pesto
in its homeland of
Trapani, Sicily, as its
shape ensures that the
light pesto stays on
the noodles and won’t
pool at the bottom of
your bowl.

When making this
Southern Italian pesto,
Campanile suggests
using a mortar and
pestle to mash it. (If 

Pesto alla Trapanese    
over Semolina
Wholemeal Pasta

that’s too much
pressure, a food
processor also works
just fine.) “A smooth
texture allows the
pesto to coat the
pasta,” he says.

But above all,
Campanile says,
“fresh, seasonal herbs
and vegetables are
mandatory to create
the best pesto”.  

Make it

F O R 6 S E R V I N G S

I N G R E D I E N T S

450g fresh plum tomatoes 

1 garlic clove

1 cup fresh basil

½ cup blanched almonds

1 tbsp pecorino cheese

1 tsp salt

Black pepper or red
pepper flakes, to taste

1 tbsp capers (optional)

¼ cup pitted black olives
(optional)

½ cup extra-virgin  
olive oil

P E S T O D I R E C T I O N S

Dunk the tomatoes
in boiling water for 2
minutes, drain under
cold water and peel
the skin off with
your fingers. Add all
ingredients except
olive oil to a food
processor and blend
until smooth. With
the mixer running,
add the olive oil in
a thin stream. 

Y O U R G R A I N - A I S L E G L O S S A R Y

OK, you want to cook up a healthy pasta. Do you want the red fife or the quinoa? The buckwheat 
or the amaranth? Is there even a difference? There sure is. Here’s what you need to know. 

Buckwheat

If you’ve had Japanese
soba, you’ve had

buckwheat pasta. While
it’s eaten as a grain,

buckwheat technically
isn’t a grain but a seed
related to rhubarb and

sorrel. Warning: due
to its lack of gluten, it
doesn’t make a strong

pasta on its own.

Barley

Not just for beer, barley
— one of the oldest

consumed grains — is
still popular in the Middle
East and parts of Europe
and Africa. Barley flour

makes a light, slick
pasta that’s high in fibre,

vitamin B and minerals
like selenium and

manganese.

Mil let

You’ve seen this tiny
grain in birdseed, but
it deserves a place on
your plate as well for
its high levels of iron,
copper, manganese,

phosphorous and
heart-healthy

magnesium. The seeds
lend a lightness to
wholegrain pasta. 

Rye

Rye flour adds a deep,
rich flavour to pasta,

much as it does to the
dense, hearty breads

it’s also used in.
Whole rye is also
exceptionally high

in fibre. When you see
“triticale”, know that

that’s a great
wheat/rye hybrid. 

1
Ancient Wheats

These include einkorn,
red fife, spelt,

khorasan (usually
labelled kamut) and

emmer (usually labelled
farro). Due to their high

levels of gliadin and
glutenin proteins, they

make the healthiest
pastas of all grains.

1
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When making pesto,

opt for a spiral-shaped

pasta. That will ensure

the sauce stays aboard

instead of pooling at

the bottom of your bowl.
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Red Sauce and Turkey Meatballs  
over Wholegrain Spaghetti

½ tsp crushed red 
capsicum

1 tbsp salt

1 tsp freshly ground 
black pepper

D I R E C T I O N S

F O R T H E S A U C E

Put garlic, onion,
carrot and celery into
a food processor and
pulse until minced.
Heat olive oil in a large
saucepan over
medium-high heat.
Add the minced
vegetables and cook
until translucent.
Reduce heat, add the
remaining ingredients,
partially cover, and
simmer, stirring
occasionally, for
about 3 hours.

F O R T H E M E A T B A L L S

Preheat oven to 180°.
In a large bowl, break
up turkey mince with
your hands, then add
the bread and mix
gently until the bread
disappears in the
meat. Gently mix in
the other ingredients.
Shape meatballs
(about the size of an
ice-cream scoop)
with your hands and
place on a rimmed
baking sheet lined
with parchment paper.
Bake for about
20 minutes, or just
until golden brown
and cooked through.

■
Whether you’re
using beef

meatballs or, in our
case, the lighter
turkey variety for
this hearty classic,
you shouldn’t use just
any old pasta that
happens to be sitting
in the pantry. Because
a tomato or “red
sauce” has a sweet
taste to it, says chef
Walter Edward,
who specialises in
vegetable-and-grain-
driven comfort food.

We recommend
pairing it with a pasta
packed with a tasty,
nutty flavour, and the
wholegrain spaghetti
you’ll find in the
grocery store fits the 
bill perfectly.

When you’re
prepping your
meatballs, says
Edward, squeeze
them just enough so
they will hold their
shape, to give them
the perfect amount
of tenderness. And if
you’re still pan frying
your meatballs rather
than using the (far
easier) method of
baking them, this
recipe will cure you  
of the habit.

Make it

F O R 6 S E R V I N G S

I N G R E D I E N T S

F O R T H E S A U C E

6 garlic cloves

1 onion, roughly
chopped

1 carrot, roughly
chopped

1 celery stalk, roughly 
chopped

2 tbsp olive oil

2 tsp minced fresh
thyme

2 400g cans tomatoes,
drained and pulsed in
food processor

2 bay leaves (preferably 
fresh)

1½ tsp salt

1 tsp freshly ground 
black pepper

F O R T H E M E A T B A L L S

900g turkey mince

2 slices stale
wholegrain bread
(crusts removed),
soaked in
½ cup nonfat milk

2 eggs, beaten
2/3 cup low-fat ricotta

cheese

½ medium yellow onion,
coarsely grated

3 garlic cloves, minced

1 tsp dried oregano

1 tsp ground fennel 
seed

of tagliatelle — a pasta
similar to fettuccine
— is a classic of Italian
cuisine. When made
properly, it bears little
resemblance to the
“meat sauce” you find
in your neighbourhood
Italian joint. Proper
technique involves
simmering it for hours
— and when you think
it’s done, simmering
it another hour so
everything integrates
into a silky sauce.

To make this pasta,
mix it directly on the
bench top, knead it a
few minutes, then roll
it out. If you don’t have
a pasta roller, use a
wine bottle. And if
you can’t find spelt
flour at your local
supermarket/boutique 
grocers, use any
other wholegrain
flour, or make your
own by pulverising
wholegrains to
a powder in a
coffee grinder. 

■
Long before
Jesus was

chowing down on
his first bowl of
Nutri-Grain, spelt was
the grain of choice for
ancient civilisations.
Also known as dinkel
wheat, or hulled
wheat, it is a great
source of dietary fibre
and vitamins. The
humble grain is loaded
with vitamin B2,
niacin, manganese,
thiamin, copper and
magnesium, plus
bulk complex
carbohydrates.

Organic farmers
are massive spelt fans
because it requires
less fertiliser than
other wheats; it’s easy
then to see why it has
found a new market as
a health food. Better
still, the earthy flavour
adds body to all kinds
of pasta.

Bolognese sauce,
traditionally served
with long, flat ribbons 

Make it

F O R 6 – 8 S E R V I N G S

I N G R E D I E N T S

F O R T H E P A S T A

2¼ cups spelt flour

1½ cups all-purpose flour

4 eggs, beaten

1 tsp olive oil

1 tbsp water

F O R T H E S A U C E

1 onion, minced

1 carrot, minced

3 celery stalks,
minced

5 garlic cloves, minced

2 tbsp olive oil

250g pork mince

350g beef mince

120g fresh pork
sausage (removed 
from casing)

2/3 cup red wine

1 cup canned crushed
tomatoes

4 cups chicken stock

Tied in a cheesecloth:

12 peppercorns

5 juniper berries

2 bay leaves

1 sprig rosemary

1 sprig thyme

 

D I R E C T I O N S

F O R T H E P A S T A

Mix flours together
and pile on a bench
top, making a crater
in middle. Add eggs,
oil and water to crater
and, using your hands
in a circular motion,
gradually mix flour into
wet ingredients until
dough forms. Knead
for 5 minutes, or until
smooth and silky. (If
dough is sticky, add
flour; if it crumbles,
add water.) Wrap
in plastic; let rest in
fridge for 2 hours.
Divide into 2 parts and,
using a pasta roller,
rolling pin, or wine
bottle, roll each half
into a thin rectangle.
Cut into 1cm strips.
Cook in boiling salted
water for 2 to 3
minutes, or until
al dente.

F O R T H E S A U C E

In a large saucepan
over medium-high
heat, cook onion,
carrot, celery and
garlic in oil until tender.
Add meats; cook until
brown. Add wine; cook
until it evaporates.
Add tomatoes and
stock, lower heat,
add cheesecloth with
seasonings, partially
cover, and simmer,
stirring occasionally,
for about 4 hours.
Discard cheesecloth 
when done.

Beef Bolognese over  
Spelt Tagliatelle



Back yourself.

“It takes more than just muscle to lift one

of these guys. That’s why I wear Brut. 

Brut gives me the confidence and focus 

to push the limits and back myself,  

no matter what they put in front of me, 

and that’s a great feeling.” 

Derek  Boyer

Australia’s strongest man. 



R E H Y D R A T E



A s  J a r r y d  H a y n e  s h o w s  t h e  Ya n k s  h o w  t o  p l a y  f o o t b a l l , 

M F  g o e s  t r a i n i n g  w i t h  t h e  J a c k s o n v i l l e  J a g u a r s  t o  f i n d  o u t 

h o w  t o  m a k e  t h e  g r a d e .

Left to right: the Jaguars’ Dwayne 
Gratz, Johnathan Cyprien 

and Denard Robinson.
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In no sport are size, speed and strength more heavily scrutinised

than in the macho world of American football. Every year the very

best college athletes are invited to the National Football League’s

week-long scouting combine — a much-hyped week of televised

physical assessments — with the aim of out-sprinting, out-jumping

and out-muscling the competition. Successful players stand to

inlate their reputations and, as a result, their salaries and career

prospects with every extra bench-press rep counted or metre per

second clocked.

With so much at stake, training for the combine is a serious

business. Players spend exhausting hours honing their

acceleration, top speed, full-body power, strength endurance and

agility. And for the athletes who rank highest in each discipline,

the welcome by-product is a lean, muscular physique and a mental

resolve that enables them to reach the top level. But can their

methods — some of which seem like complete and utter madness

— do anything for you? 

TOP SPEED
“The combine measures strength, endurance, power, agility and

even mental toughness,” says Johnathan Cyprien, a defensive

back with the Jacksonville Jaguars, who are based in Florida. Two

years ago Cyprien excelled in the vertical jump at the combine (see

the box on page 72) with a top-performing leap of 97.8cm. “It’s a

test and you have to prepare for it. But for me, I had to work hardest

on my speed.”

To ace his test the Florida International University graduate

went to extra measures. “I use a weighted compression top from

Titin,” says the 25-year-old, whose job as strong safety is to disrupt

opposition ofensive plays, intercept passes and, if the situation

allows, sack the opposition quarterback, which he accomplished

in his rookie season. “That adds about 8lb [3.6kg] of weight and

I wear it when sprinting and jumping. My muscles had to adapt

to shift the extra weight, so when I took the weights of I was able to

move that much faster.”

At his home — a pigskin’s throw from Miami Beach — Cyprien

worked on developing quick feet and good sprinting mechanics

on sand. “Sprinting on sand helps you work on the turnover of

your feet. It forces you to get your feet up and down quickly so

you have minimal contact with the ground.” His typical sprint

sessions include explosive eforts over 10-15m for acceleration,

longer gallops over 20-40m for top-end speed and running against

resistance. “I love sprints wearing a parachute or dragging a sled,”

he says. “I do three sets of ive for each distance, slowly walking

back to the start after each rep and resting for three minutes

between sets so I can give my full efort each time.”

This balance of high-intensity work and ample rest is an

approach advocated by Tom Myslinski, head of strength and

conditioning at the Jaguars. “For every 10m we sprint in training,

we rest for a full minute,” says Myslinski. “The point is to be fully

recovered because we’re trying to exert maximum effort. In a

session we might only cover 150-250m of sprint work, but every

metre is lat out.”

To ensure that every muscle and sinew is straining in equal

measure, players’ strengths are monitored and their training

tailored to keep their bodies balanced. “Anybody who is very 

“I’m a believer in
working out quickly
after a game,” says
running back Toby Gerhart.

“You need muscle
mass for protection,”
says defensive end 
Chris Smith.
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anterior-dominant, like our ofensive or defensive linemen who

get through so much anterior work on the field, will do a lot of

posterior work to create structural balance,” Myslinski explains.

“Squatting is an awesome exercise but for most people it’s very

quad-dominant, so we prescribe plenty of lower-back, glute and

hamstring work.”

Myslinski instructs his huge, front-heavy athletes to target

their posteriors with Romanian deadlifts and single-leg hip

thrusts, doing three sets of six reps and focusing on slowing

down the eccentric (lowering) part of the lift to protect against

hamstring strains.

BRUTE STRENGTH
Any NFL all-star will have been raised on a diet of bench pressing,

but the combine tests a competitor’s strength endurance rather

than their one-rep max. “With adrenaline lowing on game day,

you’re always able to push harder than you can in training,” says

Cyprien, who pressed the 102.5kg bar (4.5kg more than his own

bodyweight) 18 times.

“To train for this I did a lot of light reps to learn the movement

and become as eicient at it as possible,” he says. “It’s important

to train complementary muscles, too, especially the muscles

in your back.” To boost his bench, Cyprien would do high reps

with a light weight, then go straight into bent-over rows or Pendlay

rows, where you row the bar up from the floor — focusing on

concentric strength — and resist the weight as much as you can as

you lower it back down.

The complementary exercises don’t end there. Building all-over

muscle is as much a priority as speed and strength, whether you’re

a wardrobe-shaped guard grappling on the line of scrimmage

or a gazelle-like wide receiver plucking the ball out of the air while

bracing for imminent contact. “Working on your upper body

helps you look good in your jersey,” says defensive end Chris Smith.

“But football is a very physical sport. You need the extra muscle

mass for protection.”

The Jaguars use powerlifting exercises to develop full-body

strength, with slight tweaks to minimise injury risk and ensure

players maintain maximum strength throughout the season. “The

players will squat and deadlift as well as bench,” says Myslinski.

“But they often use a trap bar deadlift that puts less strain on their

lower backs and they also do Bulgarian split squats to work on

lateral, single-leg strength and to correct imbalances. You’ve got

to be careful, though, because too much unilateral training can 

actually increase your bilateral deicits.”

EXPLOSIVE POWER
For Cyprien’s favourite combine event, the vertical jump,

learning to use every muscle in lightning-fast synchronicity is key.

“Technique is crucial,” he says. “But you can teach your muscles

to work faster. I use speed squats, where you lower down as

fast as possible, pause, then come up as fast as possible. These

help you generate explosive power from a standing start to get high

of the loor. I also use bands wrapped around the bar or around

my shoulders and do jump squats, working against the resistance.

It tests all the little muscles that need to work to help you go 

that bit higher.” 

“Outta my way, jerk!”
Contact sessions are

key to  NFL fitness.

Learning the code
How Jarryd Hayne’s
body is adapting to NFL.

When Jarryd Hayne spoke to MF
last year about his preparation
for the NRL season, he told us
his focus was on stretching, core
work and explosivity.

“I do lots of squats, bench and
prone holds for body maintenance,” 
he told us. Added to this base-
load were heaps of lunges to
compensate for his right knee,
which he’d injured many times, and
“clam” stretches to open up his hips.

Since becoming a fully-fledged
San Francisco 49er, Hayne, a
notorious gym-avoider, has burnt
o� gut fat and stacked on muscle via
the franchise’s hardcore workout
sessions. At one point in pre-season
they trained 11 days straight, which
Hayne likened to an army camp.

“It’s harder because of the amount
of force put through your body,”  
he told reporters. 
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Take the test How would you rank against the best in the NFL combine business?

40-YARDDASH
What it tests Acceleration and speed

What it is The main event. Athletes sprint from a

standing start, aiming to produce as much explosive

power and speed as possible. They’re timed at 10-, 20-

and 40-yard [36.6m] intervals.

2015 top performer JJ Nelson, wide receiver

(4.28sec)

All-time top performer Chris Johnson, running back, 

2008 (4.24sec)

BENCHPRESS
What it tests Strength endurance

What it is Rack 225lb [102kg] on the flat bench press 

and crank out as many reps as (super) humanly

possible before you have to dump the bar.

2015 top performer Ereck Flowers, offensive tackle

(37 reps)

All-time top performer Stephen Paea, defensive end, 

2011 (49 reps)

VERTICALJUMP
What it tests Lower-body explosive power

What it is How high can you jump? To avoid favouring

the giants, this is the difference between the athlete’s 

standing reach and his max jump reach.

2015 top performer Chris Conley, wide receiver 

(114cm)

All-time top performer Chris Conley, 2015

BROADJUMP

What it tests Leg strength and balance

What it is Think long jump without the run-up or

sandpit. From a standing start, bound forwards

and land with precision. Stumble forwards and

you’ve blown it.

2015 top performer Byron Jones, cornerback

(3.73m]

All-time top performer Byron Jones, 2015

3-CONEDRILL
What it tests Agility and co-ordination

What it is Deceleration and coordination are as

essential as top speed. Athletes sprint round an

L-shaped course marked with cones, rapidly

changing direction.

2015 top performer Justin Coleman, cornerback

(6.61sec)

All-time top performer Jeffrey Maehl, wide receiver, 

2011 (6.42sec)

20-YARDSHUTTLERUN

What it tests Agility and lateral speed

What it is Also known as the 5-10-5. The athlete runs

five yards [4.6m] to the right, touches a line, runs 10

yards to the left and runs back five yards to the start.

2015 top performer Bobby McCain, cornerback

(3.82sec)

All-time top performer Jason Allen, cornerback, 2006 

(3.81sec) 

The Jacksonville
Jaguars and Dallas
Cowboys  face-off. 
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To translate vertical propulsion into functional power on the

field the Jaguars enjoy a healthy dose of medicine-ball training.

“We do lots of rotational work with medicine balls,” says Myslinski.

“Rotational work should only be added after you’ve got a very

stable core, so first I make sure they’re strong and stable with

planks and side planks.”

Once he’s assured of his players’ core foundations, Myslinski

prescribes a med-ball circuit of two-handed rotational throws,

one-arm shot-put throws, slams and chest press throws, all against

a wall or the floor so they can catch it and repeat. “We get them to

work as hard and fast as they can for eight seconds — because plays

in football don’t really last much longer than that — then rest 30

seconds between moves for three sets. They do that at least three

times a week.”

The NFL pre-season runs for six weeks, from late July to

mid-September, before the 16-game regular season punts

off, culminating in the January play-offs and the Super Bowl

bonanza in February. To juggle the high demands of training and

competing, and to peak for the start of each season, the Jaguars

alternate between high- and low-intensity days. “We use a split

routine to facilitate recovery,” says Myslinski. “If one day is

intensive sprinting, plyometrics, Olympic lifting or med-ball drills,

the next will be low-impact conditioning work.” As with the long

rest periods between sets when training for power, it’s important

to have a good rest between workouts to let your central nervous 

system recharge.

INVALUABLE RECOVERY
The NFL, which is entering its 50th season of the modern era

(since its merger with the American Football League, when Super

Bowls began), is a multibillion-dollar enterprise: a mere 30-second

ad spot during the 2015 Super Bowl cost a staggering $6 million

and no expense is spared to keep athletes in peak condition.

Smith swears by a leg-massaging contraption called NormaTec

Recovery that wouldn’t look out of place on James Caan post-ankle

dislocation in the film Misery.

NormaTec is a piece of kit resembling large, rigid trousers that

a recuperating footballer will slip on to speed up the recovery

process after a brutal workout or match. The device uses sequential

pulse technology that mimics the natural muscle pump of the

legs to flush fluid and metabolites towards your organs where they

can be processed and evacuated — like squeezing toothpaste

out of the tube.

“It brings your legs back before the next game,” says Smith,

who also uses an innovative type of “ice boot” to refresh his limbs

after a workout instead of dunking his whole body in an ice bath.

“Recovery is by far the most important thing about working out,”

he says. “It’s the one thing you’ve just got to do.”

If futuristic tech is out of your price bracket, a low-cost tonic for

all this tough training is, surprisingly, more training. “I’m a big

believer in getting the weight on my back and working out pretty

quickly after a game or tough session,” says running back Toby

Gerhart. “A lot of guys don’t like to do legs and they put off training

an extra couple of days, but I think it helps me get the soreness out

and gets me ready for the next game.”

Having drafted some promising young players in 2015, and with

a rejuvenated Cyprien determined to return to the form that made

him a star rookie, the Jags will hope they can move on from last

season when they recorded a very ordinary 3-13 win/loss record in

the AFC South division.

“There’s a lot of room for improvement,” Cyprien says. But as

one of the NFL’s most prepared defensive backs, he knows he

has the strength and power to come up with the big plays and 

turnovers that can change a game — and make a season. ■

“With adrenaline flowing
on game day, you can push

harder than in training.”
 

Jaguars quarterback
Blake Bortles
makes a play.
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Is Bulletproof
Co�ee creator

Dave Asprey
— the world’s
most famous
“biohacker” —

leading a mass
health revolution

based on self-
experimentation,

or is he simply
endangering

himself, one health
risk at a time?

Welcome to
his inner sanctum.

his laboratory

Asprey and his personal

recovery cryotherapy chamber,

in his house outside

Victoria in Canada.

By Reeves Wiedeman

Photographs by

José Mandojana



OnanearlyAprilmorning,
Dave Asprey wakes up in Los Angeles          

The Bulletproof Coffee founder

spent seven years developing his

proprietary buttered coffee drink,

and he proudly states he has the

“most expensive pee on the planet”. 
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First, he removes his Zeo, a small biometric headband that monitors his sleep and

tells him that, over the past 774 nights, he’s slept an average of 5 hours and 58 minutes.

He then opens one of three Ziploc bags illed with 30 pills each, a cocktail of yellow,

amber, black and white. “I don’t know if I can tell you what all of these are from sight,

but I could probably guess on 80% of them,” Asprey says.

The pile well exceeds the daily recommendations for vitamins B12, K1, C and D3,

among others, not to mention a hit of L-tyrosine, an amino acid aimed at improving

thyroid function and several “smart drugs” with names like modainil, Ciltep and

aniracetam, all of which, he claims, improve cognition. Asprey has got so used

to downing this daily cocktail that he simply loads the whole thing into one hand

and throws it back as if he were polishing of a large popcorn at the multiplex. 

“I remember my college days, when we did beer bongs,”

he says. “It’s just like that.”

Asprey is a high-functioning 42-year-old with no major

health issues — unless you count as a mental illness the fact

that he, probably the world’s most famous “biohacker”, has

spent some $300,000 in the past decade or so trying to hack

his brain and body for peak performance. “I’m always running

experiments,” he says. Done taking the pills, he rips the top of

a plastic vial of pyrroloquinoline quinone and squirts it into

his mouth (something he does four times a day hoping it will

boost mitochondrial function), then knocks back a teaspoon of

sea salt “mined in Utah or the Himalayas from pollutant-free

ancient seabeds”. His breakfast is liquid, and took him seven

years to perfect: 415 precisely measured millilitres of cofee,

to which he adds two tablespoons of butter and two of MCT

[medium-chain triglycerides] oil, to create a concoction that

looks something like a glass of Guinness. He’s proud to declare

his output “some of the most expensive pee on the planet”.

Depending on whom you ask, “biohacking” can mean

anything from hooking up your brain to neurofeedback

technology to “boost creativity” to engaging in mindful

meditation to simply choosing to take the stairs instead of

the lift to burn more calories. “Bodybuilders are some of the

best biohackers out there,” says Asprey. “They manipulate

themselves for a goal.”

However, by far the most controversial part of the biohacking

movement is in the category of nutrition, where a growing

number of self-experimentalists are actively toying with diets

many doctors would describe as extreme, if not downright

dangerous. And it’s here where Asprey is making not only his

name but also his fortune.

Asprey is the man behind Bulletproof Cofee, a proprietary

version of his daily breakfast drink, which has spawned

something of a craze. This summer, he opened the irst oicial

Bulletproof Cofee shop, in Santa Monica, California, and he

has plans for more. An executive at Twitter has lobbied to get 

Bulletproof served in the company canteen,

and on The Tonight Show, actress Shailene

Woodley told Jimmy Fallon that Asprey’s

cofee “will change your life!”. As the drink

gained in popularity, Vogue Australia asked,

“Is Bulletproof Cofee the new green juice?”

(“So far there are no scientific studies on

the effects of drinking butter bombs for

breakfast,” the magazine concluded.)

Asprey also runs an annual Bulletproof

Biohacking Conference, which, even at $2,185

a pop, has routinely attracted hundreds of

paying participants since its debut in 2013.

         and begins his daily routine. 

“Dave’s a marketing genius,” says fellow biohacker Steven Dean,

who drinks Asprey’s coffee concoction every morning. “But

I genuinely believe he’s interested in understanding the ways his body

works.” Others have been more critical, pointing out that often his

recommendations are made on the basis of shaky science. But Asprey

remains undeterred. “It’s kind of a revolutionary act,” he says of the

human experimentation he and other biohackers conduct outside the

conines of the scientiic establishment. “It’s scary. If I’m in charge of

my body, I might make a mistake. What if I do something wrong?” 

“Everyone wants health. I want high performance.”

Asprey’s early routine on this particular day is in preparation for
his address to 1,500 people at a raw vegan conference in Anaheim.

Asprey, who’s 193cm, with a greying but full swoop of hair, certainly

looks to be in good shape even though he claims to do only about 15

minutes of concerted exercise — a high-intensity weightlifting routine

comprising chest, leg and overhead presses, plus a seated row and

pulldown — every ive to ten days.

Among other attractions at today’s gathering, there’s a bar outitted

with a machine to serve shots of turmeric instead of Jägermeister, and

a kiosk where convention-goers sit in chairs and have various nutrient

combinations injected intravenously. A woman at the kiosk next to

Asprey’s hands me a small sample of a drink called “Elixir of the Lake”

and tells me my mental state after drinking it will “mimic the feeling of

falling in love”. It tastes like pond water.

After his speech, Asprey spends nearly two hours signing copies

of his book The Bulletproof Diet. By now he’s turned his personal

biohacking journey into a full line of DIY products. His kiosk sells

coconut charcoal ($24), orange iPhone screen covers to reduce blue-

wave light from LED displays ($25) and GABAwave ($55), a supplement

he says will improve focus. (His newest book, Bulletproof: The

Cookbook, will be released in early December.) He’s been so successful

that, at the home he shares with his wife and two children in British 
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Columbia, Canada, he’s currently building a personal biohacking

facility that will include not just some of the more traditional markers

of healthy-living status — organic farm, yoga studio — but also an

infrared sauna for LED therapy, a sensory-deprivation lotation tank,

a cryotherapy chamber and three neurofeedback machines.

When we sit down to talk, Asprey tells me he’s just completed

seven days of using the feedback technology, which involves

attaching electrodes to his scalp and performing a series of mental

acrobatics, tasks and what he calls “brain video games”, which,

he says, will “reteach his brain how to respond to different

emotions” and think more positively, and ultimately boost

performance. The process is draining, he says. “None of the things

that change the brain feel very good.” But the discomfort doesn’t

stop him. He happily compares himself to Olympic athletes who are

“willing to do anything, even if it shortens their life by ive years,

to get a gold medal”.

In other words: Asprey believes that an optimised life — not a

longer life, or even a healthier life — is the only life worth living.

“I don’t care about health,” he says. “Everyone wants health. I want

high performance — which is an altered state that means I’m three

standard deviations away from normal, in the positive direction.”

Judging by the throngs of people lining up for his products and

even just his signature, it’s clear he’s not alone in his quest.

“With smart drugs, I’ve tried pretty much anything.”

Asprey began his career in Silicon Valley, where the stress of

working as an executive at several cloud-computing companies

wore on his body. He was tired, sufered constantly from “brain

fog” and, at one point, weighed 135kg. He was so unhealthy he

frequently ended work meetings early by saying, “I have to eat.”

A low-calorie diet and a heavy exercise regimen — 90 minutes

a day, six days a week — failed to produce results. Other dieting fads

he tried didn’t work, either. So, desperate for answers, he decided to

take the quantitative ethos of the tech world and turn it on himself.

“That’s when I started paying attention to little variables,” he says. He

compares the process to computer hacking, which involves “mapping

out a system, then attempting to ind one little hole to exploit”.

Asprey got his blood examined, tested his bowel movements and

had his saliva measured for hormone levels, which showed he had

“less testosterone than my dad, and more estrogen than my mom.”

So he took testosterone — until he started getting acne and his hair

began to fall out. His stress levels were high, too, he discovered, so

he purchased an emWave, an iPod-size heart monitor that, he claims,

allows users to consciously manipulate their heartrate.

It was a pricey endeavor. So he sold his shares in tech irm Exodus

Communications for $6 million and spent at least $50,000 buying

“every expensive probiotic on the planet”. When he read about

helminthic (worm-based) therapy — a cutting-edge and potentially

legitimate treatment that may boost the immune system — instead of

enrolling in a legit university study, he decided to try it himself. He

had some porcine whipworm eggs shipped in from Thailand and

swallowed them so they’d hatch in his gut. (It didn’t work.) When he

had trouble balancing during yoga, rather than work on his quads, he

tested his mercury levels to see if they were throwing him of balance.

In terms of diet, Asprey tried practically everything, he says,

eventually settling on a high-fat regimen that gets 70% of its calories

from fat. (For the record, government authorities recommend

20–35%.) According to him, the cofee that’s the foundation of his diet

ofers enough of an energy boost to get him through an entire workday

without eating again.

The theory behind it: cofee is illed with beneicial antioxidants;

so, instead of adding milk — which can counteract its healthy efects

— Asprey uses grass-fed, unsalted butter that’s very high in omega-3 

Six small, non-
life-threatening,
scientifically
proven dietary
biohacks that
can make you a
healthier person.

by Adam Bible

Hack Away!

G O A L

SLEEP BETTER

B I O H A C K : Have a
tablespoon of raw organic
honey before bed.

W H Y: Your brain uses
a lot of energy derived
from sugar during sleep,
so the glucose in a
small amount of raw
honey can help keep it
functioning properly.
Make it raw honey — the
liver can process it into
glucose more efficiently
than conventional
supermarket honey.

G O A L

BRING DOWN YOUR

CHOLESTEROL

B I O H A C K : Eat more
avocados.

W H Y: After advising
Australians to cut
back on fat in the ’70s,
dietitians have now
reversed their position,
saying that fat may
actually be preferable to
carbohydrates. Avocados
are packed with
monounsatured fat, which
can decrease LDL (bad)
cholesterol levels while
increasing HDL (good)
cholesterol, mitigating the
risk of heart attack.

G O A L

KEEP YOUR HEART

HEALTHY

B I O H A C K : Take a 350mg
capsule of krill oil with 
dinner.

W H Y: Filled with
omega-3 fats EPA and
DHA, krill oil can aid
brain function and has
been shown to lessen
the risk of heart disease
by reducing levels of
triglycerides (fats in
the blood) and helping
prevent the hardening  

of arteries.  

G O A L

ENHANCE

YOUR VISION

B I O H A C K : Get enough
vitamin A, found in beef
liver, kidney and heart,
and also vegies like
sweet potatoes and kale.

W H Y: Vitamin A from
meat helps eyesight
because it’s converted
into retinol, which helps
produce proteins that
allow humans to see in
low light. Plants have
carotenoids (like beta-
carotene) that can turn
into a form of vitamin
A in the body, further
supporting good vision.

G O A L

LOWER YOUR

BLOOD PRESSURE

B I O H A C K : Add raw
cacao powder or butter
to smoothies (or coffee!).

W H Y: We’ve long known
the antioxidant-rich
cacao bean, chocolate’s
main ingredient, can
help heart function and
reduce stroke risk. Now
studies show it can lower
blood pressure, too. Get
raw cacao made to eat,
not refined cocoa butter
used to moisturise skin.

G O A L

BOOST YOUR

BRAIN WAVES

B I O H A C K : Eat sunflower
seeds.

W H Y: Lecithin, a type of
fat found in sunflower
seeds, soy and eggs,
enhances mental
sharpness and boosts
brain performance.
Essential for maintaining
cell membrane
function, lecithin can
also be used to treat
neurological disorders
and dementias, as it
increases acetylcholine
(a neurotransmitter) in 

the brain.

Krill oil capsules,

high in omega-3 fats,

help your heart  

and brain.
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fatty acids. Adding that saturated fat, plus two tablespoons of what

he calls “Brain Octane Oil” (a type of medium-chain triglyceride oil

derived from coconut oil) to boost energy and prevent cravings,

results in a 400- to 500-calorie, zero-carb drink that acts as a meal

in itself. Assuming you’ve curbed carbs elsewhere in your diet and

the glycogen stores in your liver are low, Bulletproof supporters will

tell you, the pure butter fat in the drink will kick-start ketosis, the

body’s fat-burning process.

(While some nutritionists are on board with this, there have

been no studies so far to support the weight-loss claims. But even

more worrisome, say its critics, is the fact that, even if Bulletproof

Coffee promoted weight loss, its high saturated fat content

could raise cholesterol levels and raise your chances of developing

heart disease.)

Of course, the cofee is on top of Asprey’s inely tuned cocktail

of supplements and vitamins. “I change it daily,” he says. If he’s

not sleeping well, for instance, he’ll pop an extra 100 milligrams

of L-theanine, an amino acid that supposedly relieves stress.

“When it comes to smart drugs, I’ve tried pretty much everything

out there, including some, like, methylene blue” — another drug

aimed at improving cognition — “that almost no-one knows about,

which may have some risks,” he says. In fact, when I later research

methylene blue, I learn it’s commonly used as an aquarium cleaner.

As for the supp-and-vitamin cocktail’s exact makeup, Asprey

declines to give details, saying that the formula that works for

him is something he’s arrived at after years of self-experimentation

and won’t work for everyone. “I’m a 6ft 4in guy who sleeps

this much, who has this kind of a strange life, who used to be obese,”

he says. “The last thing I want is a 40kg Asian grandmother taking

my regimen.” But Asprey does admit that his cocktail contains

one of the more controversial trends in biohacking: nootropics,

or “smart drugs”.

One such drug, modainil, has been called “the cocaine of the

21st century”. It’s been approved by the American Food and Drug

Administration for treating narcolepsy, but is taken by Asprey

and others who think it may boost cognitive performance in

anyone. In fact, studies have found that modainil helps the brain

with problem solving, planning and working memory — so much

so that last year Duke University in the US banned its use as an

academic performance enhancer. But no studies have been done

on modainil’s long-term efects; and even less is known about the

nootropic “stacks” — combinations of these drugs — that Asprey

and others are experimenting with. “We don’t know how the

diferent drugs might interact,” says Barbara Sahakian, a professor

of neuropsychology at Cambridge University. “And what we don’t

know about the long-term usage is what worries me.”

When I describe his supplement cocktail to expert nutritionists,

they wince. “I rarely suggest supplements at all, as there’s very

little data to support supplemental micronutrients unless there’s

a speciic nutritional deiciency,” says Dr Lydia Bazzano, director

of Tulane University’s Center for Lifespan Epidemiology Research

in the US.

Asprey, however, isn’t just unfazed by the criticism — he seems

to actually relish it for the opportunity it gives him to take shots

at Western medicine. He proudly says he’s willing to take risks on

things scientiic research hasn’t yet proven. “Those guys say, ‘It’s

impossible, therefore it didn’t happen,’ which is anti-science,” he

says. Meanwhile, doctors and scientists have thumbed through

the bibliography of his book and pointed out that many of the

studies he cites to support his ideas are dubious at best. One, about

the dangers of whole grains, is from the 1970s, and had only two

subjects. Others were done only on rodents, another just on pigs.

“Whether it’s a diet, a supplement, or any business, I’d hope people

would think critically when something’s being sold to them,” says 

In the ultraquiet “sensory deprivation tank”

Asprey keeps in his home, he can “reach a deeper 

state of meditation more quickly,” he says.
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Lisa Dierks, nutrition manager for the Mayo Clinic’s Healthy Living

Program. “It’s like buying a car. If you talk to one dealership, they’ll

tell you theirs is best, then you walk down the street to a diferent

dealership and hear the same thing. None of this is proven.”

Asprey’s quick to admit that his experimenting hasn’t come

without cost. When he tried a no-carb diet popular with Eskimos,

he sufered an extreme form of ketosis that often alicts diabetics,

and somehow developed a number of food allergies from which

he’s still recovering. “That was a mistake,” he admits, but worth it:

“There are consequences down the road if you eat pizza and drink

beer, but we know those. So I’ll do what seems most likely to have

the consequences that I want — I may be wrong but at least I tried.”

“The world’s largest human guinea pig.”

A few days after the raw vegan conference, I join a group of Asprey’s

kindred spirits in the New York oices of Noom, a weight-tracking

app. It’s the monthly meeting of the local Quantiied Self group, who

gather to share their self-experiments on everything from blood-

sugar levels to sleep patterns to sexual habits.

Several biohacking celebrities are in the room, including a man

known as Quantiied Bob, who runs a website with the tagline:

“Hack. Track. Analyze. Optimize. Rinse. Repeat.” He gets his blood,

urine and stool tested every couple of months and tells me he’s

taking “a shitload of supplements right now” — 40 to 50 pills a day.

When I press him for any tips I can incorporate into my own diet,

he advises upping my vitamin D, which, I tell him, is something any

doctor would recommend to someone who spends too much time

indoors. Then he mentions an antioxidant called coenzyme Q10 or

COQ10, which early research has suggested can stave of the afects

of Alzheimer’s. But I’m in my 20s, so I ask him if there’s anything

else. He then suggests taking magnesium pills, which could help

with sleeplessness — though he hedges, “I’m not saying they’ll

work...” Still, he says, “you have to have the curiosity to uncover

and understand what works for you.”

This is at least the ifth time I’ve heard a version of that statement —

youhavetodiscoverforyourselfwhatworksforyou—andIrealisethat

Quantiied Bob has touched on what is perhaps the most compelling

allure of biohacking: the simple enjoyment that comes with

experimentation. I confess that I felt it when I cruised around the

Anaheim conference sampling turmeric shots and water mixed

with blue-green algae; there’s something useful, and undeniably

empowering, in feeling like you’re taking control of your own

health. The sample doses I took were too small and benign to have

any meaningful medical efect, but the psychological efect was

palpable. The convention had the vibe of a tent revival: biohackers

leaping out of their seats and cheering when Asprey delivered

nutritional advice like, “Drizzle coconut oil on your sushi! That’s

what being Bulletproof is all about!”

Even Asprey recognises the possibility that at least some of

biohacking’s beneits may result from the placebo efect — and

doctors would agree. “Certainly when you take that many pills, the

challenge is knowing how much of the beneit is in your head,” says

Dr Brent Bauer, director of the Mayo Clinic Complementary and

Integrative Medicine Program. “About a third of us seem to be wired

to respond to, ‘I took some control, I have some autonomy, I’m

doing this special thing that’s really gonna be good for my health.’

It doesn’t necessarily negate the potential value of what he’s doing,

but you have to account for the placebo efect.”

And that isn’t the only possible upside to biohacking. At the

Noom oices, I learn that biohackers are actively aggregating the

community’s scattered assortment of individual experiments and

attempting to turn them into something resembling scientiically

signiicant mass research that could be applied more broadly. In

efect, they’re trying to become the world’s largest human guinea

pig. To help the efort, a company called Opt-e-scrip has developed

a mail-order test kit that comes with placebos so people can test

drugs on themselves and report back more reliable results.

And biohackers have begun using crowdsourcing sites such as

PatientsLikeMe to gather large groups willing to participate in trials

on speciic foods, supplements and drugs.

In theory, the data produced by biohackers could be applied more

widely, and even spawn more clinical research. “The promise for

the future is learning much more about what works for individuals

based on much richer data,” says Dr Mark McClellan, director of

the Health Care Innovation and Value Initiative at the Brookings

Institution in the US. “Putting together smaller populations of

clinical studies and bigger data sets from places like PatientsLikeMe

does ofer a much richer way of tracking the efects of medication.”

So far, though, PatientsLikeMe has been more effective at

debunking myths than revealing breakthroughs. Most notably,

after a 2008 study from Italy suggested that lithium carbonate

might help patients with motor neurone disease, several hundred

PatientsLikeMe members with MND ran the experiment on 

themselves and found that overall it had little efect.

“This isn’t a barista. This is a co�ee hacker.”

A day after the conference, Asprey sits in the Bulletproof Cofee

shop he’s opening a few blocks from the beach in Santa Monica.

He wears boots and jeans, a grey shirt and orange-tinted glasses

intended to block out (melatonin-inhibiting) blue-wave light. The

shop is still under construction and circular saws are buzzing as

Asprey recounts the origin story of his most famous hack: In 2008,

while hiking in Tibet, he drank tea with butter from milk from a

yak, and suddenly felt rejuvenated. “The biohacker in me asked,

‘Why?’” he recalls.

Back home, he set about trying to recreate that feeling. He tested

myriad cofees and teas, 25 diferent butters and a variety of other

oily additives including Jerusalem artichoke extract, a prebiotic

ibre he stopped taking after gaining 4.5kg in a week.

At the cofee shop, Asprey looks up at the man behind the counter

about to serve me my irst Bulletproof Cofee (a large retails for $8).

“This isn’t a barista,” Asprey says of the employee, who looks a lot

like a barista. “This is a cofee hacker.” The cofee, served in a wide-

brimmed lab beaker, tastes like a really good latte, and I admit that

the tablespoons of butter carried me for most of the day.

It needs to be noted, however, that Asprey’s coffee hasn’t

made him entirely bulletproof: While sitting in the shop, he starts

coughing and sneezing from what he says are paint fumes (which,

oddly, aren’t afecting anyone else). I ask him if he thinks biohacking

is for everyone, and he acknowledges it isn’t. He also admits it

comes with a steep price tag. “But so does cardiac surgery. So does

cancer. A dollar spent now is a dollar not given to your doctor later.”

And for anyone looking for a normal cup of joe for a few dollars 

less, there’s always a Starbucks just up the street. ■

“I will do what seems most likely
to have the consequences that
I want — I may be wrong but at  
least I tried.”
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Must tri harder
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Be prepared

Your triathlon doesn’t start when the gun

goes off. With a 1.5km swim, 40km bike

ride and 10km run stacked on top of each

other, preparation is absolutely essential.

Aim to get to the transition zone (where

you switch between each leg of the race) at

least 90 minutes before the start to set up

your gear — including your bike, running

shoes, helmet, sunglasses and nutritional

supplements — so the crossovers are as

quick and painless as possible.

“Make sure you have a checklist of what

you need and a timetable that details every

action you’ll take between leaving your

house and starting the race,” advises elite

triathlon coach Simon Ward. “Take into

account eating, packing your kit and any

traic or congestion you might hit on the

way. Not only will it mean you arrive in

plenty of time, but it will also help take your

mind of any race-day nerves.” 

Find your position

For triathlon newbies, one of the most

daunting elements is the swim start —

unaffectionately known as the “washing

machine” — which sees athletes jostling

for position in the water. The solution?

Remove yourself from the scrum to avoid

a kick to the head or a race-endangering

panic attack.

“If you are a less confident swimmer,

begin at the side or the back of the starting

line-up,” says former elite triathlete and

performance coach Rhian Martin. “Don’t

get carried away by everyone sprinting of

in the irst 50m — it’s a long race and the

pace will slow down and by positioning

yourself at the side or the back, you’ll avoid 

all the white water.”

Get into your stroke

Once the siren or horn sounds, you want to

get into your swimming rhythm as soon as

possible. “It’s best to breathe every three

strokes,” says Martin, “so that you alternate

the side you breathe on — this is the most

efficient way to swim and will stop you

veering of to one side. But ultimately you

have to do what makes you comfortable

so don’t breathe or stroke differently

from how you have in training — you will 

deinitely come unstuck.” 

the swim

Make more of your ocean views

Vorgee Vortech goggle

A curved lens o�ers wide-angle vision up to 140°,

so you can get a better view of the pack as you

e�ortlessly glide past them. Anti-fog lenses ensure

vision is crisp and clear. vorgee.com/node/283, $29.99 



“Your fi rst race is about pace judgment. 
Stay relaxed, focused and comfortable.”

 ● There’s no one correct way to get out of 
the water and on the bike, but practising 
the procedure and making sure you 
prepare your gear can help you improve 
your overall race time significantly. 

 ● “Transitions are, in effect, the fourth 
discipline of triathlons,” says Martin. 
Practise putting on your helmet before the 
race and clipping and unclipping the strap.
It will be a major source of frustration if 
you can’t get it on quickly after the swim.

 ● Make locating your bike as easy as 
possible. “Familiarise yourself with the 
transition area before the race and place 
something clearly visible next to or on 
your bike,” says Ward. “There could be 
several hundred bikes there, so a balloon 
or brightly coloured towel can help you 
find yours.” 

Don’t panic 

It’s easy to be overwhelmed during the

swimming leg of the race, especially since

open water is markedly different to the

pool. “You’ll be wearing a wetsuit, so

you’ll be more buoyant and you might

feel restricted around the shoulders,”

says Ward. “The water’s dark, there are

no lines to follow on the bottom and

you’ll be swimming close to others, so it’s

a challenging experience.” 

If you start to feel stressed during

the swim, think about changing your

stroke. “Do some breaststroke to slow you

down, lower your heartrate and make sure

you’re going in the right direction,” says

Martin. “Then, when you’re comfortable,

go back to freestyle.” 

Stay on track

Following the course during the swim can

be dii  cult, so practise the art of “spotting”

or “sighting” during your open-water

training. “There’ll be large orange buoys

marking the race route,” says Martin.

“Every ten to 20 strokes, raise your head

and look for them to check you’re going in

the right direction.” 

Focus on your form

As you near the end of the swim and fatigue

starts to set in, your form can start to slip.

“One of the most common injuries to af ect

triathletes is shoulder impingement, which

is related to poor swimming technique,”

says Beth Borthwick, a former international

triathlete and physiotherapist. 

To improve your shoulder stability,

try incorporating some YTWs into your

training regimen. “This exercise is named

after the shapes your arms make during

it, and you can do it standing and bent from

the hip or lying face down on a bench,”

says personal trainer Jean-Claude Vacassin.

“Bring your arms up and out to about

45 degrees to make a Y shape, then out 

to the sides for the T. For the W, row your 

elbows back wide, splay your forearms 

and then press up.” Start with bodyweight 

and keep the reps fairly low (i ve each) to 

perfect the form before progressing with 

light weights. 

Pace yourself

As you hit your stride in the swim, you 

might feel ready to pick up the pace — but 

don’t push yourself too hard too soon. After 

all, you’ve still got two more disciplines to 

go before you hit the i nish line and you’ll 

need all the energy you can muster. 

“Your i rst race is about pace judgment,” 

says Ward. “Stay relaxed, stay focused and 

concentrate on swimming comfortably. 

You might be 30 seconds slower, but if you 

try to swim too hard you’ll lose those 30 

seconds and more later in the race when 

you hit the wall sooner. Start slow — your 

i rst goal is to i nish the race.” 

Transition 1



In the saddle

Before you even start training, you should

have a proper bike itting to optimise your

posture — most bike retailers ofer this. It

will help to reduce the risk of muscular

imbalances and injuries in the long run —

and it’s a much more worthwhile investment

for a tri novice than buying specialist

equipment such as tri-bars. “Tri-bars make

you more aerodynamic, but they also make

it harder to reach your brakes,” says Martin.

Eat on the go

Taking on the proper nutrition at the right

times is vital. The 40km bike ride ofers the

best opportunity to refuel and digest on

the go. “If you’re exercising for longer than

90 minutes, you need around 60-90g of

carbohydrates per hour,” says Martin. “For

this distance, most people prefer energy

gels and electrolyte sports drinks. Try some

beforehand so that on race day you can use

a type you know you can stomach.” 

Obey the law

You may see pros “drafting” — riding close

behind other competitors to reduce wind

resistance and increase their speed. Don’t

do this — it’s illegal in most non-professional

triathlons and you could be disqualified.

“It can deinitely make a diference, but it

can also cause accidents, which is why it’s

against the rules,” says Ward. Leave at least

10m between you and the person in front. 

Don’t cut corners

“You haven’t got much rubber on the road,

so be careful with cornering — especially if

it’s raining,” says Ward. “You need to take

a shallow line though corners — what we call

a racing line — coming out wide and cutting

across the apex of the corner. It gives you

greater stability and more time to brake.”

Shooting from the hip

The longer you spend sitting on your bike,

the more likely you are to experience muscle

soreness that can afect the inal leg of the

race. Try a three-point kneeling stretch

before you race to keep your hip flexors

mobile. “Adopt a kneeling lunge position,”

says Vacassin. “Move your weight forward

from the hip, making sure you squeeze

your glute throughout. To change the angle

of the stretch, move your front foot to 45

degrees and then 75 degrees and repeat the

stretch.” Hold each position for ten seconds

and repeat three times to complete the set. 

Spinning out

As you approach the next transition, expect

“jelly legs” as you experience the shock

of suddenly activating different muscles.

Some coaches believe changing to an easier

gear and spinning your legs at a faster rate

can help. “For the last kilometre or two,

keep your cadence (or revolutions per

minute) relatively high — around 90-100,” 

advises Martin. 

the ride

Boss the road with this beast

Specialized Venge Elite

A purpose-built speed machine with the

aerodynamic benefits of a wind-tunnel-optimised

frame and fork, the Venge Elite is the ultimate bike  

for sprint and Olympic distance tri’s.  

specialized .com, $3,799



“The bike ride o� ers the 
best opportunity to refuel 
and digest on the go.” 

 ● Coming off the bike on to the ground 
might not be as complicated as the swim-
bike transition, but it’s no easier. After 
40km of cycling, your legs will have taken 
a battering, but adding transitions into 
your training can help you prepare for 
the infamous “jelly legs”. 

 ● “Do some training runs after coming 
off the bike, even if it’s only ten or 20 
minutes,” says Martin. “Pros do ‘brick’ 
sessions, which are run-bike-run-bike 
intervals, and this mini-version will help 
prepare you. It doesn’t have to be fast — 
it just means you’ll know what to expect 
and be able to get into your run quicker.” 

 ● Don’t run before you can walk, though. 
“A lot of people start the run fast and just 
fade,” says Ward. “Studies have shown 
that if you run four or five seconds per 
kilometre too fast at the beginning, you 
pay for it by ten seconds at the end. The 
fatigue doubles in the later stages of the 
race, so start slow and build up to a fast 
pace. It’ll also give you confidence as you 
start to overtake those who have done it 
the wrong way.” 

Transition 2



Gear up your glutes

It’s time to get your glutes iring — not only

are these muscles key for carrying you to

the finish line, they can help to prevent

injuries along the way. “Iliotibial band

(ITB) syndrome is a common injury among

triathletes and it can lead to severe knee

pain,” says Vacassin. “The best way to

prevent this is to develop strong glutes.”

To achieve this, introduce squat variations

into your pre-race workouts. “The Bulgarian

split squat is a variation that places emphasis

on the quads, as well as developing leg

strength,” says Vacassin. “Try three sets of

ten reps on each side.” Weighted hip thrusts

will strengthen your glutes. 

Straighten up

By this point, your body is getting tired and

it’s easy to let your form slip. Keeping a good

running posture — staying upright rather

than hunched over — not only improves

your breathing but also encourages longer,

more powerful strides.

“Focusing on core work as part of your

training will benefit all your disciplines,

especially your running posture,” says

Martin. “Include exercises such as planks,

side planks, V-holds and back raises in your

training plan each week. Five to ten minutes

every other day is ine.” 

Plantar pitfalls

Plantar fasciitis, which is inlammation of

connective tissue in your foot, is a common

and painful injury among runners, and one

often caused by a change in your gait when

form slips. If you want to avoid post-race

physio, do some prehab. “Roll a cricket or

tennis ball under your foot,” says Vacassin.

“Make sure your weight goes through the leg

on the ball and knead your foot rather than

stroke it. It’s likely to be uncomfortable, but

it does loosen the tissue. Spend a couple of

minutes on each foot.”

Set yourself targets

Getting through the run is as much a

mental challenge as a physical one. “Set

yourself speciic, measurable and realistic

goals,” says Martin. “Make sure you have

target times for each leg of the race and

then divide these into smaller splits, such as

each kilometre on the run. Thinking about

these mini-goals will keep you motivated.” 

Fight the fatigue

The run is when you’re likely to start

lagging. “You can take a little rest during

the ride because you can freewheel for

a while and your bodyweight is supported,

but the run is where you’ll really notice your

tiredness, especially if you haven’t paced

yourself right,” says Ward.

The key is to keep your pace steady.

“Control your speed and ensure your

running cadence is quite high to make you 

more eicient,” says Martin. 

Sprint to the finish

It’s time to draw on those energy reserves,

pick up the pace for the last kilometre and

shave seconds of your inishing time. The

best way to prepare is to include interval

runs in your training. “Warm up for ive to

ten minutes, then do four lots of 30-second

‘strides’, where you increase your pace

and focus on a good posture,” says Martin.

“Next, do ive 1km bursts running as hard

as you can, with 90 seconds of very easy 

recovery in between.” ■

“Setyourselfspecific,
measurableandrealistic
goals to stay motivated.” 
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the run

Keep dehydration at bay

SOS Rehydrate

Has three times the

electrolytes of a regular

sports drink, which means

you’ll have more energy to

kick on to the finish line and

record a kick-arse time.

Comes in great-tasting

berry or citrus flavour.

sosrehydrate.com,

$21.95/10-pack 



 ● After finishing the race, you might be 
tempted to collapse on the sofa and stay 
there for a couple of days — but as horrible 
as it might sound, getting back into the 
gym will help you recover faster. 

“An active recovery promotes better 
circulation and blood supply to muscles 
that have been working hard,” says 
Borthwick. “Doing nothing isn’t great, but 
doing too much can damage tissues that 
have been working hard, so it’s important 
that you find a form of active recovery 
that works for you.” 

Do ten to 15 minutes of light cardio to 
get the blood flowing in your limbs, then 
try this simple recovery circuit from 
Vacassin to leave you ready to tackle 
your next big race.

The recovery

Overhead squat
Reps 10

Use a broom handle 
or a stretch band. Get 
as deep as possible 
and feel the stretch 
in your shoulders. 

Reverse lunge with 
overhead reach 
Reps 5 each side

Add in a lateral twist 
to help your poor, 
battered obliques. 

Inchworm
Reps 10

Starting with hands 
touching feet, walk 
your hands out, 
then walk your feet 
in towards them. 

Kneeling hip flexor 
stretch 
Time 1min each side

Kneel with one knee on 
the floor and the other 
foot in front with the 
knee bent. Push your 
hips forward and keep 
the back upright.

Foam roller work
Time 10min

Focus on your legs and 
upper back. 
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LIGHT IT RIGHT 

■ “I don’t necessarily 
love the way track 
lighting looks, but it’s 
incredibly flexible,” says 
Sherman. “As your gym 
evolves — you add or 
take away equipment 
— you can change the 
position of the lighting, 
too. There are also a ton 
of light-head styles and 
light temperatures to 
choose from, and they’re 
so easy to switch out.” 

One good combo: 
IKEA’s 365+ SÄNDA track 
heads with the brightest 
white LED bulbs you 
can find. “LEDs consume 
less energy and don’t 
give off as much 
heat as traditional 
incandescents,” 
Sherman says. If you’re 
lightbulb shopping for 
a home gym, go for 
2,700–3,000-kelvin 
bulbs, he advises. 

BRING IN A 
PORTABLE 
SOUND SYSTEM 

■  We all know great 
tunes help energise 
you during a workout, 
so don’t cheap out 
when it comes to 
your in-gym stereo. 

The ultimate smart 
speaker for today’s 
streaming universe, 
the Sonos PLAY:5 ($749,
sonos.com/en-au) 
combines six smartly 
synchronised drivers 
with room-adapting 
TRUEPLAY tuning to 
deliver a brilliantly 
exact reproduction 
of the music you love. 

It’ll provide the 
perfect soundtrack 
for smashing PBs. 

ADD A FULL-
LENGTH MIRROR 

■  “It’s not just for flexing 
and selfies,” Kerulis 
says. Gyms have them 
so you can monitor form 
and lower the risk of 
injury, so it’s important 
to have one so you 
don’t pull a hammy. And 
that’s not all. “It can also 
motivate you when you 
see yourself making 
progress,” says Brown. 
“It gives that sense of 
positive feedback.” 

The mirror should be 
large enough that you 
can see your entire body 
and hung prominently on 
a wall. Remember: don’t 
lean it. “Leaning it gives 
you a distorted view,” 
says Sherman. 

HOW TO DESIGN THE 
PERFECT HOME GYM 
IN FIVE EASY STEPS

PICK THE BIGGEST 
ROOM YOU CAN FIND

■  “Cramped rooms will 
cramp your motivation,” 
says Sherman. So if your 
space is small, don’t fill 
it with equipment. Even 
a 3m-by-3m area can be 
effective if it’s completely 
uncluttered. In anything 
smaller than that, you’ll 
have room to do only 
planks, pushups and 
jump rope. “If you don’t 
have open space, you 
can create it by making 
furniture choices: a 
dining table on castors 
can easily be pushed 
aside to clear space 
for a workout.” 

But at all costs, avoid 
training in a room with 
shelves. “They look
cluttered and distract you
during your workout,”
Brown says. “Stress is
defined as an experience
in which perceived
demands are greater than
perceived resources, and
the outcome is important.
Clutter triggers an
increase in perceived
demands — such as ‘I
ought to clean that up,’
or ‘I should send that
back’ — which leads to
stress. Uncluttered,
organised space is much
less likely to do that.”

Also, if you can, choose
a room that has large
windows and lots of
sunlight. “Natural light
energises and stimulates
a number of positive
chemical changes in the
brain that lift a person’s
mood and produce a
greater sense of calm,”
says Brown. “So if you
can create a home gym
that’s a nice, bright
place that you enjoy,
you’re going to have more
energy and maximise
what you accomplish
in that area.”

PAINT IT 
BRIGHT WHITE 

■ The next step towards 
making the space feel 
clean and clear: give it a 
good scrub and a fresh 
coat of paint. Don’t 
choose a warm colour 
for your gym, Sherman 
says. “Warm-hued 
spaces are relaxing and 
can make you feel tired. 
You want a bright space 
that energises you.” 

So go for the shade 
of white that’ll have the 
biggest impact on your 
mood and motivation: 
Dulux Super Enamel 
Semi Gloss Vivid White. 
“It’s bright and 
energetic,” says 
Sherman. “It’s not 
too glossy and it’s 
wipeable, which 
is ideal for a gym. 
A damp rag can 
take care of sweaty 
handprints.” 

1 2 3

4 5

Don’t even think
about putting that
mat or dumbbell
set at the foot of
your bed. “Your
bedroom should
be completely
shut off,” says
Sherman. “A healthy
workout routine
means getting
enough sleep, and
that’s hard to do if
your equipment’s
in sight.” Brown
agrees: “The
bedroom should be
for two things only:
sleep and intimacy.
Never associate it
with anything else.”

Make this your
mantra: “My
bedroom is
not part of
my gym.”

The white stuff:
Dulux Super Enamel 
Semi Gloss Vivid White 
is the ultimate home-
gym colour. 

Let there be LED: Keep your home gym well-lit.
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“Home gym.” 
We know what that brings to mind: a dust-laden room with an ancient NordicTrack and some cheap plastic free weights scattered on the l oor 

like beer cans in a uni dorm. And that’s not far of . Australians spend millions of dollars on treadmills, StairMasters and other equipment every 

year, yet just about all of us who have the stuf  admit we don’t use it anywhere near as much as we originally intended. Well, it turns out we’re 

buying the wrong equipment, jamming it in the wrong room and generally not treating the home gym with the care, intelligence and respect 

it deserves. We know this because we rounded up some of the best trainers, sports psychologists and high-end home designers in the business 

and wrung out of them every gear recommendation, design tweak and MacGyver-esque hack they had, from the best lighting to the coolest 

stereo to the most high-tech resistance gear. What we ended up with is, in a nutshell, everything you need to make your home gym the most 

(OK, second-most) popular room in your house. 

All the tricks 

you’ll need to 

lay out your 

home gym for 

maximum usage, 

courtesy of: 

■  Dr Charlie Brown, sports 

psychologist and director of 

performance coaching service 

Get Your Head in the Game.

■  Michele Kerulis, program 

director of sport and health 

psychology at Adler University 

in the US. 

■  Brad Sherman, designer 

who, until recently, had his 

office and gym cramped into 

his apartment. 



Power to the pedals:

At a compact 1.2m long, the Schwinn
A.C. Performance Plus is the most
convenient at-home stationary bike. 
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Straight from one
of the world’s top
cycling trainers,
Team BMC’s Neal
Henderson, comes
this trio of pro-
approved interval
workouts that are
guaranteed to cook
your legs, get your
heartrate soaring
—and, frankly, not
bore you to death.

1) The Tabata

Takedown

■ Do 20 seconds
of high-intensity
pedalling (“an all-
out sprint,” says
Henderson), then
rest for ten seconds;
repeat for ten reps
— that’s the first set.
Rest three to five
minutes — “so you’ve
recuperated enough
to put in the desired
intensity” — then
repeat for two
more sets.

2) The Max-Heart
Kick-Start

■ Instead of short
bursts of speed,
in this workout
you’ll cycle for
two minutes at
moderately high
intensity, rest for
three minutes, then
repeat this for eight
reps. “Your goal is to
get up to near max
heartrate by the
end of each interval,”
Henderson says.
“And it takes
a good 60–90
seconds to elevate
it to that level.”

3) The Agony
Invitational

■ This 36-minute
“ladder workout” is
perfect for the dude
who loves pain. Go
as fast and hard as
you can and maintain
for 15 minutes, then
rest for three. Go
full speed again for
ten minutes, rest
for three. Finally,
go for five minutes
with whatever you
have left in the tank.
Good luck — it won’t
be much.

F O R

THE GUY
WHO NEEDS
TO LOOSEN UP 

Yoga Studio
($5.99, for iPhone)

■ There are plenty of
reasons why you may
not want to do yoga
at a studio. Maybe
it’s too pricey. Maybe
you’re afraid you’ll get
shown up by a hot girl.
Regardless, with this
app you can squeeze
yoga into your schedule
— even if it’s only a
10-minute class before
work — whether you’re a
rank beginner or one of
those annoying people
who post headstand
selfies on Instagram.
The instruction’s great
and, of course, you
can rewind if a pose
is at all confusing. 

F O R

THE GUY WHO’S
READY TO THROW 
SOME PLATES
AROUND HIS 
HOUSE

Fitness Buddy

($2.99, for iPhone, Android

and Windows Phone)

■ For less than a cup of
coffee, Fitness Buddy
is a formidably badass
trainer for even the
most hardcore lifters.
Tapping into its more
than 1,700 exercises,
1,000 instructional
HD videos and 4,000
photos, you’ll never be
confused about how
exactly to do a dumbbell
shoulder complex on
an incline bench again.
You can even add every
workout you do to the
app, so it doubles as
a fitness tracker and 
workout log. 

Jane Fonda sure looked hot
in those grainy old ’80s VHS
tapes. But those workouts have
nothing on the ones you can find

on a smartphone today, with top-notch
instruction and an endless buffet of workout
and gut-busting routines, all for a fraction
of the cost of a gym. Here’s how to pick the 
pocket trainer for you:

A PRIMER ON THE ONLY TRAINER YOU’LL EVER NEED: YOUR PHONE

T H E B I K E

Schwinn A.C.
Performance Plus
schwinnequipment.com

■ Riding this stationary
bike is as close as it gets
to pedalling outdoors.

“The A.C. is built for
heavy use — meaning,
sturdy as fuck,” Lanier
says. “You can’t beat
it for value.” And,
bonus! “You don’t
have to plug it in — the
[battery-powered]
computer measures
your kilometres, RPM,
watt output — the whole
gamut. So if you’re a
stats nerd like I am, you
can use them to improve
your ride performance.
You can also clip into
the pedals to simulate
road-bike fun.”

At just over 1.2m long,
the A.C. is the most
popular bike in boutique
spin studios. “That
means the best in the
business have done the
research for you,” says
Lanier. “Plus, it’s easy
to move and has a holder
for a water bottle or
a beer — hey, you can
do whatever you want 
at home.” 

T H E R O W E R

The WaterRower
$1,299, waterrower.
com.au

■ Yes, this is the
wooden rowing
machine that House of
Cards’ Kevin Spacey
thrashes away on in his
basement when he’s
not scheming his way
to the White House. But
here’s the thing: the
WaterRower, which
was invented in the
late ’80s by a former
US national team
rower, doesn’t just
look handsome in your
house — it also delivers
a helluva workout.

The rower’s blades,
housed in a chamber
of real H

2
O, mimic

the effect of actual
aquatic rowing. “I really
like it for whole-body
conditioning circuits,”
says Jason Riley, a
sports performance
coach. “The water
makes it far more
psychologically
soothing than just
watching a display. So
you’ll keep using it for
that experience alone.” 

If you’re a rower, biker or runner,
these are the ultimate machines for you
— pricey but absolutely worth it, says our
very select group of personal trainers.

T H E B E S T E X E R C I S E M A C H I N E S

House
of cardio

T H E T R E A D M I L L

Woodway Curve
$5,950, summitfit.com.au

■ If money were
no object, and sun,
mud, cars, rain — OK,
the whole outdoors
— terrified you, the
Woodway Curve would
be the only at-home
treadmill you’d ever
need. If not, you should
get it anyway.

The Curve is self-
powered, which means
you make it move at
your pace. “It’ll kick
your arse from the
minute you step on it,”
says trainer Will Lanier.
“It forces a runner into
a position that’s safer
and more efficient.
This simulates the
road better than any
motorised tread — the
better your form is,
the easier it is to get
it moving. It’s 100%
hands-down the best
thing since sliced bread
and peanut butter.”

It’s also ultradurable.
“You don’t have to worry
about it breaking,”
says Lanier. Compare
it with cheaper
(motorised) models
and it’s an investment 
worth making. 

F O R

THE BODYWEIGHT 
GUY

You Are Your Own Gym

($5.99, for Android and

iPhone)

■ As the name suggests,
this app relies on nothing
but you, which is great
when you’re doing it in a
totally spare, white-walled
gym in your home. It’s
stocked with more than
200 bodyweight exercises
that will challenge
everyone from beginners
to special-ops soldiers.
Mark Lauren, the coach
who walks you through
every exercise, has trained
700-plus special-ops
guys for combat. We’re
not saying this will prepare
you for battle, but, with its
deep roster of intervals,
supersets and ladder
workouts, it’ll whip your
arse into shape in no time.  

1 2 3

Three Killer
Stationary Bike
Workouts That
Aren’t Totally
Monotonous
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Not your average rower:

With its oar blades set in a
chamber of whooshing water,
the WaterRower feels like
boat racing in your own house.
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■
“The doorjamb ones are all pretty terrible,”
trainer Will Lanier says, laughing. He’s

referring to the most ubiquitous itness equipment
around: pullup bars. “The door models restrict

the way you can use them, and even if you have the best door in the
world, you could still fall of the wall.” Instead, he recommends a
“bitchin’ wall-mounted bar you screw into the studs of your wall so you
never have to worry about showing up on YouTube with an #epicfail
hashtag.” The bar we recommend most highly is Iron Edge’s wall-
mounted version ($270, ironedge.com.au). It extends from the wall by a
huge 90cm, so you can easily do pullups, chinups and ab work — and even
the tallest guy can kip without fear. You can also get a set of gymnastics
rings and do dips and ring pullups or strict to straight muscle-ups. Will
withstand an incredible 400kg.

AFFORDABLE
EVERYDAY
ESSENTIALS

Adidas Weighted
Professional Speed
Rope $15, rebelsport.
com.au

■ If you can’t afford
fancy weights or the latest
space-age machines,
don’t fret — a jump
rope burns fat, builds
endurance, strengthens
leg muscles and improves
coordination. The Adidas
Weighted Speed Rope
provides a fast, smooth
motion, and the two 50g
weight inserts can be
removed if the going gets 
too tough for you.

Commando Steve
Medium Resistance
Band
$39.99, rebelsport.com.au

■ Use the band for
prehab training and
stretching or adding extra
degrees of difficulty to
your favourite bodyweight
moves. Lightweight and
malleable, bands can
travel anywhere you go
and fit easily into even
the most cramped home
gym space. The ultimate 
fitness accessory.

Rogue Fitness D-ball  
Medicine Ball
$63 for a 7kg ball,
rogueaustralia.com.au

■ The medicine ball is
timeless: toss it against
a wall or on a floor to
build power, play catch
with a partner to work
your abs, or use it like
a dumbbell. We like the
hard-shell type that
bounces well. Bonus:
roll your legs, chest,
and back on it for a post-
workout massage. 

“YOU GOT YOUR
BONUS? LET’S BUY 
SOME PLATES!”

140kg Calibre Black
Pack
$1,600 for a full set,
techniquestrength.com.au

■ Nothing builds muscle
like free weights. No, a
set of iron isn’t cheap,
but it’s an investment
that will last you a lifetime 
and can evolve along
with your needs and
your workouts. Calibre
plates come in 10, 15, 20
and 25kg pairs and the
barbell weighs either
20kg or 15kg depending 
on preference.

Rogue Bench
$699, ironedge.com.au

■ Bench height and
pad width have been
built to International
Powerlifting Federation
specs, ensuring a durable 
design. The upright
is designed to lock at
four different positions
between 0-80 degrees
while the seat locks at
three, which means the
bench will hit every
angle between military
press and flat bench. 

20kg Olympic Barbell
$650 for the naked bar, 
ironedge.com.au

■ Flimsy barbells bend
and won’t fit some plates.
But an Olympic bar offers
years of heavy lifting and
fits standard-size plates.
Iron Edge’s 20kg barbell
has a very fine knurl with
a softer feel but with
plenty of grip. It allows
you to rip the bar off the
ground with confidence
without ripping your 
hands apart.

Celsius Rubber
Dumbbells
$180 for a 10kg pair,
rebelsport.com.au

■ The simple dumbbell
offers a huge range
of motion, a ton of
exercise possibilities
and the option to train
one side at a time to
correct imbalances. The
hexagonal ’bells won’t
roll away on you and the
rubber won’t damage
the floor. They’re great
for renegade rows and 
T-pushups, too.

LandMine Unit
$225, rogueaustralia.
com.au

■ The best gear you’ve
never heard of. A pivoting
sleeve, the LandMine
holds one end of a barbell
in place while you lift the
other like you’re throwing
a lever. Use it for
squats, presses, rows
and a variety of other
exercises. The arc the
bar travels makes heavy
training easy on your
shoulders, lower back 
and knees.

NEXT-STEP-UP
RESISTANCE
EQUIPMENT

TRX Home
Suspension Trainer
$275, techniquestrength.
com.au

■ The famed TRX is
arguably the best all-
around home trainer
money can buy. With
just two looped straps
suspended from a
door, you can do almost
limitless functional
exercises — plus strength
moves and stretching —
that’ll work your entire
body. When finished,
just stuff it in a drawer. 

You put your pullup bar in a
doorframe. What are you, stupid?

Why wall-mounted
pullup bars aren’t
just safer but also
way more versatile.

The key to building a gym from scratch is
to start small and keep it simple. Here’s
exactly what you need to buy, and exactly 
where to buy it.  

T H E B E S T M U S C L E - B U I L D I N G G E A R

Curateyour
weight room

Star bar: You won’t regret buying a sturdy pullup bar.

Play ball!

For throwing,
catching or

wielding as a
free weight, the
medicine ball is

the business. 
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W H O  D A R E S 



n n i n m p e t e  i n  a  h a r d c o r e  o b s t a c l e  r a c e ? 

e a d  t h i s .  A  s e r i e s  o f  e r r o r s  b y  t h e  U K 

f D e f e n c e  l e d  t o  t h e  d e a t h s  o f  t h r e e  S A S 

d u r i n g  t r a i n i n g .  B u t  a s  M F  d i s c o v e r s , 

a s  l e d  t o  b i g g e r  q u e s t i o n s  a r o u n d 

e u n r d  r i s e  o f  e n d u r a n c e  f i t n e s s  e v e n t s . W I N S
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The windswept summit of Twyn Mwyalchod, known in UK military

circles as 642, is as beautiful as it is bleak. MF is standing at the

top of this stunning part of south Wales, 642m above sea level

(hence the name) where just over two years ago in 27° heat

Lance-Corporal Edward Maher, probably disoriented from

severe heat exhaustion, set of in the wrong direction in search of

his next checkpoint.

By the time help inally arrived, Maher was dead, still clutching

a water bottle and a half-eaten chocolate bar. Rigor mortis had

already set in.

Maher, 31, was one of three British reservists who died after

training in the Brecon Beacons mountain range on July 13, 2013, all

of them experienced soldiers. The others, Lance-Corporal Craig

Roberts, 24, and Corporal James Dunsby, 31, also perished from

hyperthermia brought on by the extreme heat (for Wales, anyway).

During a recent inquest, the coroner said they were left in the hills

for hours after they’d collapsed.

The three soldiers might have been SAS reservists, but they

weren’t lacking in itness. Both Maher and Dunsby had served tours

in Afghanistan, making them no strangers to high temperatures.

“The part-time guys may have jobs, but they come and train in

the hills off their own bat,” says former special forces soldier

Jason Birch, founder of The Special Forces Experience (TSFE), a

company that allows civilians to experience some of the challenges

elite military personnel face. “In fact, the full-time soldiers often

ind it harder to make time to train because their schedules are

more tightly dictated by their military commitments.”

Birch is our guide for the day, taking MF along the last route the

three men ever took. “The temperature reported was 27°, but

anyone who frequents these kind of hills knows that doesn’t tell

the whole story,” explains Birch. “The actual ground temperature

can go up or come down in an instant. Walk into one of these heat 

basins and it hits you like a brick in the face.” 

Battle fatigue
These three ultra-it men would have been feeling the exhausting

effects of the heat long before they collapsed — but it’s more

complicated than simply feeling tired. “Exhaustion is classiied as

either mental, physical or heat,” says emergency and intensive-

care doctor Emil Hodzovic. “You can train to push through mental

exhaustion, which is really just your brain telling you that you’re

approaching your limits.”

Pushing through this is a vital part of the mental toughness

required to pass SAS selection in both Britain and Australia, and

with endurance races and extreme challenges on a seemingly

unstoppable rise it’s something an increasing number of men

aspire to. The culture of pushing through barriers, ignoring

exhaustion and possible warning signs is drilled into us as what it

takes to win. Right now, for MF and our photographer, the going

is relatively easy. Our calves are aching, but we’re a long way from

any such extremes.

As we press on through the tricky, boggy terrain, Birch gives

us an insight into the army culture of breaking through barriers,

explaining how he hid a fractured wrist from command when

he was on selection. “It was a nightmare trying to carry the 9lb

[4kg] rile, but I didn’t want to be pulled,” he says, referring to the 

MF’s Matt takes
on part of the
route on which
three experienced
reservists died in 2013. 

Left to right: former Royal
Artillery soldier Luke
Wardrop, Matt, ex-special
forces warrior Jason Birch. 
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pressure of failing to pass selection. “The guys may not even have

known they were in trouble. Heat exhaustion creeps up on you

and they’d be telling themselves they’re just really tired and there’s

only a short way to go.” 

Fail safe
There’s a clear incentive for soldiers to mask injuries and

exhaustion during selection — not finishing the route for any

reason is a failure, even if it’s not the soldier’s fault. “The point-

to-point they tragically died on is one of the pinnacle events of

selection — it’s one of the last marches you do. They’ve done six

months of work before this stage.” So why didn’t they quit or call

for help? “They’ve paid the ultimate price for

that. It’s not the irst time it’s happened and I

guarantee it won’t be the last,” says Birch.

The oicial report didn’t blame the men’s

reluctance to quit as the cause of death or

assert that they weren’t acclimatised to heat.

It laid the blame squarely at the door of the UK

Ministry of Defence, citing a string of errors

from a lack of risk assessment to simple things

such as not having the keys to open a gate that

would have allowed emergency vehicles to

get to the men sooner. (Birch subsequently

helped change this to a combination lock,

the code given to people who need it.) The

report effectively condemned the MoD for

disregarding its own safety guidelines. 

“I started fighting
all six of them.
Then I fell o�

the cli�.”
“The argument really is with the MoD not spending money on

better trackers, better communications and better-trained staf on

the ground,” Birch asserts. “James Dunsby died a few weeks later

in hospital. If he’d been found earlier, there’s a much better chance

he’d have survived.”

The tragedy has raised many questions, in the world’s armed

forces but also beyond — particularly for civilians trying their hands

at endurance events for the sake of itness. And bragging rights.

Tough Mudder has had more than two million competitors

since it began in 2010. Spartan Race now has the Ultra Beast and

Mudderthon events, each 42km long, and there are a host of

open-entrance itness competitions such as the Allstar Ailiate

Series that pack several tough workouts into

a weekend. The boundaries are being pushed all

the time, but how far is too far?

“Most people haven’t got the mental strength

to push hard enough to kill themselves,” says

Hodzovic. “But that doesn’t mean you can’t

seriously hurt yourself. If you take on a challenge

that’s tougher than you’re used to, you put yourself

at greater risk of rhabdomyolysis, a condition

where your muscles start to break down and put

strain on your kidneys.” Extreme cases of “rhabdo”

can kill, and even mild ones can leave you on 

a dialysis machine.

Imitation game
Deeper into the hills, with the wind picking up 

Warning signs
What to look for to prevent 
someone su�ering. 

“If someone suddenly stops and they

look confused, clammy, pale and unwell,

step in,” says Hodzovic. “Try to cool

them down and get them to drink water.

If the symptoms don’t go away in half

an hour, consider stopping.”

“If they still feel sick, faint or too

hot, or their pulse is racing, it doesn’t

mean they’re going to die of rhabdo.

But they are too dehydrated to continue 

that session.” 

The routes are
tough, with
uneven footing,
and made
even harder by
extreme weather. 

James Dunsby, Craig Roberts and Edward Maher died from hyperthermia. 
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The rugged
Brecon Beacons
in Wales are
nobody’s friend.

and rain threatening, we start to understand just how tough this

terrain can be. It’s an intimidating mixture of harsh climbs, deep

valleys and marshlands where getting a stable footing is almost

impossible. Everything adds up to sap your energy, especially

when carrying a 10kg backpack — and the doomed soldiers would

have been carrying 30kg.

Before 43-year-old Birch — accompanied today by his colleague,

former Royal Artillery oicer Luke Wardrop, 30 — set up TSFE,

he organised a charity march through these same hills to raise

awareness of what happened to Maher, Roberts and Dunsby. The

march received an overwhelming response and TSFE was born

soon afterwards, ofering special forces-style hikes in the Brecon

Beacons for people of all ability levels.

Although our trek will leave my legs and feet in pain for several

days after, it isn’t a patch on what faces soldiers during the British

SAS selection course.

We cover our 10km route at an average pace of around 2km

an hour. The Ministry of Defence point-to-point route that the

men died on was 28km long and the cut-off time for reservists

requires an average speed of 3km an hour. For regular SAS guys,

it’s 4km an hour. That means soldiers need to sprint on the

downhills to make up for the slower climbs. Lose your footing

on the uneven ground and the weight of your backpack almost

guarantees a hard fall. 

Full force
It’s bloody diicult, but there’s an undeniable appeal for the average

civilian and many want a piece of it, signing up for SAS-style events

as well as Tough Mudders. TSFE, for example, runs a three-event

challenge called Loadstone, which involves a navigational weekend,

as well as two routes the SAS uses on selection — the Fan Dance and

point-to-point. All are done to the exacting standards the UK’s

special forces demand.

If these routes are treacherous enough to take down elite soldiers,

are we exposing ourselves to the same risks? “The SAS guys can

close down their self-preservation alerts and just smash themselves

to pieces,” says Hodzovic. “It’s unlikely a person of the street will

have those physical reserves and or the mental strength to push

themselves to the point of serious harm. However, it’s possible to

reach a point where you can’t keep pushing on — runners know it as

‘hitting the wall’. Seeing a inish line won’t give you an extra boost.”

With no governing body and no qualiications required to set up

this kind of event, anyone can start a company and dream up ever

trickier challenges to throw at people without having to consider

potential dangers — and with ticket prices for some almost $300,

it’s easy to see the appeal. When you consider that more than two

million people have competed in Tough Mudders worldwide, it’s

easy to see how companies with less integrity than Tough Mudder or 

TSFE would want an easy slice of that action. 

How to protect yourself
Whether you’re SAS-ready or just pushing
your PBs, Dr Emil Hodzovic outlines the
early warning signs with di�erent aspects  
of exhaustion. 

Heatexhaustion

Symptoms “Early symptoms

are heavy sweating, hot, red

skin and light-headedness,” says

Hodzovic. If your urine is dark

yellow, you’ve got cramps and

you stop sweating, then you’re  

in serious trouble.

Avoid it “The main way

is session planning,” says

Hodzovic. Check the

weather before you train.

Don’t aim to do an intense

fitness session at 1pm if

the temperature is high. 

Dehydration

Symptoms “You’ll find yourself

with a dry mouth, a drop in

performance, headaches and

dizziness,” says Hodzovic.

More serious issues are

confusion, fits, weakness

and cramps. Not sure if you’re

disoriented? Set yourself

a simple maths problem —

if you struggle with it, you

probably are.

Avoid it “If you’re thirsty,

drink. It’s as simple as that,”

says Hodzovic. “It’s best to

drink little and often, though.”

The right amount varies

from person to person, but

Hodzovic recommends you

drink enough so your urine

is clear and you’re not thirsty  

for the next half-hour. 

Sleepdeprivation

Symptoms “The acute effects

of a lack of sleep are mainly poor

decision-making, poor memory

and slower reaction time,” says

Hodzovic. While no-one has been

recorded as dying from lack of

sleep, a study in the Journal Of
Sleep found that after 24 hours

there is a significant drop in

cognitive function and alertness.

Avoid it “If you haven’t had

enough sleep, self-motivational

talk can help,” advises Hodzovic.

“And a 20-minute nap will give

you a small boost if you need to 

perform better.”

Rhabdomyolysis

Symptoms “Rhabdomyolysis is

often the result of unaccustomed

stress,” explains Hodzovic. “If

you do little exercise, then train

really, really hard, muscle-cell

walls break down and release

myoglobin, which clogs up the

kidneys. There’s a spectrum of

effects, though, which can be

anything from a bit of muscle

soreness and slightly dark urine

to kidney failure.”

Avoid it “Not all dehydration

leads to rhabdo, but being well

hydrated is important,” says

Hodzovic. “Make sure you build

up to big challenges, as the more

accustomed you are to physical

strain, the less likely it is you’ll

have problems with rhabdo.” 
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Birch stresses that he puts a lot of time and efort into safety on

his courses so that if you ind yourself in trouble, you won’t be left

to fend for yourself. “There will always be an aspect of danger when

you come to the hills,” he admits. “You can’t wrap it up in cotton

wool. But you can reduce that risk.”

Rather than having people only at the checkpoints as the

MoD does, TSFE has marshals moving between the routes to pick

up stragglers or people who are in difficulty. “We don’t feel the

need to use trackers because we have enough guys on the ground

to monitor the candidates,” says Birch. It means you’re not going to

be stuck for hours hoping someone checks your status and comes

looking for you.

It’s not always easy to distinguish someone with heat exhaustion

from someone who’s just buggered at the end of a 28km march.

Staf are trained to look for confusion, so candidates are quizzed

at each checkpoint to make sure they’re still functional. If that had

been done back in 2013, it’s likely Maher, Roberts and Dunsby would

still be alive today.

“Competitors are asked to point out where they are, where they’ve

come from, how they got here and how they’re getting to their next

destination,” explains Birch, while demonstrating what’s expected

using his well-travelled map. “If they can answer this, they’re

showing they’ve got their wits about them.” This also happens in

the real SAS selection — but the coroner’s report into the deaths

found that nothing was lagged at the checkpoints, missing a chance 

to prevent the tragedy.

Timely reminder
“The alarm was raised when the men hadn’t arrived at their next

checkpoint, but that time frame was far too long,” says Birch

as we head to the VW Valley — short for Voluntary Withdrawal.

This steep and rocky ravine is one of the last, horriic hurdles on

the point-to-point, and is where Roberts’ body was found. The

descent down the valley is bad enough, but the climb is the very

deinition of gruelling.

Beyond the top of the valley, the end of the point-to-point race

comes into view and with it the A470 main road. Dunsby collapsed

no more than a couple of hundred metres from the road. It’s

distressing to think how quickly help could have reached him if

someone had been alerted earlier.

The MoD says it has learned lessons from the incident, and has

changed how it deals with the risk of heat illness as a result. For the

rest of us, it’s a timely reminder of the preparation required and

potential dangers of extreme endurance challenges. “There’s it,”

says Wardrop as we reach the end of our 10km trek, “then there’s 

hill it. And that’s a totally diferent thing.” ■

Not finishing the
route for any

reason is a failure.
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● Body Book Superman
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Perform the
workout once per
week. Exercises
marked with a
letter (“A”, “B” and
so on) are done in
sequence and flow
into each other.
You’ll use the same
weight and do one
set of A, then go
on to one set of
B, and so on for
all the moves in
the group. Rest,
then repeat the
sequence.

Directions

HOW IT WORKS

■ Cavill’s program
for Batman v Superman: 
Dawn of Justice
comprised four
phases: preparation,
bulking, leaning out
and maintenance.
The bulking phase,
demonstrated here,
centres on Olympic
weightlifting movements
— complex but hugely
effective lifts that build
muscle, strength and
speed. When done in
circuit fashion, they’re
also very demanding on
the heart, which then
boosts endurance.

“There’s a
misconception that
cardio will negatively
impact muscle,” says
Blevins. “A larger work
capacity can allow
you to train harder and
longer. Building muscle
without conditioning
is akin to having an
impressive engine
without a gas tank
— it’s worthless.
This conditioning
helped later when
trimming fat” and made 
Cavill heroic. 

Crushit like Cavill
Henry Cavill got huge twice to
play Superman (first for 2013’s
Man of Steel, then for next
year’s Batman v Superman). 
Here’s how he does it.

By Sean Hyson

■
For most actors who take on a superhero role, just looking the part is enough.

Henry Cavill set out to embody it. His regimen, by strength coach Michael Blevins

(gritandteeth.com), focused on performance to make Cavill faster than a speeding bullet,

more powerful than a locomotive — you get the gist. As a result, Cavill attained a chiselled

superheroic physique almost as a by-product.

What appears here: a sample routine illustrating the kind of work Cavill put in. Give it  

a try and forge your own body into something out of this world. 

1
HANG CLEAN 
AND JERK
Sets: As many as needed
Reps: Work up to one
heavy rep

Stand with feet hip-
width apart and hold the
bar at shoulder width
in front of your thighs.
Bend your hips and
knees so the bar lowers
to just above your
knees. Now explosively
extend your hips as if
jumping while at the
same time shrugging
your shoulders and
pulling the bar straight
up in front of your torso.

As the bar reaches
chest level, bend your
elbows so your palms
face the ceiling and
catch the bar at
shoulder level with
your upper arms
parallel to the floor.
This is a hang clean.

From there, dip
your knees quickly
and extend them again
to power the bar up
overhead. As it rises,
jump one foot in front of
you and one foot behind,
as in a lunge, to finish
the lift in a staggered
stance with the bar
locked out overhead.

Perform as many
warm-up sets as you
need, gradually building
to the heaviest load you
can handle for one rep 
with good form.



● Body Book Superman

2B
POWER 
CLEAN
Sets: 4  Reps: 1

Begin as you did the 
clean pull, but when you 
come to the explosive 
shrug and hip extension, 
continue pulling the bar 
up to shoulder level 
as described in the hang 
clean and jerk. Catch the 
bar at your shoulders 
and immediately begin 
the front squat.

2C 
FRONT 
SQUAT
Sets: 4  Reps: 1

From the top of the 
power clean, bend your 
hips back and lower 
your body into a squat, 
keeping your lower back 
in its natural arch and 
your elbows raised so 
your upper arms are 
parallel to the floor. 
Extend your hips to 
come out of the squat.

2A 
CLEAN PULL
Sets: 4  Reps: 1

Stand with feet hip-
width apart and bend 
down to grasp the bar 
at shoulder width. 
Keep your lower back 
flat, chest up and eyes 
looking forward. Begin 
extending your hips 
to pull the bar off the 
floor — keep your weight
on your heels and your 
shoulders directly over 
the bar as it rises.

When the bar reaches
the top of your thighs, 
explosively extend your 
hips, shrug the bar and 
come up onto your toes.
Control the bar back to 
the floor.

PERFORM 
THE ENTIRE 
CIRCUIT 
FLUIDLY. LET 
ONE LIFT SET 
UP THE NEXT 
SMOOTHLY.

2D 
PUSH PRESS
Sets: 4  Reps: 1

Standing tall again, 
dip your knees and 
quickly extend them, 
using the momentum to 
press the bar straight 
overhead. Return the 
bar to your shoulders.
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3 
FRONT 
SQUAT
Sets: As many as needed  
Reps: Work up to one 
heavy rep

Perform the front squat 
as described on the 
previous page, taking 
as many warm-up sets 
as needed to reach a 
load that allows you only 
one rep with good form. 
Make sure you take only 
10 total reps or fewer 
to reach your max. This 
will conserve energy. So 
you might do two reps 
each at about 50% and 
70% of your max and 
then several single-rep 
sets as you close in on 
the right load. 

4 
FRONT-
SQUAT/
BACK-SQUAT 
COMBO
Sets: 3  Reps: 7 for front 
squat, 13 for back squat

Now that you’ve 
determined your max 
front squat above, 
use 70–75% of it and 
alternate sets of front 
and back squats. So 
if you worked up to a 
front squat of 100kg, 
you could use 70kg. 
Perform seven reps of 
the front squat and then 
rack the bar. As soon 
as possible, set up for a 
back squat (described 
below), and do 13 reps 
with the same load. 
That’s one set. 

Back squat: squeeze 
your shoulder blades 
together and nudge the 
bar out of the rack. Step 
back and stand with 
your feet shoulder-
width apart and your 
toes turned slightly 
outward. Take a deep 
breath, bend your hips 
back, then bend your 
knees to lower your 
body as far as you can 
without losing the arch 
in your lower back.

DON’T MUSCLE 
THE WEIGHT 
OVERHEAD. 
LET YOUR HIPS 
POWER IT UP.
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WARM WELCOME

Add these mobility exercises to your warm-up on upper-body days to activate  
inhibited muscle groups and improve your range of motion.

■
Heavy weightlifting can be problematic
for guys in their 30s and 40s. Tight pecs,

rotator cuf issues, lower-back pain and hip and
knee injuries are common — and can be easily
aggravated. To help, I devised the Built 2 Last
system to allow trainees to get stronger, add
muscle and even become leaner.

Before starting, though, spend ten minutes
doing mobility work, along with activation
work for your back [see the box, right]. Warm
up to lift — don’t lift to warm up.

I recommend two upper-body sessions per
week with one lower-body one in between.
Each workout starts with one main lift,
supersetted with a high-volume, low-intensity
exercise to work opposing muscles. This is
followed by a strength-capacity circuit of three
to ive exercises with relatively heavy weights
for low reps to build strength while getting  
a cardio boost.

JOINT VENTURE

A typical main lift for the irst upper-body
session would be a close-grip bench press,
supersetted for four sets of four with an
isometric upper-back hold, with two minutes’
rest between sets. Start at 70% of your one-
rep max and work up to 85% over the following
weeks. Twin it with a YWT (where you lie
face down with your arms of the ground in
Y, W and T positions for 30 seconds each) to
strengthen your upper back. For the strength-

group a barbell hip thrust with a calf raise
and a core move such as a dumbbell side bend.

For the inal upper-body session, use a
shoulder or chest dumbbell press for the main
lift. Superset it with a high-volume upper-back
exercise such as a single-arm lat pull-down,
followed by another strength-capacity circuit.

By working on mobility in your warm-ups
and structuring workouts to reduce strain on
your joints, you’ll get stronger without getting 
injured and improve your movement and 
posture in everyday life. ■

capacity circuit, group a weighted pushup
with a row variation, a lateral raise variation 
and a plank.

For the lower-body workout, pick a
unilateral exercise such as a rear foot elevated
barbell split squat for the main lift. Superset it
with a compound lift such as a squat or deadlift,
lifting between 50% and 60% of your one-rep
max. Because you’ve already fatigued your
legs individually, the weight you can lift in
the squat or deadlift is limited, reducing joint
pressure. For the strength-capacity circuit, 

You can get serious strength results without hitting one-rep maxes or wrecking your joints,
says strength and conditioning expert Joe De Franco.

HOWCANILIFTHEAVY 
WITH ZERO RISK?

Y-HANDCUFFS
Reps 10

Lie with your feet raised
and arms in front. Bring
your hands to your lower
back with palms up and
push your elbows up. 

KNEELING THORACIC
EXTENSION-ROTATION

Reps 10 each side

Kneel, put a hand behind your
head and rotate down and
across till the elbow hits the 
opposite knee.
Return, rotating
as far behind as
you can.

PRONE BAND
SHOULDER ROTATION

Reps 10

Lie with a resistance band
taut in both hands with arms
extended. Move the band over
your head and down to the 
base of your back.

Warm up to lift more.

Mobility exercises lessen  
the chance of injury. 

THE EXPERT

NAME:
JOE DE
FRANCO

SPECIALITY:
STRENGTH &
CONDITIONING
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■
With CrossFit on the rise, the idea of
doing workouts “for time” — basically,

racing to get the reps in — has never been
more popular. This is no surprise. It’s easy
for coaches to write a workout on the board
and tell everyone to do it as fast as possible,
and for people who’ve never trained, anything
works for a while.

When you’re a beginner, this is a good way
to ensure you get some hard work in. But once
you can handle heavier weights, too much
intensity risks the results.

At the top level of any sport, athletes do
most of their training at around 80% of their
maximum, a level that could be labelled
“easy”, and only the remainder at what
you’d call “intense”. If you’re trying to
improve athleticism for gym-based events,
it makes sense to train in a similar way —
using progressive overload to force your  
body to adapt.

IT’S ABOUT TIME

One of the best ways to attain the highest level
of itness is to achieve the highest possible level
baseline adaptation — what you can achieve
without overloading your body. How you do
this depends on the sport. In running, it might 

proper training stress would be about 75% of
that number — so if he makes it to round 18,
he should be able to do 13 reps in a minute
without too much trouble, but won’t be able
to maintain much more.

Then you can escalate the intensity on a
cycle of three to eight weeks, nudging it up
by about 5% a week (see box below). This
adds stress in a way that lets the body adapt,
without taxing it beyond its ability to recover.

When you’re training, not competing,
you should always feel there’s more in the
tank, or even that it’s too easy. Any frustration 
you feel should allow for anticipation of
event day. Remember, training is only
preparation for competition: save your  
best efort for the day. ■

be the ability to run for an hour at a speciic
pace and in lifting it might be volume of
weight lifted. What I’d like to introduce is
the idea of working at an intensity deined
by reps per minute.

The aim is to ind a threshold for training
and then improve it, pacing according to your
itness. For instance, I often have an athlete
do a “Death by Burpees” workout. They do
one rep in the irst minute, two in the second
and so on, increasing the reps until failure.
Once the athlete fails, I can conclude that a 

You don’t have to go nuts every training session. Trainer Michael
Blevins shows you how to up the ante without smashing yourself.

SHOULDIGOALL-OUT EVERY 
TIME I TRAIN?

THE EXPERT

NAME:
MICHAEL
BLEVINS

SPECIALITY:
COMPETITIVE 
FITNESS

FIND YOUR RACE PACE

Looking to get CrossFit competitive? Here’s the winning formula.

A program of progressive
overload is more effective 
than flat-out effort  
in training. 

CO

3 Up the pace by 5% every
week for three weeks, then
retest with another “Death
by” session. Your score
should have gone up.

2 Note the minute when you hit
failure and multiply it by 0.75 for
your training pace. Next time
you train, do that number of
reps every minute for 20min. 

1 Pick a move such as
pushups or kettlebell swings
and do it “Death by” style:
one rep on the first minute,
two on the second and so
on until you can’t go on. 
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SOCCERSLAMMER

THE COACH
Andrew Wiseman is a
strength and conditioning
coach. Having coached at
clubs including Chelsea and
West Ham United in the EPL,
he’s worked with a range of
players from academy level
to full internationals.

THE GOAL
“Soccer is a high-intensity,
intermittent sport with a
need for a multitude of
physical qualities such as
strength, power, agility and 
speed, alongside core 
stability,” says Wiseman. 
“Footballers work in all
planes of motion, using 
every part of their bodies 
in harmony, and I look to 
strengthen players all over 
to make them stronger 
and more robust to resist 
injury. These exercises 
build the qualities required 
to play the game, giving 
you the edge on the pitch.” 

 

THE WORKOUT
“These exercises will help 
you to build a foundation of 
strength, increase leg power 
in order to jump higher and 
sprint faster, and build core 
stability to hold of  
opponents and reduce injury 
through impact. Do three sets 
of each exercise, resting 60 
seconds between sets. As you 
progress, look to reduce the 
number of reps (apart from 
for the box jump) and 
increase the weights you lift 
(or the height you jump for 
the box jump). After eight 
weeks, you should be lifting 
between three and i ve reps. 
Use a weight that takes you 
almost to failure in the i nal 
rep so you force your muscles 
to work hard and grow back 
stronger. Record what you’re 
lifting for each exercise 
throughout each session to 
track your progress.” �

5 WIDE GRIP PULLUP
Grip the pullup bar with your hands wider than 
shoulder-width apart. Lean your torso backwards, 
stick out your chest and contract your core, then pull 
yourself up towards the bar, keeping your torso still and 
looking straight forward. Once your chin has cleared the 
bar, lower yourself until your arms are fully extended. 

Beginner 8 reps (band assisted) 
Intermediate 8 reps (unweighted) 
Advanced 8 reps (weighted)  

6 LUNGE AND TWIST
Holding a medicine ball, take a step forward and lower 
into a lunge, keeping torso upright and your front knee in 
line with your toes. At the bottom of the lunge, contract 
your abs and rotate upper body to the same side as your 
front leg, then back to the middle. Push up with your front 
foot to return to the start position. Repeat on other side.

Beginner 8 reps (bodyweight)
Intermediate 8 reps (light ball)
Advanced 8 reps (heavy ball)

3 ALTERNATING STEP-UP
Stand facing a box or bench. Keep your core braced. 
Extend at the hip and knee of your left leg and place your 
left foot on the box, then push upwards with your right 
foot to stand on it with both feet. Exhale, step down from 
the platform and repeat on the other side. 

Beginner 10 reps (unweighted) 
Intermediate 10 reps (light dumbbells)
Advanced 10 reps (heavy dumbbells)

4 BENCH PRESS
Lie on a bench holding a bar with an overhand grip and 
hands just over shoulder-width apart. Drive your feet 
into the floor and press straight up until your arms are 
extended. This is your start position. While inhaling, 
lower the bar slowly to just above your chest, then push 
back up to the start position while exhaling.

Beginner 10 reps (low weight)
Intermediate 10 reps (medium weight)
Advanced 10 reps (high weight)

1 BOX JUMP
Stand facing a box with your feet shoulder-width apart.
Lower into a half squat, swinging your arms backwards,
then leap onto the box, swinging your arms forward in the
process to gain momentum. Land on the box with your
knees bent to absorb the impact of the jump. Step down
and repeat.

Beginner 5 reps
Intermediate 5 reps (landing on one leg)
Advanced 5 reps (single-leg box jump)

2 SQUAT
Stand with feet just wider than shoulder-width apart. 
If you’re using dumbbells, hold them by your sides; if 
a barbell, rest it on the backs of your shoulders. With 
your chest up and core braced, squat down until your 
thighs are parallel with the floor, keeping your knees 
wide apart. Drive up through your heels to stand. 

Beginner 10 reps (unweighted) 
Intermediate 10 reps (dumbbells)
Advanced 10 reps (barbell) 

Use this full-body workout for fi ve-a-side football fi tness all through the summer.



FIND YOUR STRONG

Check out the GUIDE 9 with EVERUN.

A breakthrough in cushioning • livelier • more responsive • smoother landings • stronger

takeoffs • new construction puts cushioning closer to foot • helps you run stronger longer

saucony.com.au

YOU SHOULD GET YOUR FEET
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Hours spent in the saddle can lead to hours on 
the treatment table. Here’s how to enjoy more 
of the former and avoid the latter.

INJURY-FREE
CYCLING

■
It took two fractured vertebrae for Swiss 
rider Fabian Cancellara to pull out of this 

year’s Tour de France — but not before he had 
i nished the last 48km of the stage. For the mere 
mortal, muscular and joint injuries are more 
likely to interrupt your ride — but taking these 
simple steps can keep you in good repair. 

1 ANTERIOR KNEE PAIN

“If your saddle’s too low or far forwards you 
can put pressure through the patellofemoral  
joint with each downward pedal stroke, 
wearing away the cartilage where your kneecap 
tracks,” says Lloyd. “Weak ankles and glutes 
can also cause your knee to cave in and kneecap 
to track badly.”

PREVENT IT

“Set the saddle so the angle behind your knee 
at the bottom of each stroke is around 145° and 
your knee is over the centre of your pedal when 
your leg is bent at 90°. Strengthen your glutes 
with single-leg partial squats, keeping the knee 
in line with your second toe on each rep. Focus 
on control as you do three sets of 20 slow reps.”

2 LATERAL KNEE PAIN

“This is most commonly felt as Iliotibial Band 
Friction Syndrome (ITBFS), which is when 
your IT band rubs over the lateral femoral 
condyle, causing inl ammation. This is usually 
caused by the seat being too high and the IT 
band having to compensate for weak glutes 
and leg muscles.” 

PREVENT IT

“Get your saddle height right and increase your 
stance width to reduce stress on the outside of 
your knee. Attach the cleats towards the inside 
edge of the sole of your shoe, putting your feet 
further apart, and adjust how tightly your cleats 
are clipped in so your shoe can move naturally 
as you ride, reducing stress on your knee.”

3 LOWER BACK PAIN

“Rounding your back when riding ups the risk
of a prolapsed disc in your lower back. This
can be caused by poor lexibility, due to tight
hamstrings pulling your pelvis down, and weak
core strength that stops you maintaining good
riding posture.”

PREVENT IT

“Riding in the right posture will strengthen
your core, as will planks. Do three sets of one-
minute holds three times a week. To stretch
your hamstrings, put your front foot lat on the
second step of a staircase. With your back leg
straight, front leg bent, back lat and hips still,
lean forwards to stretch the hamstrings in your
front leg. Hold for one minute, three times on
each leg.”

4 UPPER BACK AND NECK PAIN

“Rounding your back means your upper back 
and neck muscles have to work hard to lift 
your head to see forwards. This means your 
muscle i bres can’t relax, leading to the build-
up of knots.”

PREVENT IT

“Improved riding posture will prevent it, while 
self-massage and stretching will alleviate it. 
After a ride, sit on a chair and grab its bottom 
with one hand. Tilt your head to the other side 
and pull it down further with your other hand. 
Hold for one minute, three times each side. 
Applying pressure with self-massage and heat 
will also help.”  �

Andy Curtis is a head physio 
aiming to make physiotherapy, 
massage and physical 
conditioning more accessible, 
a� ordable and e� ective. 

ONE-KIT FIX
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Tasmanian Richie Porte 
demonstrates perfect form 

during the 2015 Tour de France.

SPECIALIZED S-WORKS EVADE HELMET 
$299.95, specialized.com/au/en-au/home 

Of course, there’s one more thing you always 
need to protect when cycling — your noggin. 
This is the ultimate aerodynamic racing 
helmet, combining a wind-tunnel-tested 
design, ultra-light 
construction 
and excellent 
ventilation 
for the best 
performance 
on the road. 
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Fashion says targeting specific joints and muscles is wrong but there can be real benefits.

SHOULDEVERYONE
DO ISOLATION EXERCISES?

No
says Jesse La Flair, stuntman and
pro freerunner who directed and
starred in parkour documentary  
From Here To There 

Yes
says Rich Kite, a strength
and conditioning coach  
and weightlifter

Muscles are built to work together.
In real life, you will rarely ever
need just one muscle to ire so it
makes no sense to train them to
do that. Isolation exercises can be
useful for rehabilitation, and if
your body naturally favours one
side and the other needs to catch
up, but in my opinion it’s simply
insane to spend time doing them
just for the purpose of looking a
certain way.

When I irst started freerunning
[similar to parkour] I was scrawny
with a lack of control and balance.
While I’m not totally jacked,
nowadays I’m cut, functionally
strong, and more agile than ever
— and I don’t do isolation exercises 
in my training.

Some people see ripped guys
with big arms and shredded
six-packs and think the only way
to look like that is by going to the
gym and doing endless crunches
and biceps curls. For me, those
kinds of isolation exercises are
boring and smell of desperation.
You can still be in incredible shape
without ever setting foot in the
gym. I train and play in various
freerunning facilities and outdoor
training spots literally all over the
world and I still have the strength
to do one-inger pullups.

Unless you have a desire to
cover yourself in oil and lex in
front of a crowd of strangers while
wearing a G-string, don’t waste
your time on isolation exercises.
Just get outside and move.

I’m constantly inding diferent
ways to engage my body and mind
by overcoming the challenges that
I set for myself. Yeah, I’m in decent
shape, but most importantly I’m 
having a lot of fun. 

In the world of weightlifting, most
of our training focuses around full
compound movements. However,
even in this most functional of
sports, there’s room for isolation
exercises, especially for
strengthening joints to increase
resistance to injury. With heavy
loads going through the body, well
in excess of bodyweight, you need
to ensure each joint can function
correctly while under these forces.
Isolation training will do that.

The shoulder and elbow are
common victims of injury and
biceps curls do a great job of helping
prevent that, while things like
leg-extension and hamstring-
curl machines can be used in
conjunction with squats and pulls
to inish of a session. Leg-machine
moves might generally be viewed as
vanity exercises but they’re actually
brilliant for isolating the muscles
through a large range of motion.
Single-leg variations are especially
good for correcting imbalances. 

Your approach to workout
programming should be to work
with what’s in front of you and
do what you can to improve
performance. It’s important to
manage weaknesses so you can
continually progress in the most
appropriate way. This may mean
the inclusion of isolation exercises.
Pretty much everyone will beneit
from them — you deinitely don’t
need to be a bodybuilder to make
them a key part of your training.

They shouldn’t be the main
focus of your training day, but
adding three sets of 20 curls with a
manageable weight will protect your
elbows and strengthen your biceps
through a full range of motion. It can 
make a real diference.

“ISOLATION
TRAINING CAN
HELP PREVENT 
INJURY.”

“ENDLESS
ISOLATION
EXERCISES
ARE BORING.”

BODY
BOOK Counterpoint

A real curl dude.
Reps can protect elbows

and strengthen biceps.



Protein Matrix+ combines Australian made WPC, Milk Protein Isolate,

and NZ WPI to bring together a blend that is rich in natural levels of

Glutamine, EAAs and BCAAs. It’s also boosted with Leucine and

Glutamine to drive muscle growth and improve recovery.

Protein Matrix+ is further enhanced with a new enzyme which targets

lactase and reduces the negative effects of dairy for sensitive

individuals. If you've had to solely consume isolates or vegan proteins

in the past, try this blend and reap the benefits!

bulknutrients bulknutrients@BulkNutrients

bulknutrients.com.au

LABLE ONLY FROM
NUTRIENTS.COM.AU
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SPECIAL
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receive 10% off your 
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AIRCALIN
New Caledonia and its many 
tropical treasures is only 
a few hours’ flight from 
Australia. It’s a fantastic 
adventure holiday destination 
with golden beaches and 
azure-blue waters. Aircalin 
o� er the best deals on flights 
from all around Australia.  

>> au.aircalin.com/en

KING GEE 

COMPRESSION 

SHORTS
These shorts have been 
specifically engineered to 
enhance and support the 
movements you perform on 
site, ensuring your day is a 
whole lot more productive.

>> $74, kinggee.com.au

SKYDIVE 

AUSTRALIA
Experience the thrill of a 
lifetime with Australia’s 
safest and best skydiving 
company. Tick it o�  your 
bucket list now!

>> skydive.com.au, get 

$30 o�  with the code 

MFITNESS

HYDRODOL
Your ultimate “drinking
partner” for a night out, 
Hydrodol is designed to 
alleviate the adverse e� ects of 
excessive alcohol consumption.
Filled with a whole host of
body- loving ingredients
such as amino acids, Hydrodol
enables you to wake up 
fresh the morning after 
a big night out. 

>> hydrodol.com.au, 

16 capsules $19.95

RAY-BAN DISTRESSED 

WAYFARER
A new version of the classic 
Ray-Ban Wayfarer model is 
born. Fine acetate is treated to 
give this wayfarer a distressed 
e� ect along the front section 
and temples. 

>> $209.95, opsm.com.au, 

can also be fitted with 

prescription lenses

GILLETTE BODY 

RAZOR
Gillette’s first razor built 
especially to handle the terrain 
of a man’s body. A razor 
dedicated to the body is 
essential, because men’s body 
skin is drier and more sensitive 
than facial skin, and so it 
involves more tricky navigation 
to ensure total body comfort. 

>> $10.49, gillette.com.au
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UPPERCUT DELUXE 

FILLED WASH BAG
Combining a motorbike-
inspired bag with shave and 
wash products, the Uppercut 
Deluxe Filled Wash Bag is a 
superb piece of kit and makes 
an excellent gift. It contains 
shave cream, moisturiser, 
a bamboo toothbrush and 
goat’s milk soap. 

>> $75, uppercutdeluxe.com

PRE WORKOUT 101
Utilising proven ingredients in 
proven doses, Pre Workout 101 
combines active amino acids 
and a powerful stimulant 
complex to provide strength, 
endurance and muscle gains 
so no workout is ever wasted. 

>> $29 (250g, tropical flav.), 

bulknutrients.com.au

SOS REHYDRATE
Packed with three times the 
electrolytes of a regular sports 
drink, SOS Rehydrate is the 
ultimate hydration formula 
for runners and athletes.  
Comes in great-tasting berry 
or citrus flavour. 

>> 10-pack $21.95, 

sosrehydrate.com/store/au/

MILKY FOOT ACTIVE
Milky Foot Active is the perfect 
foot-pampering product for 
professional, social or 
recreational exercisers
whose feet need nurturing 
after the rigours of training. 
Within 5-7 days of using, dead, 
rough skin simply peels away 
to reveal beautiful, fresh and 
baby-soft feet.

>> $32.95, milkyfoot.com.au

SONOS PLAY: 1
Has two custom-designed 
drivers with dedicated 
amplifiers so you can
stream your entire music 
library, popular music services 
and internet radio. Control it 
from anywhere with your 
smartphone, tablet or PC/Mac 
and enjoy thundering low-end 
and cystal-clear high-end 
sounds.

>> $299, sonos.com

SUUNTO TRAVERSE 
The ultimate outdoors watch, 
the Suunto Traverse features 
GPS/GLONASS navigation and 
renewed topographic maps. 
Follow your progress en-route 
with key statistics such as 
altitude and distance, and 
save points of interest along 
the way.  

>> $549.99, suunto.com.au
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PRORASO PRE & 

AFTERSHAVE CREAM 

WITH SHEA BUTTER
Designed to nourish and 
protect course beard and 
dry skin, it has a thick 
concentrated texture which 
softens the beard, helping the 
razor glide smoothly over the 
skin to prevent damage 
and irritation. 

>> prorasoaustralia.com.au

CANESTEN
Canesten has Australia’s No.1 
range of antifungal treatments. 
They have treatments for 
athlete’s foot, nail infections, 
jock itch, ringworm and beach 
fungus. If you’re su� ering from 
any of these conditions, 
Canesten is the answer.  

>> canesten.com.au

VARIDESK 
Sitting at the computer all 
day is bad for posture and 
muscle health. The height-
adjustable Varidesk enables 
you to stand or sit while 
you work, increasing blood 
flow and burning calories. 

>> au.varidesk.com

NEXT GENERATION 

MEGAMASS FORTE

TRIBULUS
Got trouble performing in 
the sack? Next Generation 
Megamass Forte increases 
libido and endurance, giving 
you peace of mind when you 
need it the most.

>> nextgeneration

supplements.com

SEIKO SPORTURA 

COLLECTION
Made from hard-wearing 
stainless steel, this stylish 
timepiece is solar-powered, so 
you never have to bother with 
annoying batteries again. It’s 
also water-resistant to 100m. 

>> $825, seiko.com.au

HORLEYS HAVOC
HAVOC has been designed to 
help you override your limits 
in the gym with four genuine 
nitric oxide stimulants 
including GPLC and agmatine 
for exceptional muscle pumps. 

>> horleys.com
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TWO-STEP STRESS RELIEF

“You can improve how you deal with stress, and therefore your performance, in 
a matter of hours,” says Walsh. “There are two simple things that will immediately 
make a di� erence.” 

■ People have always tried to draw a 
distinction between the physical and 

mental states. However, there’s plenty of 
evidence to suggest that physical depletion 
really has an af ect on your ability to make 
decisions and vice versa. 

When you’re operating at the very top end 
of your abilities, your performance is really 
dependent on your mental state. Every athlete 
is thinking about what they’re doing to some 
degree and if you’re dealing with immediate 
or long-term stresses, that’s going to ef ect how 
you execute really simple things. 

The good news is that you can learn to 
improve how you handle stress. But when 
I say “learn”, there’s nothing you can get 
from a book or the internet that’ll help you 
become better at it. If you want to improve 
your performance you’ve got to go out and 
train in situations that are stressful and have 
consequences. This is something professional 
athletes do all the time. There are things that 
can be practised, things that af ect your skills 
that you can put into operation.

UNDER PRESSURE

For example, it’s a good idea to do technical 
sessions after you’ve drained yourself with a 
sprint session. In training, you need to be under 
the same kind of physical pressure you’ll be 
under at the end of a game or race to get used 
to making decisions in that situation. 

that simple mental arithmetic is blown away.
This is one of the reasons you’ll sometimes 

see top athletes making basic errors in 
important situations — they’re trying to deal 
with mental pressure on the l y rather than 
having a plan. 
      The people who thrive on that competition 
on the day are the ones who’ve trained in those 
situations already so that they can understand 
and respond to it. So don't leave it to chance 
— get smart beforehand and ensure you're a 
winner when it counts. ■

HANDLING STRESS IN SPORTS 

This is all about how well you can make 
decisions under pressure. There are two fairly 
common misconceptions about decision-
making. First that it’s a single thing, rather 
than a process. And second that it’s purely 
inl uenced by psychological ef ects. 

You can quickly demonstrate the second 
one on an exercise bike or treadmill. Ever 
tried to work out how long you’ve got left or 
your speed when you’re exhausted? When 
you’re really pushing it, your ability to do 

Discover the techniques you need to make better decisions under stress and improve performance 
with cognitive neuroscience specialist Vincent Walsh. 

IS STRESS AFFECTING 
MY PERFORMANCE?

GLUCOSE CHECK

“The first thing to address is glucose. 
The more you deplete that, the more your 
physical and mental 
capabilities 
are hampered.” 
When you’re 
depleted, replenish 
with unprocessed 
carbs — potatoes 
and rice will work.

QUICK RESPONSE

“You need automatic response patterns to deal 
with issues. For example, if you go 30-love 
down in a tennis match, 
you should already 
know your response. 
Perhaps it’s to drag out 
the rallies and make 
your opponent run. 
But if you’re trying to 
think and play, then 
both will suffer.”

Training in testing 
conditions will ramp up 
output under pressure. 

THE EXPERT

NAME: 
VINCENT 
WALSH

SPECIALITY:
STRESS



Bulk Nutrients’ Whey Protein Isolat

While other proteins are marketed with flashy graphics and big name endorsements, our WPI is extremely

understated, preferring to let the facts (and a legion of passionate fans) speak for themselves.

Up to 91% protein, our WPI is exceptionally pure containing only raw WPI, flavouring and sweetener – 

nothing else. Sourced from GMO free, grass fed New Zealand cows and ultra filtered to ensure virtually 

no lactose exists in the finished product (which means no more bloating!)

When it comes down to what you feed your muscles, no buzzwords, special deals or industry hype can 

substitute for a high quality protein and transparency in the manufacturing process.

Not all proteins are created equal – try Bulk Nutrients’ WPI and experience a new level of purity!

CLEAN.
POWERFUL. 
EXTREMELY MOD

1KG FOR $36
Only $1.09 per serve!

5KG FOR $149
Just 90c per serve!

1kg flavour splits available,

mix and match from our ten great flavours

Request your free sample at bulk.li/wpi

bulknutrients.com.au b/bulknutrients a/bulknutrients x/bulknutrients

Chocolate  ¬  Strawberry  ¬  Vanilla  ¬  Coffee  ¬  Banana  ¬  Choc Mint  ¬  Salted Caramel  ¬  Choc Coconut  ¬  Cookies & Cream  ¬  Raw
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Sharpen the clippers, as ex-world champ Hilton Barrett drags you screaming
and wheezing through the job with the highest calorie-burn in the world.

TOUGH STUFF

A study published by the ABC found
shearing sheep puts more stress on
the body than any other job, making
Australian shearers arguably the hardest 
workers on the planet in terms of
physical output and calories nuked.
“A day’s shearing is as good as a day’s
marathon,” Hilton, who once scalped 
416 sheep in eight hours, says. 

FULL-BODY WORKOUT

Sheep seldom go into the process
willingly, which makes for tough work.
“Shearing gets you it for nothing and
nothing gets you it for shearing,” Barrett
says. “You use every muscle in your
body because the sheep wriggle around
and can weigh 60-80kg each. That’s why
I always did full-body weightlifting
workouts to get ready for competition.”
A study from the University of Alabama 

in the US supports Hilton’s regimen. The
researchers had one group of men train
each muscle group once a week for three
months; another group performed the
same number of total sets weekly but
split them equally among three
total-body workouts. The result? The
blokes who worked each muscle more
frequently gained 4kg of muscle — that’s
2.25kg more than those who trained  
each muscle only once a week.

WINNING THE MENTAL GAME

Shearing works like a production line so
you need to keep your wits to make sure
you don’t get injured. “If you didn’t like
the job, you wouldn’t do it as it starts at
5am and goes to 6pm. I had an aim of
wanting to be the best shearer and that
drove me to push myself, but other
blokes just want to provide for their
family.” To be successful in anything, 

SHEAR FORCE 

 

you need to have a inish line in sight
because men are signiicantly more
likely to achieve their targets if they have
set goals, research from the University
of Leicester found. Whether it’s shearing 
400 sheep or pushing 100kg on the
bench press — put a number on it to  
make it happen.

BEATING THE HEAT

Working conditions are a far cry from the
typical air-conditioned oice. “You’re
wrestling hot animals in 45-degree heat
in a tin shed that’s two metres overhead
so you plough through energy and can
get pretty dehydrated. We drink 8-12
litres of water a day and eat plenty of
healthy food like apples, oranges,
bananas and yoghurt, along with meat
and salad sandwiches. Some of the young
blokes try to get away with eating bags
of chips, but you need healthy foods to 
give yourself the right energy.” 

WARMING UP

Sports science is already starting to
inluence sheep shearing. “When we
irst started I’d just get straight into the
work,” Hilton says, “but when I trained
for the world championship I warmed up
with stretches, which helped a lot with
performance and avoiding injuries.”
It’s a smart move because a structured 
warm-up program that focuses on
strength, balance and muscular
awareness cuts injuries, a British Medical 
Journal study concluded. 

STAYING LIMBER

Shearing slams tension onto the lower
back, so looking after it is important if
you want to stay in the game. “I saw a
chiropractor who deals with a lot of
shearers so he’s used to their injuries,”
Hilton says. “He gave me a bunch of
stretches to do, but the best one is where
you lie lat on your back, bring the knees
together and up above your stomach
then let them fall to the side. I’d hold it
for 30-60 seconds each time and it works 
really well.” Try this next time your  
lower back acts up.

RECOVERY TIME

On the farm there’s a much more
traditional approach to exercise
recovery. “Half a dozen beers, a shower
and go to bed,” Hilton laughs. “But
seriously, if you don’t crash out early
when you get home, you really haven’t
been working hard enough at all.”
Sleeping for as much as ten hours a night 
improves athletic performance and
mood, a report from the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine found.
Counting sheep could be the laziest way
you can improve your game. ■

                                                              — Dale Taylor                                                                                          

HILTON BARRETT

Age: 41
Lives: Wellington, NSW
Occupation: Shearing contractor
Company: Hilton Shearing
Years in industry: 26  

“Thesheepweigh
60-80kgeachand

wrigglearound—you
havetouseevery

 muscle inyour body.”
 






